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Abstract

Sensitive information of Online Social Network (OSN) users can be discovered through

sophisticated data mining, even if a user does not directly reveal such information. Ma-

licious data miners can build a decision tree/s from a data set containing information

about a huge number of OSN users and thereby learn general patterns which they can

then use to discover the sensitive information of a target user who has not revealed the

sensitive information directly. Therefore, data privacy is becoming increasingly impor-

tant in the era of OSNs. The possibility of such a privacy breach has been empirically

demonstrated in previous studies. An existing technique provides privacy by suppress-

ing users’ some non-sensitive attribute values (such as hometown) from their profiles.

However, suppression of an attribute value may not be enough to secure a user’s con-

fidential information. In this study we experimentally demonstrate that (after taking

necessary steps on non-sensitive attribute values) a user’s sensitive information can still

be inferred through his/her friendship information.

We propose three techniques in this study for protecting users’ sensitive information

from being inferred. All our proposed techniques are applied to a training data set to

discover the general patterns. Based on the patterns, the proposed techniques can protect

the sensitive information of the users in the testing data set.

Our first proposed protection technique, namely 3LP, considers both attribute values

and friendship information while protecting a sensitive information for its users. Once

the testing data set is modified following the suggestions made by 3LP we measure

the data utility along with the privacy level to evaluate the effectiveness of the privacy

techniques. Our second proposed technique, namely 3LP+, can protect users’ multiple

sensitive information. It takes a co-ordinated approach in each run while protecting

sensitive attribute values. Our third technique is 3LPEx. Some previous techniques

offer privacy protection based on specific classifiers. That is, while protecting privacy

they use a specific classifier to learn the patterns and provide privacy based on these

patterns. They assume that attackers will also use the same classifier and learn similar

patterns. However, in reality, it is difficult to predict the classifier an attacker might use

v



Abstract vi

during a privacy attack. Therefore, 3LPEx, uses an exhaustive approach to learn the

patterns instead of relying on a single classifier and uses the patterns to provide privacy.

We apply our proposed techniques on three OSN data sets. The experimental results

show that our proposed methods outperform the existing privacy-preserving algorithms

in terms of securing privacy while maintaining the data utility.
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Notations

Notation Meaning

G A graph of an Online social network

D A data set

Dtr A training data set

Dts A testing data set

U A set of users in the network where U = {u1, u2, . . . uN}
N Number of records in D

u The 3LPEx user

ui ith user in G

A Set of non-class attributes in D

Ar and Al A set of regular and link attributes respectively where Ar, Al ∈ A
An nth attribute

BC Base classifier

I Unit function

v Value of An attribute

Z An attacker or a malicious data miner

b Number of non-class attributes i.e. b = |A|
d The domain size of an attribute

C Set of sensitive attributes in D

c Number of sensitive attributes in D i.e. c = |C|
Co oth sensitive attribute where Co ∈ C
L Value of Co

R Set of generated rules

Ra ath rule whereRa ∈ R
NRa Number of records that trigger the ath rule

N+
Ra Number of records correctly classified by the ath rule
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Sa Sensitivity value of the ath rule

θ User defined sensitivity threshold

Ru Set of sensitive rules for user u

r Number of sensitive rules i.e. r = |Ru|
t A friend of ith user ui

q The degree of (both number of friends) and

attribute values of each friend of u

H A d× b matrix

Γs+(ui) A set of user nodes in G connected to ui

ΓA+(ui) A set of neighbour attribute-value nodes connected to ui.

Γs+(An = v) A set of users in G who assign v as a value for the attribute An

|Γ+(ui)| The degree of ui



Chapter 1

Introduction

Online social networks (OSNs) such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Google+ are

currently very popular among the people around the world. In recent years the us-

age of OSNs, particularly the usage of Facebook, has increased extensively (“Statista”,

2019; “The top 500 sites on the web”, 2020). Facebook is currently the third (after

Google and Youtube) most viewed website (“The top 500 sites on the web”, 2020)

with 2.5 billion monthly active users (“Statista”, 2019).

Usually, OSN users share various personal information such as “Age”, “Relationship

Status”, “Religious View”, and “Political View” with other OSN users. Data mining

of this user-information can be useful for research and business purposes. However,

it can also create a serious privacy breach to the OSN users by leaking a sensitive at-

tribute (or private information) about the users. Several news articles, published by ABC

News (Heussner, 2009) and the Boston Globe (Johnson, 2009), reveal a user’s “Sexual

Orientation” can be correctly predicted by analysing their disclosed non-sensitive in-

formation.

An ability to infer sensitive (or hidden) information about a target user by analysing

the publicly available/disclosed non-sensitive information is usually known as attribute

inference attack (Kosinski et al., 2013; Mislove et al., 2010; Ryu et al., 2013). Here

the term ‘target user’ refers to an individual or a group of OSN users whose privacy is

under threat.

1
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A malicious data miner (or an attacker) Z may want to learn some hidden/sensitive

attribute values of a target user u with high certainty. For illustration, we assume u’s

sensitive attribute is “political view”. In a data mining approach, the attack consists of

preparing a training data set Dtr by visiting some other profiles where users disclose

their political view. Let us assume U = {u1, u2, . . . uN} be the set of N users that Z

visits to prepare a training data set Dtr and A = {A1, A2, . . . An} be the set of user

attributes that Z may collect from the exploration of the social network. We name the

user attributes here as regular attributes.

We consider data sets, used in this thesis, as a two dimensional table where rows rep-

resent records on users and columns represent the attributes. The attributes can be

classified into two categories: class and non-class attributes. The class attribute is a cat-

egorical attribute that represents a class or category of a record. Users’ sensitive or

private information are usually considered as class attribute. On the other hand, users’

non-sensitive or disclosed information are considered as non-class attributes and they

can be either numerical or categorical. Therefore, a regular attribute can be either

numerical or categorical.

After preparing Dtr, Z may apply any supervised machine learning technique to build

a classifier model first. Then, using the classifier model on u, the sensitive attribute (i.e.

“Political view” in this example) of u can be predicted correctly. The possibility of this

attack has been shown empirically in previous studies (Al-Saggaf & Islam, 2012, 2015).

An existing protection technique, we name this PrivAdv for short, can protect a sensitive

information by suppressing some regular attribute values (Estivill-Castro et al., 2014).

We argue that friendship links information is an important piece of information that

can be used to infer sensitive information and was not considered in the previous study

(Estivill-Castro et al., 2014). The friendship link information can also be inserted into

a data set as an attribute. We name this type of attributes as link attributes in this thesis.

We also argue that OSN users may have diverse preferences on what they consider to be

sensitive. For an example, one may consider their emotional status as sensitive while

others may consider their religious view and/or political view as sensitive. Therefore, a
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privacy preserving technique should be capable of protecting all sensitive information

for each user.

We now discuss our privacy definition considered in this study. We assume that an OSN

user ui considers his/her attribute value L belonging to an attribute co to be private/sen-

sitive. The user ui wants to hide the attribute value L. If an intruder/attacker can learn

L with a certainty higher than a threshold then we consider the privacy has been com-

promised for the attribute value L for ui at the threshold level. That is, if the intruder

can learn L with a probability ≥ γ then we consider that the privacy of L for the user

ui has been compromised with probability ≥ γ. If an intruder cannot learn L for the

user ui with a probability γ or higher i.e. if Pr(co = L) < γ for ui then we consider

that the privacy of ui for the attribute value L is preserved for the probability level of γ.

Therefore, a low threshold value for γ is desirable so that an intruder cannot even learn

L with the low threshold value.

Definition 1: Privacy. For an OSN user ui if an intruder cannot learn the value L of a

sensitive attribute co with a probability ≥ γ, i.e. if Pr(co = L) < γ then the privacy of

L for the user ui is preserved at the threshold level of γ.

In our privacy definition, we do not consider that an attacker would not learn anything

about a target user’s hidden information. However, our protection techniques reduces

the γ value significantly so that what ever the attacker learns about the sensitive attribute

value will be with very low certainty.

This thesis presents privacy preserving techniques that can protect users’ privacy against

the attribute inference attack by suppressing (in case of categorical attributes) and/or

modifying (in case of numerical attributes) the non-class attribute values. This thesis

will explore the techniques on a variety of data sets, some of them quite similar and

some of them quite different, in an attempt to illustrate the proposed techniques are

applicable to diverse data sets. Through out this thesis, we use some metrics such as

number of suppressions, number of insecure users, and attack success rate to measure

the effectiveness of the proposed privacy protection techniques.
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The term number of suppressions indicates the number of regular attribute values need

to be suppressed that suggested by a protection technique. The lower number of sup-

pressions provides better data utility. The term number of insecure users, on the other

hand, indicates the number of target users who’s privacy is compromised and a low

number of insecure users indicates better privacy. Similarly, attack success rate refers

to the probability of inferring users’ sensitive attribute values correctly and the lower

the attack success rate value refers to the higher the privacy. For example, attack suc-

cess rate 80 indicates that out of 100 target users an attacker infers 80 target users’

sensitive information. Similarly, attack success rate 30 indicates that out of 100 target

users an attacker infers 30 users’ sensitive information.

In Chapter 2 we provide a brief introduction to data mining tasks and its applications.

In Chapter 3 we give a comprehensive literature review of the existing techniques for

preserving OSN users’ privacy against the privacy attacks.

In Chapter 4, following the approach taken by PrivAdv (Estivill-Castro et al., 2014), we

first experimentally demonstrate that a user’s sensitive information can still be inferred

if an attacker uses the friendship links along with users’ personal information to launch

the attack. PrivAdv considers only regular attributes to prepare a training data set and

apply a decision forest algorithm Sysfor (Islam & Giggins, 2011) to extract patterns

(i.e. logic rules). Based on the patterns, PrivAdv advises its user to hide some regular

attribute values in order to get rid of this attack. In this chapter we demonstrate that

an attacker Z can use both regular attributes and link attributes to infer users’ sensitive

information.

In this chapter, we also present a privacy preserving technique, 3LP, that can protect

users’ sensitive information from being inferred even if an attacker uses friendship net-

work along with users’ personal information to launch the attack. 3LP suggests three

sorts of actions to be taken by its users: hide some non-sensitive information (Layer 1),

hide some friendship links from their profiles (Layer 2) and add few friends on their

profiles (Layer 3). We evaluate the performance of our approach experimentally on a

data set consisting of 616 records of real Facebook users. We also utilize a synthetic

data set (similar to Facebook data set) consisting of 1000 records for further evaluation.
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In Chapter 5 we first discuss a possible privacy attack that is not considered by 3LP in

Chapter 4. As mentioned above, 3LP suggests its users to hide some friendship links

from its users’ profiles in (Layer 2) and/or to add some friends on its users’ profiles in

(Layer 3) for the sake of protecting a sensitive information from being inferred. Due to

the modification of the friendship links, there should be a change of link attribute values

in the training data sets as some users in the training data set are connected to the users

in test data sets. Now, after protecting users’ sensitive information using 3LP, if an

attacker prepares a training data set to launch the attack that training data set would be a

modified one from the previous one (due to the modification of link attribute values). In

this chapter, we analyse the privacy safety of 3LP against the attack if an attacker uses

(i) the modified training data set (ii) a different classifier (rather than the one used by the

protection technique) to launch the attribute inference attack. We compare our results

with an existing privacy protection technique (Heatherly et al., 2013) that uses Naı̈ve

Bayes Classifier to protect users’ sensitive information from being inferred. We name

this technique PrivNB for short. We also analyse the data utility of 3LP and PrivNB

technique in terms of number of suppressed attribute values. In this chapter we use the

same data sets as used in Chapter 4.

In Chapter 6 we present a privacy preserving technique, namely 3LP+, that can protect

users’ multiple sensitive information from being inferred. In Chapter 4 and in Chap-

ter 5, we discuss 3LP that assumes the existence of a single sensitive attribute such

as Political view while in reality a user is likely to have multiple sensitive attributes

such as Hometown and Religious View. To protect the privacy of multiple sensitive

attributes 3LP could be applied multiple times, but every run of 3LP would be isolat-

ed/independent. As a result, they can be counterproductive in the sense that one run (say

to protect the political view) might suggest hiding a friendship information with another

user while a subsequent run (say to protect religious view) might suggest disclosing the

same friendship information resulting in the loss of protection of political view.

3LP+ aims to provide privacy for multiple sensitive attributes through a co-ordinated

approach as opposed to the isolated approach. We use attack success rate, to measure

the effectiveness of 3LP+ and compare the results with PrivNB. In this chapter we use

the same data sets as used in previous two chapters (i.e. Chapter 4 and Chapter 5).
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In Chapter 7 we demonstrate that an attacker can successfully infer users’ private in-

formation with a high confidence by applying various data mining algorithms on the

non-sensitive information disclosed by the users. In Chapter 6, we have considered that

an attacker may use some conventional classifiers such as Naı̈ve Bayes, Support Vector

Machine, and Random Forest to invade privacy. However, in reality, it is difficult to

predict the exact classifier which is going to be used by the attacker. We demonstrate

in this chapter that if the attacker applies a different classifier (rather than the one used

by the protection technique) to build a classifier model from the training data set, then

there are chances for the attacker to infer the sensitive attribute value.

We then present a privacy-preserving technique, namely 3LPEx, that takes an exhaustive

(i.e. classifier independent) approach to generate the logic rules and provide privacy

based on the logic rules. We analyse the performance of 3LPEx and compare the results

with 3LP+ and an existing technique in terms of attack success rate and data utility. We

also use a new synthetic data generator in this chapter that can generate a synthetic OSN

data set based on some logic rules. The generated synthetic data set contains 10,000 of

records and 10 attributes about the users.

In Chapter 8 we present a discussion and comparison of the proposed techniques. This

chapter also discusses the main contributions and limitations of this thesis. We also

present a complexity analysis of the proposed techniques. We also analyse the perfor-

mance of 3LPEx for different types of data sets such as small sized (i.e. low number of

records), and low dimensional (i.e. low number of attributes) data set.

In Chapter 9 we present concluding remarks and the future research directions.

We also include an Appendix (before Reference) that provides information about our

proposed synthetic data set generator that we use in our experiments.



Chapter 2

Background Study

We present a short description of the data mining techniques and their applications in

this chapter.

2.1 Introduction to Data Mining

2.1.1 Data

In general, ’data’ refers to facts about the universe. However, in this thesis, we define

data as the content of a data set. We also define a data set D as a two dimensional

matrix containing rows and columns. Rows present the records about the users and

columns presents the attributes in D. Attributes are divided in two types: continuous

and discrete. An example of continuous attribute is numerical attribute and categorical

attribute is the example for discrete attribute. A record r has a value v for an attributeAn

which refers to some real-life fact about the individual. For clarification, each cell of

the D contains an attribute value v which refers to a single piece of data.

The attributes in a data set are usually of two types: non-class attributes A and class

attribute C. A non-class attribute basically reveals the information about the users in

the data set, whereas the class attribute is the target information for which the model

will be built.

7
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TABLE 2.1: A sample data set.

Record Hometown . . . Profession [nth Attribute] [Class Attribute C]
1 Sydney . . . Entrepreneur 0.57 Labour
2 Bathurst . . . Entrepreneur 0.35 Liberal
3 Melbourne . . . Salesman 0.44 Liberal
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
N Brisbane . . . Salesman 0.05 Labour

2.1.2 Data Mining

A large amount of data is generated and collected everyday in our life. This data is

used for analysis and prediction purposes. Therefore, the term “data mining” refers

to the study of data collection, analysis, and extract meaningful knowledge from data

(Aggarwal, 2015; J. Han et al., 2006).

Data cleaning A data set may contain natural noise and/or inconsistency. As an exam-

ple, different words used for an attribute or missing attribute values. A data cleaning

task involves removing those noise and inconsistent data (Rahman & Islam, 2016).

Data integration Two or more differently titled attributes or records in a data set can

represent the same thing. Data integration task involves removing the similar kind of

attributes or records and normalising the continuous attributes to a consistent scale (Per-

alta, 2006).

Data selection This task involves removing irrelevant attributes from the data set that

helps to find patterns and correlations among the attributes (L. Han et al., 2006; Kelarev,

Stranieri, Yearwood, Abawajy, & Jelinek, 2012).

Evaluation of Logic Rules Some of the generated logic rules(or patterns) are useless

and usually they are identified and deleted. The remaining useful rules are then needed

to be presented in a meaningful way (Freitas, 2014; Geng & Hamilton, 2006; Huysmans

et al., 2011; Vaillant et al., 2004).

Several techniques are used to mine a data set including association rule mining, clus-

tering, and classification. We now present a brief introduction for each of the technique.
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Association rule learning describes the relationship among the attributes - due to in-

crease or antecedence of a particular attribute value there is a chance of increasing or

decreasing of another attribute values. Various measures can be used to find the associa-

tion that can be useful for analysis purposes (Geng & Hamilton, 2006; Tan et al., 2002).

Association rule mining is mainly used in transactional data sets (Oliveira & Zaiane,

2002; Ordonez & Zhao, 2011). An example of such association rule is given below:

{butter, jam} → bread

Here butter, jam are called antecedents and bread is called consequent. The above

association rule indicates that customers who buy butter and jam may also buy Bread.

The rules generated from the associated rules learning justify the strong relationship

in between antecedents and consequent. A parameter, namely support, is often used to

measure the quality of an association rule. For example, the association {butter, jam} →

bread has a 40% of support that means 40% transactions out of total transactions have

this association rule. A high-support rule is considered to be more meaningful and

interesting than a low-support rule.

On the other hand, many customers who buy butter and jam may not buy bread. There-

fore, confidence is another important term and need to be calculated. For example,

{butter, jam} → bread has a confidence of 80% means that out of all transactions 80%

cases when bread is sold then both butter and jam are also sold. An association rule with

high support and high confidence indicates a strong relationship in between antecedents

and consequent.

Association rule learning is commonly used for OSN data analysis such as for extrac-

tion of the relationships in between OSN contents and online users’ trends (Mahoto et

al., 2013), link prediction (Aljandal et al., 2009), and rules based digital recruitment

system (Hamed et al., 2014).

Clustering aims to find the similarity of the records within a data set and then presents

them in clusters by keeping the similar records together. Clustering can classify the

records that do not have the known class labels. Its goal is to figure out the structure
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FIGURE 2.1: An example of two clusters.

within the data (Jain, 2010). In Figure 2.1 we present a sample of two-dimensional clus-

tering with two attributes. Clustering is widely used in OSN data analysis for behaviour

prediction (Alsayat & El-Sayed, 2016) and relationship prediction among the similar

contents by identifying noisy links (Qi et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2009).

Classification is a supervised learning method. It first train itself by using some some

records with known labels. It then predicts class value of the records that do not have

known class labels. Decision forest algorithms are one kind of classification algorithms

that use supervised technique to learn the patterns from a data set.

2.2 Decision Trees

An instance of supervised learning method is decision tree that is usually generated

using a top-down recursive manner. Decision tree (or decision forest) usually is also

known as an acyclic directed graph that can classify an unlabeled data set (Aggarwal,

2015; J. Han et al., 2006). At first, a data set with labeled records (i.e. training data set)

are trained by using a decision tree (or decision forest) algorithm. This training of data
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FIGURE 2.2: A sample decision tree of depth 3.

set usually returns some logic rules (or patterns) and these logic rules are then applied

on an unlabeled data set (i.e. test data set) for classification.

2.2.1 Patterns

A pattern (i.e. a logic rule) is a set of conditions. If an unknown record meets all the

conditions of a rule, then an analyst can get the additional information about the record

(J. Han et al., 2006). Therefore, the role of patterns in data mining (including our thesis)

is really important.

The basic format of a pattern is as follows: γ → c ∈ C. In this example γ is the set of

conditions and if the conditions of γ are met, then the predicted class label for attribute

C is c. Here each condition contains a subset of n attributes and each attribute shows

an value v where v ∈ An. Conditions can also be represented in a different format

such An > v if An is ordered. We now give an example below to show the conditions

represented in a rule.

Profession = Doctor, Age > 40→ Income = High (2.1)
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2.2.2 Greedy Decision Trees

In greedy decision trees, top-down optimal decision making is usually done using a

greedy approach. This type of decision making often consider short-term consequences

which is always not perfect. However, this approach performs well in practice (J. Han

et al., 2006). An objective function is generally optimized at each node for progressing

the top-down induction process. There are different splitting functions such as informa-

tion gain (Quinlan, 1993), gain ratio (Quinlan, 1996), and gini index (L.-F. Breiman &

Jerome-Stone, 1984) used in decision trees to maximize the unbiased separation bound-

ary (Quinlan, 1996) among the nodes in trees.

Information Gain In information theory, information gain calculates the gain in an

“Entropy” where higher the “Entropy” refers to high diversed data (higher class values)

(J. Han et al., 2006; Kantardzic, 2011). Information gain is used by various decision

tree and forest algorithms. In a decision tree induction process, a data set can be parti-

tioned into disjoint sets multiple times based on their domain values. These partitions

then generate pure distribution of class labels and for further splitting in the succeed-

ing section by minimizing the entropy value. In Equation 2.2 we present the general

equation of entropy for a data set D:

Entropy(D) = −
|C|∑
o=1

Pr(Co, D)× log2(Pr(Co, D)) (2.2)

Let’s assume a data set D, for illustration, containing 50 records and two class values

C01 and C02. We also assume the class label for 30 records is C01 and for another 20

records is C02. Now, the probability of C01 in a data set D is 30
50

and the probability of

C02 class value is 20
50

. By using Equation 2.2 we can calculate the entropy of the data set

D and that is 0.97.

As we mentioned above, based on the domain range of the non-class attributes a data set

can be partitioned multiple times and then for each partition the entropy is aggregated
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by using Equation 2.3.

Entropy(An, D) =

|s|∑
n=1

Di

D
× Entropy(Di) (2.3)

The final equation of calculating information gain for an attribute An is given in Equa-

tion 2.4.

InformationGain(An;D) = Entropy(D)− Entropy(An, D) (2.4)

Gain Ratio Information gain may suffer from a bias towards the attributes that have

higher number of domain values and it may create an overfitting problem in decision

tree algorithm (J. Han et al., 2006; Quinlan, 1986). Therefore, the term “Gain Ratio”

was introduced that solves the bias problem by using a normalizing factor “Split Infor-

mation”.

We present the general equation of gain ratio in Equation 2.5

GainRatio(An, D) =
InformationGain(An;D)

SplitInformation(An;D)
(2.5)

Now the Split Information of An can be calculated as follows:

Split Information(An;D) =
s∑
i=1

Di

D
× |Di|

D
(2.6)

In Equation 2.6 the attributes with high number of partitions generally create high num-

ber of Split Information and thus reduce its Gain ratio.

2.2.2.1 ID3

ID3 (Iterative Dichotomiser 3) (Quinlan, 1986) algorithm creates decision tree by re-

peatedly dividing an attribute of a data set into two or more groups. ID3 uses a top-down

greedy approach by selecting the best attribute (based on information gain) as a node.
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However, ID3 only handles categorical attributes for classification purposes and can not

handle numerical attributes. In addition, it does not follow any pruning technique after

building a decision tree (Lior et al., 2014; Rokach & Maimon, 2005).

2.2.2.2 J48

J48 (also known as C4.5) algorithm (Quinlan, 1993, 1996) overcomes the limitation

of ID3 algorithm (Quinlan, 1986). Such as ID3 can only handle categorical attribute

whereas J48 can handle both categorical and numerical attributes. J48 uses gain ratio

for impurity measurement of the attributes, rather than information gain. If a categorical

attribute An contains m number of attribute values (An = [vn,1, vn,2, . . . vn,m]) then J48

splits data set D into m number of disjoint horizontal segments.

If an attribute An is numerical all possible split points (that give pure distribution) are

identified and from the split points lower limit l and upper limit u are also identified.

The entire data set D is partitioned in two sub data sets i.e D1 and D2.

D1 contains the values of An that “lower than or equal to” a splitting point and D2

contains the values ofAn that “greater than” a splitting point where l ≤ splitPoint ≤ u

(Islam, 2010; Quinlan, 1996). After building a tree J48 uses error-rate estimates to prune

the leaves with poor ratio (Quinlan, 1993).

In OSN, J48 was previously used for performance evaluation of tweets (Seif, 2016),

sentiment analysis (Khasawneh et al., 2013), performance analysis of movies (Apala et

al., 2013), and detection of cyberbullying (Altay & Alatas, 2018; Zubiaga et al., 2018).

2.2.2.3 SysFor

Systematically Developed Forest of Multiple Decision Trees, namely SysFor, is a de-

cision forest algorithm (Islam & Giggins, 2011). SysFor first takes three inputs, i.e.

“goodness” threshold, “separation” threshold, and the number of trees to be built from a

user. Based on the “goodness” threshold, a set of attributes (i.e. the attributes with gain

ratio higher than “goodness” threshold) and corresponding split points are then selected
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from the entire set of attributes. Once the good attributes and their corresponding split

points are finalised, SysFor builds user-defined number of decision trees by selecting

good attributes one after another at the root position of the trees (Level 1). In Level 2,

more trees are generated (if number of generated trees in Level 1 is less than the number

of user-defined trees) by placing alternative good attributes at the root node. SysFor fol-

lows J48 for tree induction process for rest of the attribute nodes. SysFor was previously

used for protecting OSN users’ privacy against attribute inference attack (Al-Saggaf &

Islam, 2012, 2015; Estivill-Castro et al., 2014).

2.2.2.4 ForestPA

ForestPA generates a set of decision trees by applying some penalization on the non-

class attributes in a data set (Adnan & Islam, 2017). ForestPA first calculates the

strength of each non-class attribute based on their Gini index and then the first tree

is generated by considering the attributes having higher Gini index values. The non-

class attributes that are used in the latest tree are then penalized with some negative

weights. Therefore, the rest of the non-class attributes in the data set get higher priority

to be selected as nodes for the subsequent trees. Thus, the ForestPA algorithm builds a

set of diverse trees from a data set.

2.2.3 Random Decision Trees

In order to improve the decision trees, Breiman (L. Breiman, 2001) introduces some

randomness in decision trees. This concept of randomness has been analysed further by

removing greedy approach (Fan et al., 2003; Geurts et al., 2006).

While building random decision trees, categorical attributes are randomly selected in

nodes and in case of numerical attributes, splitting points are also randomly selected.

This approach has very lower computational cost than the greedy approach as random

approach avoids impurity calculation. However, in case of a single tree generation,

random approach performs extremely poor.
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2.2.3.1 Bagging

Bagging creates a set of decision trees from data set. It first takes a data set as an

input and from the data set it prepares a number of training data sets (L. Breiman,

1996). While preparing the training data sets, the records are randomly chosen and the

number of records in the training data sets and the main data set are the same. Also, the

records can be repeated. Some records maybe chosen multiple times and some other

records may not be chosen at all. This process of preparing training data sets are known

as bootstrap sampling whereas each generated training data set is called a bootstrap

sample. Approximately, 63.2% of the samples are usually chosen as unique original

and 36.8% of the samples are usually repeated (J. Han et al., 2006).

Usually, on each bootstrap sample, a decision tree induction method is applied to gener-

ate the same number of trees as the number of bootstrap samples. A variant of Bagging

is Dagging (Ting & Witten, 1997). Rather than using bootstrap samples, Dagging uses

horizontal segments to stratify the records in different segments and it shows more ef-

ficient for huge data sets that suffer from generating base classifiers (Kelarev, Stranieri,

Yearwood, & Jelinek, 2012). Another variant of bagging, known as wagging, can gener-

ate classifiers from the entire original data set where each record is assigned with some

stochastic weights (Bauer & Kohavi, 1999).

2.2.3.2 Boosting

Boosting generates a set of decision trees from a data set. Similar to bagging, Boosting

also uses boosting samples to generate decision tree. However, unlike Bagging, records

in each training data set is assigned with some weights. At the first iteration, an equal

weight is assigned to each record and that is ( 1
|D1| ). Therefore, in the first tree, each

record gets an equal priority to be selected in a sample. After the first tree, the records

that are correctly classified get lower weights than the incorrectly classified records.

This is because miss-classified records get higher chance to be selected in the next tree.

This process continues until the user defined number of trees is generated in the overall

iterations which is known as boosting rounds.
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Boosting is widely used in OSN research for sentiment analysis (Li et al., 2019), student

learning experience analysis (X. Chen et al., 2014), and election prediction by mining

social forums (M.-H. Wang & Lei, 2016).

An instance of well known boosting algorithm is Adaboost where a Base Classifier

(denoted as BC) relies on the error rate for classifying records (Freund & Schapire,

1996; Schapire, 2013). In Adaboost, the base classifier’s accuracy of classifying records

for two classes is higher than random guessing. However, for a data set having more

than two class values, the base classifier’s accuracy deteriorates significantly. Another

variant of boosting algorithm is XGBoost that can improve the performance of Adaboost

for multi class data sets (T. Chen & Guestrin, 2016).

If the N is the number of records in a data set, rj indicates the jth record and Co is the

class label of rj then the error function can be defined as follows:

εi =
1

N
[
N∑
j=1

ωjI(BCi(rj 6= cj))] (2.7)

In equation 2.7BCi indicates the i-th Base Classifier, ωj refers to the weight of a record

and it’s same for the first boosting round. On the other hand, I is a unit function and the

value of I(BCi(rj 6= cj)) is 1 when it’s true; otherwise 0. The impact of BCi can be

defined as follows:

α1 =
1

2
loge(

1− ε1
εi

) (2.8)

2.2.3.3 Random Subspace

Random subspace algorithm generates a decision forest from an original data set rather

than bootstrap samples (T. K. Ho, 1998). In order to do so, it first randomly picks

a subset of attribute (subspace) from all the attributes in the data set and place the

attributes at node level and/or tree level. For tree level attribute, the selected subset

of attributes remain the same. However, for the node level, the attributes in the subset

are varied for the selection from node to node in a tree. A variant of this algorithm is
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bagging (Bryll et al., 2003) that firstly determines a proper subspace and then places the

attributes in the subspace.

2.2.3.4 Random Forest

Random Forest algorithm (L. Breiman, 2001) generates a set of decision trees from a

data set. It basically combines bagging and random subspace algorithms. It is also

considered as state-of-art decision forest algorithm (Bernard et al., 2012, 2008). While

building a forest, it randomly selects attributes from a data set at node levels. Here the

size of the attributes should be int(log2|m|+ 1) (L. Breiman, 2001) where m indicates

the number of attributes. This is also known as hyperparameter (Bernard et al., 2008).

Random forest is widely used in OSN research for sentiment analysis (Singh et al.,

2020), social network de-anonymization (Ma et al., 2017), and Facebook usage predic-

tion purposes (Ballings & Van den Poel, 2015).

Random forest attracts the researchers since it’s beginning and hence, there are many

variants of this algorithm proposed by different researchers. We now discuss some of

them here.

Weighted Random Forest: This sort of Random Forest emphasizes on the tree level

weights while building accurate trees (Winham et al., 2013). A variant of Weighted

Random Forest is Dynamic Weighted Random Forest (B. Xu et al., 2012) that utilises

same weight feature but while building an ensemble of trees it uses CHAID, C4.5, and

CART algorithm.

Dynamic Random Forest: It utilises a special boosting paradigm for generating ran-

dom forest (Bernard et al., 2012). At the beginning, all the records in a data set are

assigned with a same weight. After building each tree, all the records are assigned with

a weight that is determined by the proportion of the records are correctly classified of

the total records.
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Forest-RK: It is sometimes uncertain whether the size of a subspace is enough for low

and high dimensional data sets. Hence, Forest-RK (Bernard et al., 2008) proposed a ran-

dom selection of subspace in between 1 and the total number of attributes. Some other

studies proposed for dynamic selection of subspace depending on the data segment.

2.3 Support Vector Machine

Support Vector Machine (SVM for short) can classify the records by first transforming

a training data set into a high dimension (Keerthi et al., 2001; Platt, 1998). From the

new dimension, it then looks for the best decision boundary to separate the records

based on their individual class labels. The records with same class label stay together

and vice versa. For example, if there are two attributes A1 and A2 in a data set and the

records having two class labels C1 and C2 then we present a sample of hyperplanes in

Figure 2.3 where two hyperplanes separate the records using two decision boundaries.

Maximization of a decision boundary assists SVM to achieve a low classification error.

SVM is commonly used in OSN research for sentiment analysis (Al-Smadi et al., 2018;

Buntoro, 2016; Y. Cao et al., 2015) and target audience prediction on Twitter (Lo et al.,

2015).

2.4 Bayesian classifier

Bayesian classifier can predict the class value of a user using a statistical model. If two

non-class attributes are A1 and A2 and a class attribute is Co then the probability of a

user ui having a class attribute Co is Pr(ui = Co). On the other hand Pr(ui = Co|An)

defines the posterior probability.

A variant of Bayesian classifier, namely Naı̈ve Bayes classifier, considers the effect of

other non-class attributes on a particular non-class attribute is independent while pre-

dicting a class values. Naı̈ve Bayes classifier was previously used for inferring sen-

sitive information (He et al., 2006). Naı̈ve Bayes classifier was also used in other
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FIGURE 2.3: An example of hyperplanes.

OSN research for fake news detection (Granik & Mesyura, 2017), personality classi-

fication (Pratama & Sarno, 2015), dialect identification of language (Sadat et al., 2014),

and privacy protection from attribute inference (Heatherly et al., 2013). The basic equa-

tion of Naı̈ve Bayes classifier to predict a class value can be defined as follows:

Pr(ui = Co|A) =
Pr(A|ui = Co)Pr(ui = Co)

Pr(A)
(2.9)

2.5 Logistic Regression

Logistic regression (also known as logit regression) (J. Han et al., 2006; le Cessie &

van Houwelingen, 1992) prepares a binary logistic model of binary dependent variables

by using a logistic function where each variable contains two possible values (such as

“head” and “tail”). Then each value of an attribute is represented either “0” or “1”. The

value of an independent variable can vary in between “0” or “1”. Hence, an independent

variables or predictors with value label “1” with a combination of other predictors can

reveal the class value of a sensitive information.
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2.6 Privacy

Humans naturally keep themselves connected with friends, colleagues and families but

due to geographical distances people may not be able to meet their friends regularly.

Hence, online social networks (OSNs) can play a vital role to connect and share contents

among people. Now, all over the world, citizens and organisations make extensive use

of OSNs such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Google+. In recent years the usage

of OSNs, particularly the usage of Facebook, has increased extensively (“The top 500

sites on the web”, 2020). Users typically store and share various personal data on OSNs

resulting in the possibility of privacy breaches (A. Ho et al., 2009).

Privacy is a basic right for human being (Altman, 1976; Doyal, 1997). This right em-

powers individuals to select and to control the audience for any particular information

about them (Proshansky et al., 1970; Rapoport, 1972; Westin, 1970). In our daily life

the importance of privacy is increasing day by day especially in different sectors of data

collection such as business data collection, survey data collection, census data collec-

tion, health data collection, and social media data collection (Mohammed et al., 2015).

In some cases Governments mandate some privacy protections to the participants.

Privacy is always precious to an individual for social respect, personal life and financial

reasons. For an example, an insurance company may charge more premium from a cus-

tomer if they know about a past disease about the customer. Therefore, human wants

to keep some of his private information such as “political view”, “religious view”, and

“sexual orientation” isolated from the public view. This usually known as sensitive in-

formation. According to Australian Privacy act (1988) (No, 1988) the information such

as racial or ethnic origin, political opinions or associations, religious or philosophical

beliefs, trade union membership or associations, sexual orientation or practices, crimi-

nal record, health or genetic information, and some aspects of biometric information are

considered as sensitive information. There should be a lawful processing of informa-

tion (excluding sensitive information) prior to disclosing publicly (Regulation, 2018).

Any privacy risk that involves while disclosing an individual’s information should be

informed to the individual by the data controller.
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An inference of the hidden or private information about a user can bring a serious conse-

quence to the user’s life. Such possibility of inferring sensitive information has already

reached the public eye through media reports (e.g. published by ABC News (Heussner,

2009) and the Boston Globe (Johnson, 2009)) because extremely delicate data, such as

a user’s “Sexual Orientation” can be correctly predicted by analysing their disclosed

non-sensitive information (Kosinski et al., 2013). Another consequence of such privacy

breach was observed previously when a woman’s sexual orientation was correctly iden-

tified due to release of a Netflix data set (Singel, 2010). The released data set contains

the movie preferences of Netflix customers. Although it was claimed by Netflix that the

data set was anonymized properly, the anonymization technique is still unknown to the

public.

From the above consequences, usually two important questions may arise in individ-

uals’ mind - how do we make sure our data safe from any privacy attacks? What is

the definition of privacy in case of sensitive attribute inference? Many social scien-

tists defined privacy as limiting other’s access to one’s information. Social scientist

Thomas Scanlon, on the other hand, defined privacy as “a characterization of the spe-

cial interest we have in being able to be free from certain kinds of intrusions” (Scanlon,

1972). Another psychologist Chapin defined privacy as a reduction of other’s existence

(Chapin, 1951). Rachel emphasized on social relationships along with other’s access

ability (Rachels, 1975).

We now discuss some anonymization techniques such as generalization, suppression,

and noise addition that are used to preserve users’ sensitive information.

Generalization technique can provide users’ privacy by generalising the attribute values

in a data set. For example, the generalized form of an attribute “Location” can be the

state where they live in instead of their “current city”. There are several ways to gener-

alize the attribute values in a data set such as generalising attribute values from a lower

level to a higher level (Bayardo & Agrawal, 2005; Fung et al., 2007, 2005; Iyengar,

2002). The main advantage of using generalization technique is that it discloses less

specific information about users in a data set and thus provides privacy while maintain-

ing a good data utility.
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Suppression technique offers privacy to users by deleting some attribute values that are

highly influential to infer some hidden information. This technique is appeared to be

successful in preserving users’ privacy, however, the data sets suffer from high utility

loss. There are several ways that suppression can be applied on users’ data. For instance,

some suppression techniques deleted the entire records of users (Bayardo & Agrawal,

2005; Iyengar, 2002; LeFevre et al., 2005) whereas some other techniques suppress

all occurrences of an attribute value (K. Wang et al., 2007, 2005) and some techniques

delete attribute values with some occurrences (Cox, 1980; Meyerson & Williams, 2004).

In a noise addition technique, a random amount of values are added with some contin-

uous attribute values (random swapping values in case of discrete values) based on a

probability distribution (D. Agrawal & Aggarwal, 2001; R. Agrawal & Srikant, 2000;

J. Han et al., 2006; Islam, 2007; K. Liu et al., 2005). Compared to the other two tech-

niques, noise addition techniques provide better utility of a data set. However, this

technique often leads to an incorrect presentation of data. Traub et al (Traub et al.,

1984), on the other hand, propose a perturbation technique for statistical database in or-

der to preserve users’ privacy. The authors implement Chebyshev’s inequality concept

to analyse the magnitude of each perturbation.

2.7 Terminology

We summarise the terminologies below as a guide that will be frequently used through-

out our thesis.

Data: Information of a user or a group of users about a fact.

Data set: A two-dimensional table that contains users’ data.

Information: Interpretation of a fact about a user.

Knowledge: Useful information about users that can be utilised for various purposes

such as research and business purposes.

Record: A user’s data in a data set.
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Attribute: An information about the users in a data set describes different values.

Numerical Attribute: The attributes values have an ordering.

Categorical Attribute: The attribute values do not have an ordering.

Domain: A range of values that an attribute may contain.

User / Individual: In our context a person who has a profile on OSN platform.

Sensitive information: A private information about a user who wants to hide it from

public view.

Non-Sensitive Information: An information that has already been disclosed to the

public.

Attacker / Intruder / Malicious Data Miner: A malicious data miner or analyst who

wants to infer an information about a user who consider it to be sensitive.

Classification: The method of predicting the class value of a record.

Data Utility: A measure of usefulness of a data set. In our case, we calculate the data

utility in terms of number of suppressed attribute values.

Training & Test Data: A classifier model is usually created from a training data set.

The performance of the classifier model is measured on a test data set.

Class Labels: The class values that a classifier model is built to predict.

Decision Tree: A type of classification model built by recursively dividing up data with

a motive to form the subsets of records with same class values.

Decision Forest: A collection of decision trees that is used for classification and knowl-

edge discovery purposes.

Graph: A model that contains nodes and edges.

Node: A component in a graph that can be either a user or an attribute. On the other

hand, a node in a decision tree represents a subset of a data set.
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Root & Leaf: The first node of a decision tree is called a root node and the edges go

out from a root node. Each decision tree has a single root node.

Leaf: A leaf is the last node of a tree and no edge go out from a leaf node. Each decision

tree contains multiple leaves.

Path: The connection in between a root node and a leaf is called a path.

Depth / Level: It is measured from a root node of a decision tree and indicates the

growth of the tree.

Decision Rule / Logic Rule / Pattern: Same as Path and when all the criteria of a

decision rule is met, we can predict the class value.

Antecedent: The conditions in a logic rule.

Consequent: It refers to the predicted class value in a logic rule.

Support: The number of training data set records that satisfies the conditions of a logic

rule.

Confidence: The number of training data set records that is correctly classified by a

logic rule.

Target user: An individual or a group of OSN users whose privacy is currently under

threat.

Attack Success Rate: The number of users in test data sets whose class values can be

correctly inferred by a classifier.
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Related Work

We first give a short introduction to Online Social Networks (OSNs) and then we discuss

the existing privacy attacks in this chapter .

3.1 Online Social Networks

An online site can be defined as an Online Social Network (OSN) if the site provides

three types of basic services to its users: (i) create a public or semi-public profile, (ii)

share a connection with the other users, (iii) observe other users’ list of friends (Boyd

& Ellison, 2010). The journey of OSN sites started in 1997 with the launch of a website

called SixDegrees. This site used to allow users to access some basic features such

as creating profiles, connecting with other SixDegrees users, and sending texts to the

other SixDegrees users. However, with the passage of time, SixDegrees could not attract

the users with more features, as a result, it was closed down in the year of 2000.

After SixDegrees, several OSNs were launched with an individual goal. For example,

LinkedIn is for professional activities; Friendster is for dating and friendship purposes,

Facebook is for socialising and content sharing, and Twitter is for information sharing.

Now a days, OSNs are considered as a popular platform for social interaction and shar-

ing information among the users around the world (Obar & Wildman, 2015). Many

26
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TABLE 3.1: Popular OSNs on web

OSN Launched Active Users Focus
(year) per month

(million)
Facebook 2004 500 General
Instagram 2010 100 Photo and video sharing site
Twitter 2006 321 General micro-blogging
LinkedIn 2003 250 Professional
Snap chat 2011 62 Multimedia messaging
Google+ 2011 100 General
Myspace 2003 51 General
TikTok 2016 500 Video sharing site

* Number of active users as reported by the respective sites in December 2019

organizations also use OSNs as a media to communicate with their clients. For an

example, a college administrator gets connected with their students and share vital in-

formation such as admission and examination through OSNs (Fitzsimmons & Rubin,

2008). OSNs such as, Facebook, Google+, Twitter, and LinkedIn are extensively used

sites on web. Millions of OSNs users upload a wide variety of information everyday

which can be accessible by other OSNs users. In Table 3.1, we have listed more details

about the popular OSNs on web.

We now introduce a basic form of an OSN model that will be used through out our

thesis. An OSN model is also known as social attribute network or (SAN) model (Gong

et al., 2014; Yin et al., 2010) where users and attribute values are considered as ver-

tices. A SAN model usually integrates users’ attributes and their friendship networks in

order to perform attribute inference and link prediction. Let us assume a SAN model

G(U,A, E) containing a set of user nodes U (where U = {u1, u2, . . . uN}), a set of

attribute nodes A (A = {A1, A2, . . . An}), and a set of links E .

A link between a user ui and an attribute-value node An = v represents the user ui

has the value v for the attribute An. For example, if ui discloses Married as his/her

“Relationship Status”, then a connection is placed between ui and Relationship Status

= Married. Therefore, ui does not have any connection with other “Relationship Status”

values. The SAN model also places an edge between two users if they are friends in the

OSN. We present a sample SAN model in Figure 3.1 where nodes are divided in two
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FIGURE 3.1: A sample SAN model.

categories: rectangles and circles. Hexagons are user nodes and triangles are attribute

values. Nodes are connected to each other using links. The links are again classified

into two types: solid links represent the friendship links and broken links represent the

attribute links (i.e. the links between users and attribute values). In Figure 3.1, six users

(i.e. u1 to u6) have disclosed their “Profession” and “Relationship Status”. In addition,

five users (i.e. u1 to u5) have disclosed their “Political View” information publicly,

however, u6 considers this information as sensitive and hide it from public view.

Usually OSN providers offer a free access to the users to create profiles on their sites.

By creating a profile, a user can be connected with the other OSN users. Users may store

their personal data on their profiles voluntarily to share with their friends. Therefore, by
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joining an OSN profile helps users to connect with his/her friends, families and share

personal information. This may bring a high risk to the users in potential harmful ways

(Zheleva et al., 2012).

In addition, an OSN service provider may share users’ data with a third party organiza-

tion or a person for various purposes including online advertisement, business, research,

online games development, and mobile apps development. By analysing this data, a ma-

licious data miner (or an attacker) can create a serious privacy threat to the OSNs users.

Data privacy on OSNs can be breached through malicious activities of unauthorized

person or organization. These malevolent activities include digital stalking (Hamid

& Maple, 2013; Perry, 2012), identity theft (Bilge et al., 2009; Teraguchi & Mitchell,

2004), attribute inference (Brown et al., 2008) (Al-Saggaf & Islam, 2012, 2015) and link

prediction (Al Hasan & Zaki, 2011; P. Wang et al., 2015). Privacy on OSNs is usually

known as Information Privacy. Boyd and Nichol considered it as an individual’s right

to protect his/her private information from being disclosed, acquired or used (Boyd &

Ellison, 2010). The intuition behind the privacy attacks is to infer two major information

i.e. user’s identity and users’ sensitive/hidden attribute (or information) (Zheleva et al.,

2012).

We listed the major privacy attacks on OSNs below (in an alphabetical order).

• Attribute inference attack

• Link prediction Problem

• Sybil Attack

In general, an attacker can take any approach to launch these privacy attacks. However,

we discuss two major approaches in this study that an attacker may take to breach users’

privacy and they are: Data mining based approach and Graph based approach.
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3.2 Attribute Inference Attack

Usually, users can upload a wide variety of personal information such as “Age”, “Relati-

onship status”, “Religious view”, and “Political View” on OSN sites. Data mining of the

users’ information can be useful for identifying interactions among the users (W. Chen

et al., 2019), information credibility assessment (D. Wang & Chen, 2019), and other

research or business purposes.

Inferring of an attribute value about a user and thus identifying the users with similar

attribute values in a social network can be vital for marketing purposes (Domingos,

2005). Staab et al. experimentally demonstrated that by identifying the most influential

users in a network can create an impression about the all users in the network and

thus marketing policy can be spread through out the network. However, such attribute

inference can also create a serious privacy breach to some OSN users by leaking a

sensitive attribute or private information about the users (Mulders et al., 2019).

An OSN service provider may also allow a third party apps or games developer to access

users’ personal information for various purposes including apps development (Lucas

& Borisov, 2008), advertisement (Mohammadkazemi, 2015), and game development

(Cheng et al., 2013; Gao et al., 2011). By spending a low amount of money, an attacker

may access to a user’s personal data such as date of birth and email address. By data

mining this, the attacker may get an idea about the user and without his/her knowledge

even take financial advantage using the user’s identity (Franken, 2011).

The ability of inferring users’ private (or sensitive) information is usually known as

attribute inference attack (Mislove et al., 2010; Ryu et al., 2013). Attribute infer-

ence problem can be a serious privacy issue for individuals in OSNs (Heussner, 2009;

Jernigan & Mistree, 2009; Johnson, 2009). Such incidents have already reached to

the public eye by reports on news media (published by ABC News (Heussner, 2009)

and the Boston Globe (Johnson, 2009)) because of extremely delicate data, such as

a user’s “Sexual Orientation” can be correctly predicted by analysing their disclosed

non-sensitive information. This example is experimentally demonstrated by a group of

researchers from MIT, USA (Jernigan & Mistree, 2009).
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Based on the attack launch type, we classify the attribute inference attacks into two

major categories: behaviour based attacks (Chaabane et al., 2012) and graph based

attacks (Dey et al., 2012; Gong et al., 2014). We first describe a possible strategy that

an attacker may take to launch each type of attack and then discuss the techniques that

can provide protection against the attacks.

3.2.1 Behaviour Based Attribute Inference Attack

In general, a behaviour based attribute inference attack involves with analysing users’

publicly available information. This type of attack is based on a concept of you are

how you behave (Gong & Liu, 2016). Users with similar attribute values may behave

almost similar and have similar characteristics. For example, if two users like music and

mountain hiking then there is a high chance that these two users behave the same.

In this type of approach an attacker usually prepares classifier model built from a train-

ing data set and then apply the gained knowledge on the target users (Al-Saggaf &

Islam, 2012, 2015). At first, a training data set is prepared by gathering the background

information. Let’s assume an attacker Z wants to infer the “Political View” of an OSN

user uwho considers this information sensitive and did not disclose on his/her OSN pro-

file publicly. Here the user u is considered as a target user. In order to launch the attack,

Z can prepare a training data set Dtr by analysing the OSN of N number of users, A at-

tributes and their friendship information. At first, Z may collect some information that

u discloses openly on their OSN profile such as “Relationship status” and “Profession”

in this example. Z then can select a set of users who disclose their “Political view”

information as well as the same information (i.e. “Relation status”, “ Profession”) that

user u discloses on his/her profile. Z may store all this information in Dtr and select

“Political view” as a class attribute and rest of the attributes as non-class attributes.

Z may select a user for training data set Dtr if the user indicates clearly in their profile

or recent posts that they support “Labour” or “Labour”, otherwise the record on the

user is not collected inDtr. A sample of such training data setDtr is shown in Table 3.2
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TABLE 3.2: An example of a training data set.

User Relationship Status Profession Class Attribute
u1 Married Entrepreneur Liberal
u2 Widowed Entrepreneur Labour
u3 Single Salesman Labour
u4 Married Student Liberal
u5 Single Salesman Labour

where rows are records and columns are attributes. This sample data set is an example

and a similar data set can be prepared with any other set of attributes.

After preparing the training data set Dtr, Z may apply any data mining algorithms to

obtain the rules (or patterns) from Dtr. We present a sample decision forest that can be

generated from Dtr in Figure 3.2. By applying the rules on the test data set containing

the information about u, shown in Table 3.3, Z can predict the “Political view” of u.

TABLE 3.3: An example of test data set.

User Relationship Status Profession Class Attribute
u6 Widowed Salesman ?

Protection Techniques

The techniques that can provide privacy against behaviour based attribute inference

attacks are: NOYB (Guha et al., 2008), TOTAL COUNT (Estivill-Castro et al., 2014),

CUM SENSITIVITY (Estivill-Castro et al., 2014), and AttriGuard (Jia & Gong, 2018).

We now discuss each of the techniques in details.

A commercially available privacy protection technique NOYB (Guha et al., 2008) fol-

lows a random process to suppress attribute values. Rather than using any classifier

to extract the patterns from the training data set, NOYB takes a random approach to

select and suppress the regular attribute values in the testing data set. In an extreme

scenario, NOYB may obfuscate all the regular attribute values for the sake of providing

privacy. The random obfuscation may remove a user’s regular attribute value from pub-

lic view in an OSN which has no bearing on the sensitive attribute. This unnecessary

blocking of a user’s profile is undesirable for users but less harmful that the fact that pre-

dictors of sensitive information are left for public use. Note that users generally want
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(a) Tree-1

(b) Tree-2

FIGURE 3.2: Decision trees build on the sample data set given in Table 3.2.

some information to be public, and hence the goal of a technique is to obfuscate the

minimal number of attribute values to reduce the predictability of sensitive information.

TOTAL COUNT and CUM SENSITIVITY (Estivill-Castro et al., 2014) on the other
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hand identify the influential regular attribute values to suppress which are predictors of

a sensitive information. First the both techniques prepare a training data set and then

apply SysFor decision forest algorithm on the training data set to extract the rules. How-

ever, rather than considering all the rules for providing privacy, TOTAL COUNT and

CUM SENSITIVITYonly consider the sensitive rules.

The Sensitivity of each rule is a function of the rule’s Support and the rule’s Confidence

calculated as

Sj = (α× NRa
N

) + (β ×
N+
Ra

NRa
) (3.1)

Here NRa refers to the number of records that trigger the ath rule, and N+
Ra indicates

the number of records correctly classified by the ath rule. The constants α and β are

parameters of the method which the authors recommend to be set to 1 (Estivill-Castro et

al., 2014), which shows that the accuracy of the rule, relative to the number of users, is

the main contributor to the sensitivity. In our running example, the sensitivity of Rule 1

(refer to Figure 3.3(a)) is calculated as: S1 = (1× 1

5
) + (1× 1

1
) = 1.2.

These two techniques can suggest the target user to suppress values one by one until the

privacy of a sensitive attribute is protected. The functionality of TOTAL COUNT and

CUM SENSITIVITY are almost the same except the attribute ranking procedure.

Both techniques were shown to be useful and outperform NOYB. That is, in order

to achieve a security threshold St, the required number of attribute value suppres-

sion in the case of NOYB (Guha et al., 2008) is much higher than TOTAL COUNT

and CUM SENSITIVITY.

A random noise addition technique namely AttriGuard can provide privacy to OSNs

users against attribute inference attack (Jia & Gong, 2018). Similar to TOTAL COUNT

and CUM SENSITIVITY, AttriGuard first prepares a training data set that an attacker

can prepare following the procedure shown in Section 3.2. Once the training data set

is prepared, AttriGuard then adds noise to users’ public data based on their preference.

For an example, a user’s rating on a film can be considered as an influential element

for the inference of a sensitive attribute, then AttriGuard suggests the user to change

their existing rating score or add a new score (or both) for that film. To determine the
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amount of noise to be added, AttriGuard follows an approach proposed by Papernot et

al. (Papernot et al., 2016).

AttriGuard first chooses a random noise based on a probability distribution p. The

probability distribution p is selected in such a way that maintains a minimum distance

from a target probability distribution and minimizing the utility loss. Authors utilised

a google play store apps data set (Gong & Liu, 2016) for verifying the performance of

AttriGuard against the attribute inference attack. In the data set there are 10,000 apps

and 16,238 users where each user provided rating on 23 apps on average.

Another commercially available technique, Privacy Cyborg, can protect users’ privacy

against topic based attribute inference attacks by suggesting its user to hide some top-

ics from their profile (Georgiou et al., 2017). Privacy Cyborg uses a local Bayesian

classifier to predict the most influential topic that can reveal the sensitive informa-

tion (such as gender, location and ethnicity) about a user. For a sensitive information

C01 Privacy Cyborg first predicts the probability distribution of P (C01) and then for

a set of topics Topic it then calculates the conditional probability P (C01|Topic). If

the value of P (C01|Topic) exceeds 0.75 then Privacy Cyborg suggests its users to hide

Topic. Authors utilise a twitter account to empirically demonstrate the effectiveness of

Privacy Cyborg. Although Privacy Cyborg is appeared to be very effective to protect

users’ sensitive information, data utility is a major concern as OSN users expect to share

some information with other OSN users.

Another study used hypothetical attributes to form a Bayesian network for the purpose

of analysing their proposed algorithm (W. Xu et al., 2008). In their experiments au-

thors utilised a real world data set from LiveJournal, however, they did not use any link

information. On the other hand, link re-identification technique has been proposed in

another study (Zheleva & Getoor, 2007).

However, above techniques do not consider the friendship network which can be useful

to infer users’ sensitive attribute. According to SAN model both attribute nodes and

friendship links are equally important. Gong et al. also agree that a user’s attribute

values carries the same weight as the user’s friendship links (Gong et al., 2011). Using

the friendship network an adversary can infer a user’s private information. In order
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to preserve a user’s confidential information from being inferred by their friendship

information, Estivill-Castro et al. proposed an approach (Estivill-Castro & Nettleton,

2015a,b). which suggests the target users to un-friend or befriend other users randomly.

The number of deletion or addition of friends can often be extensive and the target user

may not like such kind of random connection/disconnection.

3.2.2 Graph Based Attribute Inference Attacks

In general, graph-based approaches are based on a concept you are who you know (Gong

& Liu, 2016; Mislove et al., 2010) where the friends of a target user are identified and

their publicly available information is analysed for launching the attribute inference

attack. In this approach, both the attribute values of the friends and the friendship

networks can be taken into consideration by Z to infer the private information of the

target user. This approach is often called a homophily approach (Gong & Liu, 2018)

where the common attributes of two friends are mainly considered to launch the attack.

For an example, if basketball is the favourite sport of majority of the friends of a user u

then there can be a high chance that u might also like basketball as a favourite sport.

Z may utilise metrics that evaluate principles of social influence (La Fond & Neville,

2010) that suggest users mimic those they are connected to. Also, the inverse hap-

pens (Kossinets & Watts, 2006), users with common attributes are likely to be con-

nected (Kim & Leskovec, 2011; Kumar et al., 2004). One such metric is the Adamic-

Adar metric (Adamic & Adar, 2003)

m(ui, An = v) =
∑

t∈Γs+(ui)∩Γs+(An=v)

w(t)

log|Γ+(t)|
. (3.2)

Here ui is the ith user in G and An is the nth attribute whose value is v. Γs+(ui) is

a set of OSN users connected to a user ui. Γs+(An = v) is the set of users having

the attribute-value An = v. Therefore, the neighbourhood of user ui is represented as,

Γ+(ui) = Γs+(ui) ∪ ΓAn+(ui) where ΓAn+(ui) represents the set of all attribute-value

pairs linked to ui. On the other hand, t is the set of ui’s friends who have an attribute-

value pair An = v (i.e. t ∈ Γs+(ui) ∩ Γs+(An = v)) and Γ+(t) = Γs+(t) ∪ ΓAn+(t).
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The w(t) is the weight of each of them and its value is considered 1 in this study. The

higher the value of m(ui, An = v) indicates the higher chance that ui has the value v

for attribute An. We assume the attacker Z can calculate as per Equation 3.2 to insert

the friendship information into the data set Dtr.

After preparing the Dtr, Z may select “political view” as a class attribute and the rest

of the attributes as non-class attributes. For this example, we assume there are only

TABLE 3.4: A sample of training data set with friendship information.

User
Relationship
status

m relation Profession m profession m political
Class
Attribute

u1 Married 0.72 Entrepreneur 0.62 0.72 Lib

u2 Widowed 0 Entrepreneur 0.56 0 Lab

u3 Single 0 Student 0 0 Lab

u4 Married 0.56 Salesman 0 0.56 Lib

u5 Single 0.72 Student 0.72 0.72 Lab
* Lib=Liberal, Lab=Labour

two possible values: they are “Liberal” and “Labour”. Our sample data set is illus-

trative of what could be prepared in real world scenario with even a larger set of at-

tributes. Table 3.4 presents such sample data Dtr where rows are users’ records and

columns hold attributes. We name the attributes directly related to the users’ informa-

tion (such as “Relationship Status” and “Profession”) as regular attributes and the at-

tributes derived from metrics of friendship links (such as, “m relation”, “m profession”,

and “m political”) as link attributes.

TABLE 3.5: A sample of test data set with friendship information.

User
Relationship
status

m relation Profession m profession m political
Class
Attribute

u6 Widowed 0.72 Salesman 0.72 1.34 ?

The data of an OSN can be represented as a social attribute network (SAN) model which

integrates both users’ friendship network and attribute information (Yin et al., 2010). Z

can also utilise the users’ friendship information to launch the attack. Now, there are

several ways to insert users’ friendship information into the training and test data sets.
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(a) Tree-1

(b) Tree-2

FIGURE 3.3: Decision trees built on the sample data set given in Table 3.4.
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mCN(ui, uj) =
∑

t∈Γs+(ui)∩Γs+(An=v)

w(t). (3.3)

Equation 3.3 calculates the metric by considering only the common neighbours even

when ui and uj are not connected. Here w(t) refers to the weight of the friendship link

with the common neighbour t and Γs+(ui) indicates the friends of ui.

In a common neighbour SAN, this metric can also be calculated using Equation 3.4

by considering both user nodes and attribute values. Here Γ+(ui) indicates ui’s both

friends and attribute values.

mCN−SAN(ui, uj) =
∑

t∈Γ+(ui)∩Γ+(uj)

w(t). (3.4)

Adamic-Adar (AA) defines the significance of a common neighbour by inversing its

social degree as shown in Equation 3.5 and Equation 3.6.

mAA(ui, uj) =
∑

t∈Γs+(ui)∩Γs+(uj)

w(t)

log|Γs+(t)|
. (3.5)

mAASAN(ui, uj) =
∑

t∈Γ+(ui)∩Γ+(uj)

w(t)

log|Γ+(t)|
. (3.6)

Protection Techniques

A good number of previous studies demonstrated that user’s sensitive information can

be inferred by utilising friendship links. He et al. utilised a a Bayesian network to

train users’ friendship networks in order to infer a target user’s sensitive information

(He et al., 2006). They analysed a social network, namely Livejournal, to crawl users’

data and applied the learning algorithms on the crawled data set. On an another study,

Mislove et al. also experimentally demonstrate that a target user’s sensitive information

can be inferred by accessing his/her friends’ publicly available information (Mislove

et al., 2010). In their experiments they show that hiding a sensitive information is not
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enough to get rid of attribute inference attack, if the attacker already have the authority

to access his/her “friend list”.

However, all the friends in a friend list do not carry the same impact to infer one’s

sensitive information. Ryu et al. experimentally demonstrate that the close friends have

more impact on a user rather than the other friends (Ryu et al., 2013). The closeness

of two users can be determined in various ways. A possible way is by comparing the

number of similar attribute values in between two users.

The more similar attribute value-pairs indicate the more closeness of the friend and the

more close friends are more influential to determine the sensitive information of a user

(Heatherly et al., 2013). For example, in Figure 3.1, user u1 has three friends:u2, u3, and

u4. Among these three friends, u1 and u2 have a common attribute value Entrepreneur

for the attribute Profession. u1 and u4 have a common attribute value Married for the

attribute Relationship Status. However, u1 and u3 do not have a common attribute value.

Therefore, we can conclude that User u2 and u4 are more common to User u1 than the

other user u3.

Heatherly et al. (Heatherly et al., 2013) further supplies a method by which a link to

a friend can have weight calculated for those friendship links in Equation 3.7. Here

Wi,j refers to the edge weight of the two users ui and uj . Also, Di indicates the set of

attribute values defined by user ui andDj for user uj . The equation then compares them

to see where they intersect with user j’s list of attributes, the number of intersections is

then divided by the number of attributes user i publishes to develop the weight for the

friendship link i, j. As the equation uses the number of published attributes to calculate

weight of the connection the weight of connection i, j will not necessarily be the same

as the connection j, i, that is the weight of user j’s friendship connection with user i.

Wi,j =
{D1

i ....D
n
i } ∩ {D1

j ....D
n
j }

|Di|
(3.7)

In an effort to calculate the effect of inference on a user’s likelihood of having a specific

class value, Heatherly et al. (2013) (Heatherly et al., 2013) suggested Equation 3.8.

In Equation 3.8 P (Ci
x|Ni) represents the probability that user i has the class value ‘x’
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given the class values of the user i′ s friend connections Ni. P (Ci
x|Ni) in Equation 3.8

represents the probability of each a user’s friends having the class value ‘x’. P (Ci
x|Ni)

represents the possibility of user i having the class value x separate to the influence of

inference. We now come to P (Ni) is the separate probability of each friend of the Ego’s

probability of having the class attribute value of ‘x’.

P (Ci
x|Ni) =

P (Ni|Ci
x)× P (Ci

x)

P (Ni)
(3.8)

Alternatively, in an effort to consider the weight of a friends connection Heatherly et al.

(2013) proposed Equation 3.9 which uses the value of Wi,j which is calculated using

Equation 3.7 as the weight of the Ego Friend connection. Z in Equation 3.9 represents a

normalization factor and is used to provide a user defined range in which the probability

will fall.

P (Ci
x|Ni) =

1

Z

∑
Wi,j × P (Ci

x) (3.9)

Heatherly et al. show a Naı̈ve Bayes classifier based protection technique (Heatherly

et al., 2013), let’s call this technique PrivNB for short, that can provide privacy by

suppressing attribute values and deleting friendship links. The effect of PrivNB on data

utility of the protected data set was not analysed.

Jones et al. discussed the users’ usage patterns by analysing Facebook data of 70,000

profiles (Jones & Soltren, 2005). However, their study mostly focused on the limitation

of Facebook rather than doing the details on the users behaviours or friendship links.

Lu et al. analysed and compared various link based classification techniques to launch

attribute inference attacks (Lu & Getoor, 2003). Rather than providing a solution, au-

thors analysed and compared various link based classification approaches including

mean field relaxation labeling, iterative classification and belief propagation. In another

study Taskar et al. demonstrate an alternative link based classification approach using

Markov Networks (Taskar et al., 2002). However in both of these techniques, authors

did not propose any protection techniques to preserve privacy against the attack.
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Zheleva et al. studied on how specific types of data can be used to determine the user-

defined private attribute values from classifiers’ accuracy (Zheleva & Getoor, 2009).

They used four OSN data sets for their experiments and they are: Bibsonmoy, Dogster,

Facebook and Flickr. Rather than following the users’ behaviour based or friendship

links based approach, Zheleva et al. took group based approach to improve local and

relational classification accuracy and inspired from their study Heatherly et al. took

details based approach where group membership data was used as another details for

example favourite movies or books.

An iterative classification approach was proposed to improve the accuracy of classi-

fication techniques for social networks (Neville & Jensen, 2000). An advanced work

of this approach compared different relational classifiers and some collective inference

methods (Macskassy & Provost, 2007). Authors analysed an IMDb data set for their

experiments with link type information only.

Jackson presented graph metrics, that were used previously in another study (Heatherly

et al., 2013), to divide a data set (Jackson, 2010). However author used these metrics for

measuring different aspects of an OSN only and infer the information about an entire

network as a whole.

Macskassy et al., on the other hand, run an experimentation of collective inference

methods for classifying social network data (Macskassy & Provost, 2007). Neville et

al. proposed a collection of techniques for analysing social network data (Jensen &

Neville, 2003). However, their techniques did not consider data distribution for the ease

of calculation.

The most attribute inference attacks, reported previously, considered either social friend-

ship links or user attribute values to launch the attack. Therefore, the attacks suffered

a poor attack success rate and qualitative difference if they would have been launched

with both friendship links and user attribute values. In our experiments we demonstrate

how the use of two sources of information to launch the attack improves the overall

attack success rate and our protection techniques provides the privacy by reducing the

attack success rate.
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3.3 Link Prediction Problem

Link analysis in OSNs is an active research area for different study groups including

sociology, criminology, and intelligence. The ability to predict a new friendship link

in advance is usually known as a link prediction. An advanced prediction and/or rec-

ommendation of a future link by analysing the social friendship links (or networks) can

help users to get connected with family, friends, and/or colleagues automatically in-

stead of manual searching. Therefore, link prediction can play an important role for a

popular OSNs like Facebook and LinkedIn.

The dynamic link prediction technique may predict the users who is going to be popular

using some metrics. However, the prediction of any friendship link in advance can be

considered as a privacy breach if any of the users (who shared the link) consider them

to be private. Therefore, a new friend recommendation system without disclosing any

sensitive link is an interesting challenge in OSNs. Diehl et al. summarize various

approaches of discovering hidden friendship links in a survey (Getoor & Diehl, 2005).

3.3.1 Data Mining Based Link Prediction

In a data mining based link predictions, usually, users’ attributes values or features, such

as relational structure (Adamic & Adar, 2003; Al Hasan et al., 2006; Libel & Kleinberg,

2003), are analysed to predict the possibility of two users to be connected or not. The

classifiers that are used to predict the possibility of a new link by utilising the best

features (Popescul & Ungar, 2003). A link prediction problem can also be considered

as a pair-wise classification problem (Rattigan & Jensen, 2005).

Therefore, a link prediction problem may face some challenges regarding space. If there

are areN number of users in an OSN, then the possibility of total number of social links

is N2. In this case prior probability values is very low as the nodes are sparsely linked.

Protection techniques

The most simplest technique of link prediction is commonly known as similarity-based

algorithm (H. Chen et al., 2005) where the common attributes of two users ui and uj
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are calculated. If the two users having a same attribute values indicate that have a

high similarity score. Once the similarity score is measured for all the user-pairs, top

similarity score are considered to be linked in near future. In order to prevent from

this unwanted link prediction, the most common attribute values are first identified.

Bayesian classifier can be used to predict the most common attribute values and then

the users are suggested to hide those attribute values from public access.

The similarity based approach can be not very accurate and very time consuming in

case of practical applications. A sophisticated algorithm such as maximum likelihood

methods can be a replacement of similarity based approach. This method is also able to

handle multiple networks containing thousands of nodes (Mossel & Vigoda, 2005).

Another way of protecting link prediction can be using the hierarchical networks where

nodes are divided into groups and further subgroups. The authors proposed a general

technique that would infer the hierarchical network and thus identify the missing links

(Dawah et al., 1995; Huss & Holme, 2007).

3.3.2 Graph Based Link Prediction

In a graph based link prediction, users’ friendship links are mainly analysed for future

link prediction. An attacker can predict a future link by assigning some random weights

on each edge of a network. Various link metrics are used to calculate the link weights.

The connections with some high weights are then predicted to be a future link.

Protection techniques

The protection techniques that can protect users’ privacy from link prediction are ran-

dom walk with restart, SimRank, superposed random walk (SRW), and local random

walk (LRW).

SimRank (Jeh & Widom, 2002) usually calculates the similarity of two user nodes in

structural context in a graph. As an example, two nodes are considered to have the

similarity if they are referred by a same node/object. Although SimRank is extensively

used, it may suffer from false or unrealistic similarity scores. This problem can be

solved by using PageRank algorithm.
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Local random walk (LRW) (W. Liu & Lü, 2010) proposed a probabilistic model based

on Bayes theory. The basic idea of LRW is that the two nodes have the same number of

common friends may have different likelihood of connections. The authors introduced

some weight functions on the connections. However, their experimental results indicate

that weak friendship connections play a significant role in link prediction.

3.4 Sybil Attack

Sybil attack refers to a group of fake identities created by an individual in an OSN

where each fake identity is called a Sybil identity or a sybil node (Douceur, 2002).

Douceur (Douceur, 2002) first introduced “Sybil” in a book that explains the different

personalities of the same person.

In OSN Sybil refers to an attacker who opens a multiple of fake profiles using different

persons’ information. These Sybil profiles can help to vote out the honest users in

different systems such as collaborative recommendation systems, spamming, unwanted

tagging, fake news, attribute inference.

Sybil attack can take place both in decentralized systems and distributed systems. Ama-

zon’s recommendation system can be an example of a centralized system that is vulner-

able to Sybil attacks (Yu, 2011). A survey result, published by Facebook authority,

reveals that Facebook currently contains more than 83 million of fake users. In percent-

age this is about 8.7% of the total active users and this percentage is increasing day by

day.

3.4.1 Data Mining Based Sybil Attack

In a data mining based sybil attack, an attacker can gather background information such

as social interaction and friendship information about some real users. By using these

information an attacker can create some sybil profiles on a social network and employ

those profiles to launch an attack.
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TABLE 3.6: Summary of data mining based techniques

Study Technique Data set Algorithm Accuracy
size

(Fong et al., 2012) feature 915 J48 & 80-92%
based Facebook ADTree

users
(Boshmaf et al., 2015) feature and 8.8k Facebook RF 70-76%

random & 60k Tuenti
walk based users

(Xiao et al., 2015) feature 260K RF, Logistic 93-95%
based LinkedIn regression

users & SVM
* RF= Random Forest, SVM = Support Vector Machine

Protection Techniques

In general a data mining based protection technique analyses their profile information

and social media activities of users to identify sybil accounts. Therefore, the success

of identifying sybil nodes relies on the usefulness and quality of information extracted

from a user’s profile.

The basic idea of a data mining approach is to prepare a data set first by gathering

information about real users and then set the class attribute is set which is either real or

fake users in this case. Similarly, the information about other fake profiles are inserted

into the data set and class value is set as fake.

Once the data set is prepared, machine learning algorithms can be applied on the data set

to extract the patterns of fake and real user profiles (Sisodia & Verma, 2015). These pat-

terns are then used to classify the suspicious profiles whether they are real or fake.The

machine learning algorithms that are used to identify fake profiles can be divided in

two parts: Supervised learning and Unsupervised learning. On one hand, Naı̈ve Bayes,

Support Vector Machine (SVM), and decision forest algorithms are considered as su-

pervised algorithms. On the other hand, clustering algorithms such as K-means, and

fuzzy algorithms are considered as unsupervised algorithms.

Latent variable based clustering technique was proposed to detect sybil nodes (Cai &

Jermaine, 2012). The authors first identified the user activities and their personal infor-

mation. This information is then analysed for clustering where similar information falls
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in a same cluster. A significant feature of clustering is that it can classify the unlabelled

records based on the hidden features of records (Gao et al., 2010; Qian et al., 2014;

Yanbin, 2010).

An example of hidden latent variable based clustering model is spamcity reviewers

in Amazon. The term spamcity refers to the likelihood of a review made by an spam.

This model works efficiently for unsupervised bayesian model (Mukherjee et al., 2013).

Jones et al. discussed the users’ usage patterns by analysing Facebook data of 70,000

profiles (Jones & Soltren, 2005). However, their study mostly focused on the limitation

of Facebook rather than doing the details on the users behaviours or friendship links.

In Table 3.6 we summarize the data mining based Sybil defense techniques available in

literature.

3.4.2 Graph Based Sybil Attack

In graph based Sybil attack an attacker can create a set of Sybil nodes with some basic

information and then the attacker generate the friendship networks among the Sybil

nodes. Once the friendship network among the Sybil nodes is created, the attacker may

try to connect with the real (or honest) users. The reason is to gain trust from the real

users. Sybil nodes connected to real nodes achieves more trust than connecting with the

Sybil nodes. Therefore, the goal of the attacker is to connect the Sybil nodes with real

users as many as they can so that the Sybil nodes are also considered as real users by

other OSN users.

Protection Techniques

In Sybil defense study, an OSN is usually condsidered as an un-directed or directed

graph G consisting of N number of vertices where each vertice is a user node and the

edge between the user nodes represents friendship links. An honest region is a sub-

graph of G consists of honest users and their associated friendship links. Here “honest”

users are considered that they follow the protocol determined by OSN service providers.

Similarly, the sub-graph of G may contain one or more Sybil regions where each Sybil

region has one or more malevolent user profiles controlled by a malicious user (or an
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attacker). We define all the user profiles created by a malicious user as Sybil identi-

ties and they are byzantine in nature, therefore, may collude in adversarial ways. The

links that connect the Sybil nodes with the honest nodes are called “attack edges”. In

Figure 3.4 we present a sample graph G consisting honest and Sybil region.

FIGURE 3.4: An OSN and the attack edges.

The techniques that provide defense against Sybil attacks are developed based on the

following two assumptions:

Assumption 1. The size of the honest region in a graph G is greater than its mixing

time O(logn). Here n refers to the number of nodes within the honest region from the

social network.

Assumption 2. The honest region of graph G has a fast mixing time than the Sybil

region. There is a small number of attack edges exists in between honest region and

Sybil region.

We now describe the detection techniques in more details. A random walk based tech-

nique, namely Sybil Guard (Yu et al., 2006), was introduced to detect the Sybil identi-

ties. Usually, honest users want to connect with other honest users. Once two honest

users are connected that friendship link is known as a trusted path and the both user

nodes are known as trusted node. From a trusted node, multiple random paths can be

generated and called verifier. Now, a path from a suspect node may intersect a verifier

and then path is considered as verified. If majority of the paths from a suspected node

are verified, Sybil Guard mark the suspected node as an honest node, otherwise a Sybil

node.
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Though the Sybil Guard algorithm can effectively detect the Sybil nodes, but it has high

complexity. To reduce the complexity, Sybil Limit (Yu et al., 2008) was proposed that

follows a similar mechanism to detect Sybil nodes. Sybil Guard considersO(
√
NlogN)

as the lower limit of identifying the Sybil nodes whereas Sybil Limit goes further and

set the lower bound as of identifying Sybil nodes to O(logN) where N is the total

number of nodes in a graph G.

A centralized Sybil detection technique namely Sybil Infer (Danezis & Mittal, 2009),

can identify Sybil nodes in OSNs. Sybil Infer first finds a trusted honest node in the

network and assigns with a probability using Bayesian Inference of being Sybil node.

The trusted honest node usually contains lower probability and take it as a reference.

This Sybil probability is then propagating to other nodes in the network. Once the Sybil

probability is assigned to all the nodes in the network, the ranking of nodes is done

where higher ranked nodes are predicted as Sybil nodes. Although Sybil Infer looks

very promising in detecting Sybil nodes, it can handle up to 30 thousand of maximum

nodes while predicting Sybil nodes and it can scalble to larger networks. Time com-

plexity of Sybil Infer is O(NlogN).

Sybil defender (Wei et al., 2012) is a community detection approach. Like Sybil Guard

(Yu et al., 2006) and Sybil Limit (Yu et al., 2008) it also uses random walks approach.

This algorithm can be divided in two parts where the first part of the algorithm finds a

Sybil node. The second part of the algorithm finds a region around the Sybil node. This

region is considered as a Sybil community

This technique is developed by considering the Assumption 2 that is: there are lim-

ited numbers of attack edges existing among Sybil nodes and honest nodes. Also, the

quantity of Sybil nodes is negligible compared to honest nodes. In addition, the honest

region converges much faster than the Sybil region.

In order to catch a Sybil identity, Sybil defender commences a random walk of h-hop

surrounding nodes. These neighbour nodes are supposed to be honest nodes (according

to Assumption 2) and these nodes act as boundary nodes of the honest region. Now,

from each honest node, again, random walks with different length are conducted and

these random walks continue for suspect node as well. While conducting these random
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walks, frequency distribution (i.e. appearance of a node in each random walk) is mea-

sured. If the frequency distribution of an honest and the suspected node is the same then

the suspected node is considered to be an honest node; otherwise Sybil node.

To find out the Sybil community, a partial random walk is again conducted from the

Sybil node where the condition is no node will be traversed twice during a partial ran-

dom walk. As we already know from the assumptions, Sybil nodes are mostly con-

nected with other Sybil nodes. Therefore, it is considered that the partial random walk

will stop at a node where all other neighbour nodes are already traversed and the path

will be a dead path. For many partial random walks, there will be many dead paths and

the exploring through these paths will form a Sybil community.

A decentralized technique, Symon (Pise & Kumar, 2014), can detect Sybil nodes. First,

it assigns the honest nodes in the network with some high probability so that they are

protected from being identified as Sybil nodes. The non-Sybil nodes are called Symon

and they are selected dynamically so that the possibility of being Sybil for both nodes

are almost impossible and each Symon node is given the responsibility to observe the

activities of the other nodes. In addition, it allows any user in the network to verify

whether their pair node is a Sybil of not. Symon assures its users that even if an attacker

is able to generate a Sybil identity then they need to spend a huge amount of cost for

doing such activity.

Another Sybil detection technique, namely GateKeeper (N. Tran et al., 2011), takes

a decentralized approach in randomly expanded graphs. The technique brings an im-

provement over the SybilLimit technique by handling a huge number of honest nodes

and quarantining the number of Sybil nodes in a discrete attack (D. N. Tran et al., 2009).

The algorithm complexity of GateKeeper is O(logk) where k indicates the cuts in be-

tween a honest and Sybil region. The disadvantage is it shows a high false-positive

ratio.

SybilShield (Conti et al., 2012; Kharaji & Rizi, 2014) considers the existence of com-

munities of different sizes such as small, medium, and large. Another study estimated

this size can vary from 12 (i.e. small community) to 33,887 nodes (i.e. large commu-

nity) for Myspace (Kharaji & Rizi, 2014). SybilShield considers that there will be some
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TABLE 3.7: Summary of graph based techniques

Study Assumption Technique Design Algorithm
Complexity

Yu et al. 2006 (Yu
et al., 2006)

Assumption
1

Random
walk

Decentralized O(
√
nlogn)

Yu et al.2008 (Yu
et al., 2008)

Assumption
1

Random
walk

Decentralized O(logn)

Wei et al.
2012 (Wei et
al., 2012)

Assumption
1

Partial Ran-
dom Walk

Decentralized O(logn)

Tran et al.
2011 (N. Tran et
al., 2011)

Assumption
1 and 2

Breadth-
first search
and Ran-
dom walk

decentralized O(n/logn)

Danezis et al.
2009 (Danezis &
Mittal, 2009)

Assumption
1

Random
walk

Centralized O(|n2|log|n|)

Tran et al.
2009 (D. N. Tran
et al., 2009)

Assumption
1

adaptive
max flow

Centralized O(nlogn)

Viswanath et al.
2004 (Viswanath
et al., 2010)

similar
to As-
sumption
1

detecting
social com-
munities

Centralized O(n2)

Lesniewski et al.
2010 (Lesniewski-
Lass &
Kaashoek, 2010)

Assumption
1

Random
walk

Decentralized

Mislove et al.
2008 (Mislove et
al., 2008)

similar
to As-
sumption
1

removal
of certain
edges

Centralized O(n2)

Cao et al.
2012 (Q. Cao
et al., 2012)

Assumption
1

Random
Walk

Decentralized O(nlogn)
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alien edges among the communities. SybilShield also considers communities both hon-

est and Sybil are fast mixing and the number of attack edges are almost same as trusted

edges (i.e. the edge in between two honest nodes). SybilShield runs modified random

walks, namely random route, starting from various nodes (i.e. honest and suspected

nodes). If the random walks starting from a suspected node and other time starting

from a verifier (i.e. known honest node), then the suspected node is considered to be an

honest node.

SybilFence (Q. Cao & Yang, 2013), on the other hand, improves the existing Sybil-

Rank algorithm. This technique demonstrates a strong defense against a synthetically

generated graph and yet to analyse the performances for real OSN networks.

In Table 3.7 we summarize the graph based Sybil defense techniques available in the

literature.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter we discuss three privacy attacks namely attribute inference attack, link

prediction problem, and sybil attack. We also discuss the existing protection techniques

that can preserve users’ privacy against these attacks. In the subsequent chapters we

intend to discuss attribute inference attack in more details by exploring different direc-

tions and propose three protection techniques that can minimise attack success rate of

an attacker. In the next chapter we present our first proposed privacy protection tech-

nique namely 3LP.



Chapter 4

3LP: Three Layers of Protection for

Individual Privacy in Online Social

Networks

In Section 3.2 we discuss a possible data mining approach that a malicious data miner

can follow to breach users’ privacy. The protection techniques such as, TOTAL COUNT

and CUM SENSITIVITY (Estivill-Castro et al., 2014), can provide privacy by sup-

pressing a few non-sensitive attribute values. The information from on-line social net-

works can often be organised as a social attribute network (SAN) (Gong et al., 2014) that

considers both attribute values and friendship information. However, TOTAL COUNT

and CUM SENSITIVITY did not consider friendship links among the users as infor-

mation that an attacker Z can use to infer the sensitive attribute value of a target user

u. We argue that any protection technique that does not take into consideration both the

attribute values of a user and links of a social network, may not be able to ensure suffi-

cient protection. In this chapter, we first justify our argument by demonstrating that the

The following paper has been published during the PhD candidature based on this chapter.

• Reza, K. J., Islam, M. Z., & Estivill-Castro, V. (2017, May). 3lp: Three layers of protection for
individual privacy in facebook. In IFIP International Conference on ICT Systems Security and
Privacy Protection (pp. 108-123). Springer. Cham. (ERA 2010 Rank B; Core 2018 Rank B).
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protection techniques namely TOTAL COUNT and CUM SENSITIVITY (or any other

techniques that do not take the link information into consideration) may not be able to

secure sensitive data of users when an attacker uses the connection information of a so-

cial network. We name the existing technique (Estivill-Castro et al., 2014) as PrivAdv

for short. We then present a new protection technique namely 3LP that can provide

three layers of protection to OSN users against the attribute inference attack if an at-

tacker utilises both attribute values and friendship information to launch the attribute

inference attack.

The major contributions of this chapter are as follows:

• We empirically demonstrate that, after taking necessary steps to protect sensitive

information, a user’s sensitive information can still be inferred if an attacker uses

the friendship links along with users’ personal information to launch the attack.

• We present the 3LP algorithm that can provide privacy for users’ sensitive at-

tributes from being inferred even when link attributes (obtained from social links)

are taken into consideration.

• We implement 3LP on two OSN data sets and the experimental results indicate

that 3LP protects users’ sensitive information from being inferred.

The structure of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 discusses some limita-

tions of existing techniques as evidenced by our initial experiments. Section 4.2 presents

3LP. Section 4.3 presents the experimental results and discussion. Finally, Section 4.4

gives concluding remarks of this chapter.

4.1 An Empirical Demonstration of the Impact of Friend-

ship Links on Individuals’ Privacy

We assume an attacker Z has access to a large data set which has the structure of an

un-directed social network (or graph) G having a N number of users, each with A at-

tributes. Here, without loss of generality, each attribute value is considered as a distinct
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binary attribute. This standard data representation converts a categorical attribute like

hometown (with possible values Sydney, Melbourne, and Brisbane) into a characteris-

tic vector: the value is true if and only if the user’s residential city correspond to that

attribute-value pair as discussed in Section 3.2.1. Under the SAN model, not only mem-

bers of the OSN are vertices, but attribute-values are also vertices. For each user-vertex

u with an attribute-value pair An = v, the SAN model places an edge between u and the

attribute-value pair An = v. It also places an edge between two users if they are friends.

We now introduce the data set DFB (also used in a previously study (Al-Saggaf & Islam,

2012; Estivill-Castro et al., 2014)) that we use in this empirical demonstration. The data

set was prepared by collecting information about Facebook real users. The data set DFB

has 616 users each with 24 attribute (shown in Table 4.1) among them we consider that

the emotional status of users as confidential or sensitive information. Therefore, the

structure of the data set DFB consists of 23 non-class attributes and the class attribute

emotional status. Each user who is either feeling lonely or connected as it is explicitly

mentioned in their recent posts. Out of 616 records, 308 users are lonely, and 308 users

are connected.

While collecting the information about Facebook real users, the profiles with a profile

image are considered only. A variety of images can be set as profile image, therefore,

the Profile Image attribute is categorised in 12 values based on the image. For example,

if the image shows the user alone, then the value of the attribute is 1, if the image

shows the user with one or more family members, then the value of the attribute is

2 and so on. As the profiles those do not have a profile image were not considered

in the data set DFB, therefore, there is no null value for Profile Image attribute. The

attribute Hometown contains two values absent and present. If the hometown of a user

is revealed, then the value of the attribute is present; otherwise, absent. The attribute

Friend has four possible values: high, medium, low and null depending on the user’s

number of friends. If the friendship information is not available, then the attribute has

null. Table 4.1 provides details of these attributes.

A malicious data miner will try to learn emotional status of a user who has not revealed
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TABLE 4.1: Attributes of Facebook data set DFB.

Attribute name Attribute values
Gender female; all 616 users are female aged over 18 years
Profile image contains 12 categories represented by 1 to 12, as follows,

image shows the user: 1-alone, 2-with one or more friends,
3-at a special occasion, 4-with their special partner, 5-smiling,
6-in a unique location not in their hometown, 7-shows only
face/head, 8-playing or watching sport, 9-with family, 10-
depicts
an object with apparent meaning to the user, 11-having a
unique visual effect, 12-Reveals too much skin

Relationship status contains 11 categories: 1 to 10 and null, as follows. 1-single,
2-in a relationship, 3-engaged, 4-married, 5-it’s complicated,
6-in an open relationship, 7-widowed, 8-separated, 9-divorced,
10-in a civil union, null

Interested in null, men,women,both
Family on FB absent, present
Hometown absent, present
Show sex no, yes
High school absent, present
Year-graduated absent, present
from high school
University or college absent, present
Year graduated absent, present
from university or college
Timeline absent, present
Work absent, present
Friend high, medium, low, null
Album high, medium, low, null
Photo high, medium, low, null
Language english, english+, other, other+, null
Religion absent, present
Activities absent, present
Email absent, present
Date of birth (DOB) 1-full dob is revealed, 2- only day and month are revealed,

3- dob is not revealed
Political view absent, present
People who inspire absent, present
Class attribute connected, lonely

this information. Hence, emotional status is the class attribute while building a classi-

fier to learn the patterns for discovering the emotional status of members of the social

network.

However, DFB does not have any information relating the social network links (i.e.

friendship information). Therefore, we first simulate the connections among users to

construct a data set D′FB that contains information relating social network links. We set

the probability of a link between two users inversely proportional to the Hamming dis-

tance between the two users. We set the record-to-record distance (or R2RD ∈ [0, 1])

between two users as the Hamming distance divided by 23 (the number of non-class

attributes).
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(a) Friendship probability graph

(b) Friendship Network of 616 users

FIGURE 4.1: The friendship links simulation
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Users having similar attribute values (i.e. low Hamming distance) are likely to have

common interests and thus are likely to have friendship links (social links) between

them (La Fond & Neville, 2010). A link between two users will be a Bernoulli trial

with probability p where we set p as a high probability of a friendship link when the

R2RD is low. In particular, when the value of R2RD between two users is within the

range of 0.0 and 0.2, then we set the link probability p linearly between 0.9 and 0.7.

When R2RD is between 0.2 and 0.3, then the link probability p is linear between 0.7

and 0.5. Thus, for example, if the R2RD between two users is 0.3, then we draw a link

between them with probability 1/2; that is, it is equally likely there is no connection.

Figure 4.1(a) provides the plot that determines the link probability p as a function of

R2RD. In this model, even if the R2RD is large, between 0.6 and 1, there is still some

probability that the users are linked as friends. Figure 4.1(a) shows that 1258 friendship

links were created among users whose R2RD is between 0.1 and 0.2. Figure 4.1(b)

shows a social network drawn in the way, where the dots represent the users and the

links represent the friendship between the users.

Once the friendship links are simulated we can compute the m(u,An = v) for every

user u and attribute-value pair An = v. Recall that the data set DFB has 23 non-class

attributes and a class attribute. A user u is represented by a record r ∈ DFB that has 24

attribute values. For each attribute value of uwe computem(u,An = v). Thus, for each

attribute-value pair, we create a new attribute containing m(u,An = v) for each user u.

Let us call these newly created attributes “link attributes” and the original 23 attributes

“regular attributes”. Therefore, when we consider the link information, the expanded

data set D′FB has now altogether 24+24 = 48 attributes. That is, in the expanded data

set D′FB, we have 47 non-class attributes and a class attribute containing two possible

values: lonely and connected.

For the data set DFB, in our experiments, we split the users in 10 disjoint groups:

{D1, D2, D3, . . . , D10}. For example, for DFB |Di
FB| = 61 for i = 1, . . . , 9 and |D10

FB | =

67. For the i-th iteration the users in Di are considered those users who wish to keep

their confidential attribute unpredictable from the adversary Z , while the adversary has

the data of the other users ∪10
j=1D

j \Di who have revealed such confidential attribute.
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TABLE 4.2: Analysis of sensitive rules with and without social link information

Run Trees Rules SR SRR SRRL SRL

1 9 40 31 1 7 23
2 8 71 41 1 8 32
3 8 50 33 0 9 24
4 8 69 42 3 6 23
5 8 83 43 3 20 20
6 8 81 44 3 13 28
7 9 60 41 3 8 30
8 8 49 35 1 13 21
9 8 61 42 3 13 26

10 8 48 37 0 5 32
Average 8.2 61.2 38.9 1.8 10.2 25.9

For each user in Di, we use PrivAdv repeatedly to identify the sensitive rules Ru. In

each iteration, the primary attribute obtained from Ru is suppressed until Ru = ∅.

At this stage, PrivAdv considers u’s privacy is protected. Different users in Di have

different attribute-value pairs suppressed.

How, we complement the columns of ∪10
j=1D

j \ Di and Di with the link information,

essentially considering D′ instead of D. We impersonate the adversary Z who builds a

forest from ∪10
j=1D

′j \ D′i. That is, we assume the adversary uses the SAN metric and

thus obtains a new set of sensitive rules R′u for each user in Di (the users in Di and

D′i are the same, D′i has the SAN link information as the metric m(u,An = v) as per

Equation (3.2)).

The assumed strategy of the adversary for each D′i is a decision-tree forest SysFor

(Islam & Giggins, 2011) with the aim of building a forest of 10 trees. Throughout

the experiments, we use the standard set of parameters of SysFor. SysFor sometimes

cannot build 10 trees as requested due to various reasons such as not having enough

good attributes. Nevertheless, SysFor always builds at least 8 trees and 40 rules for

D′FB data set (refer to Table 4.2). The sensitive rules (SR) obtained by the adversary’s

strategy are of 3 types, SRR tests only regular attributes, SRRL tests both link attributes

and regular attributes, SRL are sensitive rules made of only the link attributes.

Table 4.2 contrasts the types of sensitive rules that are obtained from the link attributes

from D′FB versus those that do not. Those users in Di
FB who have at least one sensitive

rule ∈ R′uFB for which no regular attribute value is suppressed by PrivAdv are at risk, and

we found that the adversary always found at least 20 of these rules. That is, there are
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plenty of sensitive rules for which all values tested in the antecedent are link attributes

(i.e. the attributes that contain m(u,An = v) values). Note again that these values

are not suppressed by PrivAdv since PrivAdv only uses regular attributes from DFB

(Estivill-Castro et al., 2014). Users are not properly secured by PrivAdv with respect

to the social link information. For instance, consider D′1FB, any records satisfying any of

the 23 SRLs for D1
FB are not secured by PrivAdv.

We can see from Table 4.2 that on an average there are 25.9 SRLs out of 38.9 SRs. We

can also observe from Table 4.2 that the number of SRL is greater than both SRR and

SRRL. This is because of the low number of domain values of the regular attributes in

the Facebook data set. In Table 4.1, we can see the majority of the regular attributes

have low number of domain values i.e. 2 or 3. The regular attributes with low number

of domain values have lower gain ratio than the link attributes and thus not selected as

tree nodes by the forest algorithm. Therefore, the greater number of SRL is observed in

our experiments than SRR and SRRL.

This indicates that most of the sensitive rules obtained from D′FB are not taken care of

by PrivAdv. This should not be surprising, the vast majority of information derived in

recommender systems and on-line social networks where information is represented as

graph models like the SAN derives from the link information.

On the other hand, SysFor generates 9 trees in each component Di for both D′Political and

D′Sexor data sets. The average number of SRRL is comparatively higher than SRL and

SRR in each component of D′Political. Out of 50 SR (i.e., sensitive rules), on average, the

number of SRRL is 41.6 where SRL (i.e., sensitive rules with link attributes only) is

approximately 0 in our experiments. In D′Sexor data set, on average, 180 SR are generated

in each part Di and among these 176.4 are SRRL. Only 3.7 (on average) sensitive rules

are SRL (i.e., containing both regular and link attributes).

The limitation of PrivAdv is further defined by the confidential attribute-value pair is

revealed by rules in SRL or SRRL. If a user in D′i has a sensitive rule in SRL or SRRL

(PrivAdv does not suppress any of the attributes in the antecedent of the rule), then

the user’s information is considered to be insecure, otherwise the user’s information is

considered to be secure.
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In our experiments, we found that among 62 users in each cross fold of D′FB data

set, 35 of them (56.62%) have protected information as shown in Table 4.4. How-

ever, 27 (43.38%) out of 62 users having insecure information. In case of D′Political and

D′Sexor data sets, out of all 10 parts Di, on an average 41.7% and 70.5% users, respec-

tively, are having insecure information after PrivAdv has been applied. For these inse-

cure users, the attributes suppressed by PrivAdv are insufficient to protect their privacy

when an adversary uses a data set with link attributes.

4.2 The Main Steps of 3LP

Our technique 3LP secures the confidential attribute-value pairs of users even when

link attributes (obtained from social links) are taken into consideration. Our technique

suggests three layers of protection: Layer 1 suggests to suppress necessary attribute

values (and is equivalent to PrivAdv: Step 1 and 2 in Algorithm 1), Layer 2 suggests to

hide some friendship information and Layer 3 suggests to add new friends.

Step 1 Compute Sensitivity of Each Attribute for a User.

In Step 1, we invoke the function GetSensitiveRules() to create the set of sensitive

rules Rs. The set Rs is generic, but the function GetSensRulesForUser() uses the

attribute values of a particular user U and returns the set Ru of sensitive rules for

U . The set Ar/su of sensitive attributes is the union of all regular attributes in the

antecedents of the rules in Ru. The TOTAL COUNT (Estivill-Castro et al., 2014)

counts how many times each regular attribute Ai appears in the antecedents of set

Ru.

Step 2 Suppress Attribute Values as Necessary (Layer 1).

3LP identifies the regular attribute An with the highest number of appearances

in the set Ru and suggests user U shall suppress the value of attribute An. As

in TOTAL COUNT (Estivill-Castro et al., 2014), our first layer only suggests the

suppression and leaves the decision up to the user. Either way, the attribute An

is removed from the set Asu of sensitive attributes. If user U suppresses attribute
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An, then all sensitive rules in Ru that have An in their antecedent are no longer

applicable. In this case, those sensitive rules are no longer in Ru. The treatment

is repeated with the next regular attribute with the highest number of appearances

in the set Ru until Ru is empty (in which case the algorithm terminates) or the set

A
r/s
u of regular attributes in Ru is empty (in which case the algorithm continues

with Step 3. We remark here that in the experiments of this study we assume that

a user follows all the suggestions.

Step 3 Hide Friendship Links as Necessary (Layer 2).

If there are still some sensitive rules Ru
j ∈ Ru, such rules must use only link

attributes. We explore if there is any link attribute m(u,An = v) whose value

can be reduced by deleting or hiding some friendship links in order to reduce the

number of sensitive rules in Ru. Unlike the regular attributes, the link attributes

cannot be suppressed easily. Moreover, as discussed when Equation (3.2) was

introduced, in many cases m(u,An = v) derives from the social links of the user

and not the explicit links the user has control.

However, we can offer to the user to carefully change the social links (by delet-

ing/hiding some friendship links) and thus alter the values of the link attributes

m(u,An = v). For example, if we hide the friendship link of the user U with

a friend who also shares the same attribute-value pair An = v, then we can de-

crease the link attribute value m(u,An = v). Moreover, we can see from Equa-

tion (3.2) that if we hide the friendship link of the friend t who has the smallest

Γ+(t) = Γs+(t) ∪ Γa+(t), then we can maximise the reduction of m(u,An = v).

In Step 3, we first find the most sensitive link attribute m(u,An = v) for the

user U . We then check if the value of m(u,An = v) is higher than the split

point in a sensitive rule Ru
j , where one of the tests in the antecedent of Ru

j is

An ≥ split point. If it is, then we suggest user U shall hide the friendship link

with a friend who has the smallest Γ+(t) = Γs+(t) ∪ Γa+(t) in order to reduce

the m(u,An = v) value the most. If the user accepts the recommendation, we

recompute m(u,An = v).
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The goal here is to reduce the value of m(u,An = v) below the split point so

rule Ru
j is no longer applicable to U . We continue the process of hiding friends

until we get the a value of m(u,An = v) lower than the split point in Ru
j . We

then remove Ru
j and any other rules no longer applicable to user U from Ru

and repeat the process for another sensitive rule Ru
j that tests m(u,An = v) ≥

some split point in it antecedent. At the end of Step 3, if we still have some rules

Ru
j ∈ Ru then we move to Step 4 (Layer 3).

Step 4 Add New Friends as Necessary (Layer 3). We again find the most sensitive

link attribute m(u,An = v) for the user. We check if there is any sensitive rule

Ru
j ∈ Ru that has an antecedent of the from m(u,An = v) ≤ some split point.

If there is such Ru
j , then we aim to add friends and thus increase the value of

m(u,An = v) so that it eventually becomes greater than the split point and thus

Ru
j is no loner applicable to U . Our algorithm 3LP suggests the adding approach

to the user U and the user shall make the decision whether to add the friend or not.

Our 3LP retrieves the possible friend twith the smallest Γ+(t) = Γs+(t)∪Γa+(t),

and recommends to add a friendship link to t. This maximises the increase of the

value of m(u,An = v) and minimises the number of friendship links to be added.

4.3 Experimental Results and Discussion

We now present experimental results that validate our algorithm 3LP. We also uti-

lize a synthetic data set (Nettleton, 2015) in addition with DPolitical data set to apply

our algorithm 3LP on it. This data set consists of 11 non-class attributes which are

given in Table 4.3. The data contains 1000 records (489 male users and 511 female

users) and 50,397 friendship links. These are also synthetically generated friendship

links (Nettleton, 2015). We shall consider two version of this data set. In the first,

we take political orientation as the confidential attribute of the data set and it is de-

noted by DPolitical. In the second one, now DSexor we consider sexual orientation as the

confidential attribute. Both of this will have 10 non-class attributes (but they exchange

sexual orientation and political orientation as the class attribute).
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Algorithm 1: 3LP()
Input : u, C, D having N records, A where Ar ⊂ A, G.
Output : Recommendations for u to act on some attributes in A.
Variables: An=the nth attribute

Rs= set of sensitive rules
Step 1: Compute Sensitivity of Each Attribute for a User

Rs← GetSensitiveRules(D,C)
Ru← GetSensRulesForUser(Rs, u)
Counteri ← 0; ∀Counteri ∈ Counter /*Counteri shall total the number of appearances of Ai ∈ Ar in the set

of sensitive rules*/;
A
r/s
u ← φ /*Initially As is set to null*/;

foreach Ruj ∈ Ru do
foreach attribute An ∈ Ar do

if An is in the antecedent of Ruj then
Countern ← Countern + 1

A
r/s
u ← A

r/s
u ∪ {An} /* Add the nth attribute in As */

end
end

end
end
Step 2: Suppress Attribute Values as Necessary for the User

while Ru 6= φ OR Ar/su 6= φ do
An ← maxarg(Counter) /*Indentify the attribute that appears the most in Ru*/
SuggestSuppress(An) /*Suggest the user to suppress the attribute value for An*/
A
r/s
u ← (A

r/s
u \ {An})

Counter ← (Counter − Countern) /*The counters are kept aligned with the attributes*/
if An is suppressed then

Ru ← (Ru \ FindRules(Ru, An)) /*Rules using An in preconditions are removed*/
end

end
end
Step 3: Hide Friendship Links as Necessary for the User

An ← FindMostSensitive(Al, Ru, u,G)/*An = V al(m(u, a))*/
while An 6= null do

a← WhichAttr(An, Al)
foreach Ruj ∈ Ru do

if An ∈ IsTested(Ruj ) and V al(An) ≥ SplitPoint(Ruj , An) then
while V al(An) ≥ SplitPoint(Ruj , An) and MoreFriends(u,G) do

f ← FriendWithLeastDegree(G,D, u, a)
SuggestHide(f )
if t ∈ IsHidden(f) then

G← RemoveLink(G, u, f)
Recompute(An, G,D, u)

end
end

end
Ru ← Ru \ {Ruj }

end
Al ← Al \ {An}
An ← FindMostSensitive(Al, Ru, u,G)/*An = V al(m(u,An))*/

end
end
Step 4: Add New Friends as Necessary for the User

An ← FindMostSensitive(Al, Ru, u,G)/*An = V al(m(u,An))*/
while An 6= null do

a← WhichAttr(An, Al)
foreach Ruj ∈ Ru do

if An ∈ IsTested(Ruj ) and V al(An) ≤ SplitPoint(Ruj , An) then
while V al(An) ≤ SplitPoint(Ruj , An) and MoreUsers(u,G) do

f ← UserWithLeastDegree(G,D, u, a)
SuggestAdd(f)
if t← IsAdded(f) then

G← AddLink(G, u, f)
Recompute(An, G,D, u)

end
end

end
Ru ← Ru \ {Ruj }

end
Al ← Al \ {An}
An ← FindMostSensitive(Al, Ru, u,G)/*An = V al(m(u,An))*/

end
end
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TABLE 4.3: Attributes of Synthetic Dataset.

Attribute name Attribute values
Age range 18-25, 26-35, 36-45, 46-55, 56-65, 66-75, 76-85
Gender male, female
Residence palo alto, santa barbara, san jose, boston, winthrop
Religion christian, hindu, jewish, muslim, sikh, other religions,

no religious affiliation
Marital status single, married, divorced, widowed
Profession professional, service, sales and office, student,

natural resources construction and maintenance,
production transportation and material moving

Sexual orientation absent sexual information, bisexual, heterosexual, homosexual
Political orientation far left, left, centre left,centre, centre right, right, far right
Like 1 entertainment, music artist, drink brand, soccer club, tv show
Like 2 entertainment, music artist, drink brand, soccer club, tv show
Like 3 entertainment, music artist, drink brand, soccer club, tv show
Class attribute political orientation or sexual orientation (any one at a time)

After preparing DPolitical and DSexor, we calculate SAN metric values for each attribute as

we did for D′FB. This results in expanded data sets D′Political and D′Sexor respectively with

11+11=22 attributes one of which is the confidential class attribute.

We apply 3LP on the expanded data sets named D′FB, D′Political and D′Sexor separately. We

again partition the data sets into 10 disjoint parts, using one part as the potential victims

and 90% of the data set as the data available for inferring confidential attributes. Table

4.4 shows experimental results for D′FB. We also present the results using a bar chart in

Figure 4.2.

Earlier we saw that PrivAdv (Estivill-Castro et al., 2014) could secure the confidential

attributes of only 56.62% users from the attribute inference attack that uses link infor-

mation on the D′FB data set. However, using algorithm 3LP the remaining 43.38% users

are protected. Layer 1 is essentially PrivAdv, none of the information of the users at

risk is secured further. Typically, for a group of 61 users, 27 users are still at risk after

Layer 1. But, on average, 5 of them can prevent a breach of privacy by hiding friends.

In percentage terms, users whose confidential attribute is secure increases to 64.52%

after Layer 2, with a 7.9% increment with respect to Layer 1.
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TABLE 4.4: Number of insecure users after applying 3LP on expanded data set D′FB.

Number of insecure users

Run
Number
of users
in test
data set

After
using
PrivAdv

After
using
Layer 1
of 3LP

After using
Layer 1
and Layer 2
of 3LP

After using
Layer 1,
Layer 2
and Layer 3
of 3LP

1 61 18 18 15 0
2 61 40 40 36 0
3 61 35 35 19 0
4 61 9 9 9 0
5 61 35 35 33 0
6 61 29 29 27 0
7 61 20 20 17 0
8 61 10 10 10 0
9 61 34 34 22 0

10 67 38 38 28 0
Average 61.6 27 27 22 0

Although hiding a particular friend from user profile is currently unavailable on Facebook

these results suggest that the operators of OSN such as Facebook may consider adding

this option to a user profile. That is, enable users to select the automatic masking of

some friendships to any data analyst so their confidential attribute (already not present)

can not be inferred.

Moreover, to secure the data of the remaining users, our experimental results show that

on an average 22 users need to add more friends to prevent a breach of privacy. (i.e.,

Layer 3 of 3LP). Of the users who are not protected by previous approaches (Layer 1),

equivalently 83.84% (22 out of 27) need to do it by adding friends. While choosing the

friend during addition, lower degree friends carry more impact on the metric function

values.

Although adding more friends may seem unrealistic in OSNs settings, and other risks

may derive from linking with strangers, we believe the operators of OSNs would be able

to perform this. Certainly ensuring the privacy of their users is in the operators’ best

interest, Thus, our results here suggest that operators can suggest to users the addition of

some synthetic friends. Alternatively, they could use such technique to sanitise the data

before releasing it to data analysts. We plan to focus on this in our future work. On the

other hand, in Table 4.5, we present respectively the experimental results with D′Political

and D′Sexor. We also present the results using bar graphs in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4.

The average results show that, for a group of 100 users, about 23 and 3 (after rounding)

users are still insecure after applying the first layer of 3LP on D′Political and D′Sexor data sets

respectively.
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FIGURE 4.2: Average Number of insecure users after applying 3LP on expanded data
set D′FB.

In order to secure these users we then apply Layer 2 of 3LP (i.e., obfuscate friends

from friend lists) and we notice that no more users are at risk (after applying Layer 2

of 3LP) in both D′Political and D′Sexor data sets. Hence Layer 3 of 3LP is not required in our

experiments for both of these data sets.
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FIGURE 4.3: Average Number of insecure users after applying 3LP on expanded data
set D′Political.

TABLE 4.5: Number of insecure users after applying 3LP on the expanded data sets

D′
Political Number of insecure users

Run
Number
ofusers
in Di

After
using
PrivAdv

After
using
Layer 1
of 3LP

After using
Layer 1
and
Layer 2
of 3LP

After using
Layer 1,
Layer 2
and Layer 3
of 3LP

1 100 17 0 X X
2 100 15 0 X X
3 100 12 0 X X
4 100 100 99 0 X
5 100 20 0 X X
6 100 35 0 X X
7 100 29 0 X X
8 100 97 95 0 X
9 100 53 39 0 X
10 100 39 0 X X

Average 100 41.7 23.3 0 X
D′

Sexor Number of insecure users

Run
Number
ofusers
in Di

After
using
PrivAdv

After
using
Layer 1
of 3LP

After using
Layer 1
and
Layer 2
of 3LP

After using
Layer 1,
Layer 2
and Layer 3
of 3LP

1 100 69 1 0 X
2 100 69 0 X X
3 100 67 0 X X
4 100 75 7 0 X
5 100 86 15 0 X
6 100 77 0 X X
7 100 60 0 X X
8 100 74 0 0 X
9 100 63 5 0 X
10 100 65 0 X X

Average 100 70.5 2.8 0 X
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FIGURE 4.4: Average Number of insecure users after applying 3LP on expanded data
set D′Sexor.

The Column 2 of Table 4.6 shows the number of attributes needed suppression in

Layer 1 of 3LP. Please note that these are the suppressions made in addition to the

suppressions suggested by the regular PrivAdv. The average number of attribute sup-

pression (Layer 1 of 3LP), on the other hand, is higher both in D′Political and D′Sexor com-

pared toD′FB. The reason may be the number of generated SRR (i.e., sensitive rules with

regular attributes) is much lower for D′FB.
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TABLE 4.6: Required number of attribute Suppression, Friend Deletion or Addition
for each insecure user suggested by 3LP in expanded data set D′FB.

Run

Average
Number of
attributesuppres-
sion (per
user) in
Layer 1
of 3LP

Average
number
of friends
needed to be
hidden (per
user) in
Layer 2
of 3LP

Average
number
of friends
needed to be
added (per
user) in
Layer 3
of 3LP

1 0 1 2
2 0 1 1
3 0 1 1
4 0 0 1
5 1 2 2
6 0 1 2
7 1 1 1
8 0 0 1
9 1 1 2
10 0 1 2
Average 0 1 2

Adding a friend on OSN users’ friend list can often be complicated as it depends on the

other user to accept the invitation. It may also create a burden for the OSN user if this

happens frequently. Therefore, we keep layer 3 as a last resource and our experimental

results also indicate that this layer was rarely used in our experiments.

Our results also show that the burden of additions and obfuscations of friends is not that

large. For example, in D′FB data set, we need to hide/add at most 1-2 friends, on average,

in each partition Di to secure the confidential attribute (refer to Table 4.6).
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TABLE 4.7: Required number of attribute Suppression, Friend Deletion or Addition
for each insecure user suggested by 3LP in expanded data sets D′Political and D′Sexor.

D′
Political

Run

Average
Number of
attributesuppres-
sion (per
user) in
Layer 1
of 3LP

Average
number
of friends
needed to be
hidden (per
user) in
Layer 2
of 3LP

Average
number
of friends
needed to be
added (per
user) in
Layer 3
of 3LP

1 1 X X
2 1 X X
3 1 X X
4 1 10 X
5 1 X X
6 1 X X
7 1 X X
8 1 6 X
9 1 11 X
10 2 X X
Average 1.1 2.7 X

D′
Sexor

Run

Average
Number of
attributesuppres-
sion (per
user) in
Layer 1 of
3LP

Average
number
of friends
needed to be
hidden (per
user) in
Layer 2 of
3LP

Average
number
of friends
needed to be
added (per
user) in
Layer 3 of
3LP

1 2 11 X
2 2 X X
3 2 X X
4 1 9 X
5 2 7 X
6 1 X X
7 1 X X
8 3 X X
9 1 14 X
10 2 X X
Average 2 4.1 X

In case of the data setsD′Political andD′Sexor, we need to hide 3-4 friends, on average, in each

partition whereas, Layer 3 is not required in our experiments (refer to Table 4.7).
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4.4 Summary

We propose 3LP in this chapter that can protect the privacy of OSN users from attribute

inference risks. Previous work (i.e. PrivAdv) did not consider friendship network infor-

mation which may create vulnerability to users’ privacy. We propose 3LP in this chapter

to protect sensitive information from being inferred. 3LP suggests its users to suppress

necessary attribute values and fabricate friendship links. Our experimental results show

that by fabricating few friendship links in a user’s profile can protect the user’s sensi-

tive information from being inferred. Though hiding a particular friend from the user’s

profile is currently unavailable on OSNs, the approach here suggests that such feature

could be added in order to protect users’ privacy.

In this chapter, we consider that an attacker may use SysFor decision forest algorithm to

learn general patterns which they can then use to discover the sensitive information of a

target user who has not revealed the sensitive information directly. However, in reality,

an attacker can use any classifier in addition to decision tree/s. Moreover, 3LP was

applied to a training data set to discover the general pattern and it was then applied on a

testing data set to protect sensitive information of the users in the testing data set. Once

the testing data set was modified by following the suggestions made by 3LP, we argue

that the general pattern of the training data set will be changed due to the modifications

made in the testing data set. Therefore, the new general pattern should be used to test

the privacy level of the users in the testing data set and we investigate this in the next

chapter.



Chapter 5

Information Disclosure Risk Analysis

for 3LP Users against Attribute

Inference Attack

In Chapter 4 we empirically demonstrate that 3LP can successfully protect OSN users’

privacy in a test data set against the attribute inference attack. In order to protect privacy,

3LP suggests its users to take three sorts of actions: hide some attribute values (Layer

1), hide some friendship links from their profiles (Layer 2) and add some friends on

their profiles (Layer 3). Due to the application of Layer 2 and Layer 3 of 3LP, there

should be a change in link attribute values as the users in test data sets are connected to

the users in training data sets. Thus the training data setDtr (the one used as an input for

3LP) is modified to D′tr after a run. Now, after a run using 3LP, if an attacker prepares

a training data set to launch the attack that training data set D′tr should be a modified

one from the previous one Dtr (due to the modification of link attribute values).

The following paper has been published during the PhD candidature based on this chapter.

• Reza, K. J., Islam, M. Z., & Estivill-Castro, V. (2017, November). Social media users’ privacy
against malicious data miners. In 2017 12th International Conference on Intelligent Systems and
Knowledge Engineering (ISKE) (pp. 1-8). IEEE (ERA 2010 Rank B; Core 2018 Rank B).
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In this chapter, we analyse the privacy safety of 3LP against the attack if an attacker

uses (i) the modified training data set (ii) a different classifier (rather than the one used

by the protection technique) to launch the attribute inference attack. We compare our

results with an existing privacy protection technique (Heatherly et al., 2013). We name

this technique PrivNB for short. We also analyse the data utility of 3LP and the other

privacy protection technique in terms of number of suppressed attribute values. In our

experiments we use the same data sets as used in Chapter 4.

The main contributions of this chapter are as follows:

• We experimentally scrutinize the privacy guarantee of 3LP algorithm, if an at-

tacker Z launches attribute inference attack using D′tr instead of using Dtr.

• We empirically evaluate the safety level of users’ privacy, if Z uses different

classifiers than a decision forest algorithm.

• We evaluate the impact on data utility of OSNs data sets of 3LP and compare such

impact with PrivNB.

The structure of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.1 discusses a privacy

attack model considered in this chapter. We describe our experimental results in Sec-

tion 5.2. Finally, Section 5.3 gives concluding remarks of this chapter.

5.1 Privacy Attack Model

We first describe the privacy attack model considered in this chapter. To secure a user’s

privacy, 3LP utilizes the knowledge (sensitive rules) extracted from a decision forest

on an original training data set Dtr. The 3LP’s suggestions to delete or add friends

from u’s profile along with attribute value suppression modify the data that becomes

public. This changes do protect the privacy of the user. But there is the potential that the

algorithm should be repeated after very change and not after all changes. Suppression

of an attribute value affects u’s profile data. It also affects the link attributes of other
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FIGURE 5.1: 3LP and the privacy attack based on modified data set

users connected to u who shared the suppressed attribute value. In our experiments we

observe this change is negligible and we did not consider it in this chapter.

We want to consider the potential that there are privacy risks after the original data sets

has been sanitized to a modified data set D′tr. By applying a decision forest algorithm

(or any other supervised machine learning) on D′tr, Z obtains different rule sets R′.

(as shown in Figure 5.1). By applying R′ on the previously secured test data set, there

may be some attributes that become compromised for some users. The possibility of

this attack was considered in the original proposal (Estivill-Castro et al., 2014) to use

forest of decision trees. It was dismissed as not a serious risk because high predictors

are guided by information gain. However, the extension to 3LP (in Chapter 4) implies

the columns in the input set for supervised learning are far more. Note that for each
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attribute-value pair we compute the metric in Equation 3.2. Therefore, one can perhaps

discover that other columns/attributes emerge as predictors in the sanitized data set.

5.1.1 Different Classifiers

3LP uses a decision forest algorithm for knowledge discovery in order to protect users’

privacy. However, Z may use different classifiers (instead of the decision forest algo-

rithm) to learn the knowledge from the modified data set D′tr. In that case, the extracted

knowledge by decision forest can be differed from the knowledge discovered by other

classifiers. The adversary is not restricted to only one type of supervised learning al-

gorithm. Estivill-Castro and Nettleton (Estivill-Castro & Nettleton, 2015b) verified that

the information gain heuristic is disruptive of other supervised learning algorithms, in

particular, they reviewed C4.5 and Support Vector Machines. Although also consider-

ing information of user’s links, they just checked that the other algorithms would be

disrupted, not whether the other algorithms would find other features to obtain fine pre-

dictions.

5.1.2 Data Utility

The fundamental business of OSN service providers is data analytic. It is their advan-

tage to maintain user’s expectations of privacy and enable mechanisms as proposed in

this study for user’s to protect the ability to protect what each user has not revealed

and considers private. However, the data utility for other potential trends should not be

lost. Users also find beneficial recommendations, personalization and tailored services

derived from data analytic. All privacy preserving techniques (including those focused

on OSN (Estivill-Castro et al., 2014; Heatherly et al., 2013)) suggest to suppress users’

attribute values which are high predictors of a sensitive attribute. These data variations

result in loss of data utility. The focus of privacy resulted in no consideration by earlier

studies (Heatherly et al., 2013) on the utility of a modified sanitized data set D′tr. In this

chapter we evaluate the utility in terms of number of suppression, where a low number

of suppression is considered to preserve high utility.
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TABLE 5.1: Number of insecure users for 3LP

Data
set

Number of users in
test data set

Number of insecure users
Sa=0 Sa=0.25 St=0.5 Sa=0.75 Sa=1.006

Dts D′ts Dts D′ts Dts D′ts Dts D′ts Dts D′ts
DP 100 100 13.9 100 12.5 100 12.5 98.4 12 76.8 0.1
DS 100 99.3 12.5 99.1 9 99.1 9 99 8.9 93.1 1.3
DFB 61.6 61.6 56.4 61.6 56.4 61.6 56.4 61.6 32.9 61 7.2

Our experiments consist of two privacy preserving techniques, namely 3LP, and PrivNB

(Heatherly et al., 2013) on two OSN data sets. We describe the results in Section 5.2.

5.2 Results and Discussion

In this section, we first present the results for 3LP. Once 3LP protects the privacy of

the users in a testing data set, the training data set Dtr is likely to get modified to D′tr.

Also the testing data set get modified to D′ts (as shown in Figure 5.1). At this stage if

an adversary Z has access to Dtr (as shown in Chapter 4) that Z can not learn sensitive

information of users in D′ts. However, it is more likely that Z will not have access

to Dtr (since it has been modified) and instead Z may have access to D′tr. It was not

shown in the previous Chapter 4 whether or not users in D′ts are safe if Z runs the same

attack on the users in D′ts based on D′tr. An adversary Z may use modified training

data set D′tr (instead of Dtr) to run the same attack on the test data set D′ts. Hence, we

scrutinize the performance of 3LP against this attack model.

PrivAdv do not consider friendship links and thus suffer from high attack success rate

if an attacker uses friendship links to infer sensitive information (shown in Chapter 4).

Therefore, this point forward, we do not compare the performance of our proposed

protection techniques with PrivAdv.

On the other hand, similar to 3LP, PrivNB uses both users’ personal information and

friendship information to protect users’ privacy. Following a different approach, PrivNB

offers privacy by suggesting its users to suppress some regular attribute values and hide
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friendship links. Therefore, we compare the experimental results of our proposed tech-

niques with PrivNB. Therefore, in the second phase, we compare and analyse the per-

formances of 3LP and PrivNB for different classifiers such as Naı̈ve Bayes (NB) and

Support Vector Machine (SVM), if the adversary uses these classifiers to infer sensi-

tive information. Finally we calculate and compare the data utility of secured test data

sets D′ts,P , D′ts,S , and D′ts,FB for different privacy protection techniques.

5.2.1 Modified Training Data Set

In Table 5.1, the number of insecure users inD′ts are summarized for different sensitivity

threshold values, denoted as Sa. Different values of Sa indicate different levels of users’

privacy i.e. higher the Sa value is the lower level of privacy and vice versa. The value

of Sa can vary from 0 to a certain positive integer number. In our experiments, we

vary it from 0 to 1.006 with an increment of 0.25. The reason we set the maximum

boundary up to 1.006 is that the previous studies (Estivill-Castro et al., 2014) also use

the same Sa value. We show the impact of Sa values on the number of insecure users.

We first describe some notations used in Table 5.1. Dts denotes testing data set where

the sensitive rules Rs (obtained from original training data set Dtr) are applied. Again,

D′ts denotes the modified testing data set where the sensitive rules Rs′ (obtained from

modified training data set D′tr) are imposed.

It is observed in Table 5.1 that the number of insecure users is low for high values

of Sa. This is because high value of Sa considers less rules to be sensitive compared

to lower Sa values. So at Sa=0 all generated rules by decision forest are considered

as sensitive and thus maximum number of insecure users are observed for each testing

data set.

We observed minimum number of insecure users at Sa=1.006 for each testing data set.

In case of D′ts,P , it is almost 0. For D′ts,S and D′ts,FB, the average number of insecure

users is 1.3 and 7.2 out of 100 users respectively which is small compared to other

values of Sa. Hence, we can argue that 3LP can still secure users’ private information

even if Z uses modified training data set to generate logic rules.
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For the range of Sa=0 to Sa=0.5, we found same number of insecure users inD′ts,FB test

data set. It is because the same number of rules are considered as sensitive in this range.

Again, the number of insecure users are much higher in D′ts,FB than D′ts,P and D′ts,S .

The possible reason is the different structure of synthetic data set and the Facebook

data set. The attribute domain value for synthetic data set is much higher compared

to the Facebook data set. As an instance, the attribute Residence Location contains 5

attribute values i.e. Palo Alto, Santa Barbara, San Jose, Boston, and Winthrop in the

synthetic data set. On the other hand, the attribute Home town in the Facebook data set

contains 2 attribute values: Yes and No only meaning that either Home town information

has been provided or not.

5.2.2 Different Classifier

We now analyse and compare the performance of privacy preserving techniques i.e.

3LP and PrivNB. The attacker Z may use different classifiers rather than decision

forest to infer victim’s sensitive attribute. Therefore, we use two conventional classi-

fiers i.e. Naı̈ve Bayes and SVM in our experiments to justify the performance of 3LP

and PrivNB. The results are shown in Figure 5.2 - Figure 5.4 to show the accuracy of

Naı̈ve Bayes and SVM classifier for different data sets.

In Figure 5.2, the x-axis represents different sensitivity threshold values Sa. In this

experiment, we consider 5 sensitivity threshold values i.e. 1.006, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25, and

0. High sensitivity threshold values indicate high support and high confidence values.

Similarly, lower sensitivity threshold values indicate low support and low confidence

values. For example, if the sensitivity threshold value is 0 then all the generated rules are

considered as sensitive, therefore, the proposed protection technique needs to suppress

more attribute values and/or modify more friendship links.

On the other hand, y-axis represents accuracy of classifiers as a percentage. Here the

term accuracy indicates the number of records correctly classified by the classifiers.

Therefore, the high accuracy of classifiers indicates a greater chance for Z to infer the

victim’s sensitive information.
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(a) Naı̈ve Bayes being used to breach privacy on D′ts,P

(b) Support Vector Machine being used to breach privacy on D′ts,P

FIGURE 5.2: Performance of Naı̈ve Bayes and SVM Classifiers on D′ts,P .
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(a) Naı̈ve Bayes being used to breach privacy on D′ts,S

(b) Support Vector Machine being used to breach privacy on D′ts,S

FIGURE 5.3: Performance of Naı̈ve Bayes and SVM Classifiers on D′ts,S .
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(a) Naı̈ve Bayes being used to breach privacy on D′ts,FB

(b) Support Vector Machine being used to breach privacy on D′ts,FB

FIGURE 5.4: Performance of Naı̈ve Bayes and SVM Classifiers on D′ts,FB .
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FIGURE 5.5: Data utility comparison of 3LP and PrivNB in DP data set.

FIGURE 5.6: Data utility comparison of 3LP and PrivNB in DS data set.
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FIGURE 5.7: Data utility comparison of 3LP and PrivNB in DFB data set.

We can observe from Figure 5.2(a) and Figure 5.3(a) that the accuracy of Naı̈ve Bayes

classifier is much higher for PrivNB technique than for the 3LP algorithm. We also

observe the decrement of Naı̈ve Bayes classifier’s accuracy as the Sa value (in 3LP)

decreases. This is because at lower Sa value the protection technique considers more

rules as sensitive rules and thus suggests its user to suppress more attribute values and

reduce the possibility for Naı̈ve Bayes to correctly classify records. However, at high Sa

value, less rules (i.e. less suppression and/or less friendship links modification) are

considered as sensitive, therefore, there is higher possibility for Naı̈ve Bayes to correctly

classify records. We can observe this in Figure 5.2(a) and Figure 5.3(a). However,

PrivNB do not use sensitivity threshold values and this is why we observe a flat line for

PrivNB.

We can see a similar pattern for the SVM classifier in Figure 5.2(b), Figure 5.3(b), and

Figure 5.4(b). 3LP outperforms PrivNB in each data set.

On the other hand, in Figure 5.4(a), PrivNB outperforms 3LP on the Facebook data set
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D′ts,FB. This can be explained as follows. A Naı̈ve Bayes classifier does not consider

a missing value in a test data set for predicting a class attribute and thus reduce the

probability to classify a record correctly. Unlike Dtr,P and Dtr,S , the data set Dtr,FB

contains a low number of attribute values and therefore, rules generated from Dtr,FB

contain more link attributes rather than user attributes. Unlike user attribute values, link

attribute values can only be modified. The sensitive rules generated from D′tr,FB con-

tains more link attributes and thus increase the possibility to classify a record correctly.

It is also noted that we do not consider the attribute Gender for suppression in any of

the test data sets. We believe Gender is an attribute that can be inferred from the user’s

name or photo.

5.2.3 Data Utility

We also explore the utility of each test data set for different privacy preserving tech-

niques. The data utility calculation is done in terms of the number of attribute value

suppression. The final results are presented in Table 5.2. We graphically present these

results in Figure 5.5 - Figure 5.7.

In D′ts,P and D′ts,S test data sets, there are 100 records and each record contains 10

attribute values. Therefore, (100*10=1000) 1000 attribute values (in total) are available

in each fold before applying 3LP or PrivNB. Similarly, we calculate the total number of

attribute values for D′ts,FB which is (61 records * 23 user attribute values = 1403) 1403

in total.

We notice in Table 5.2 that a low value of Sa suggests more attribute values for sup-

pression and vice versa. We also found that the maximum number of attribute value

suppressed by 3LP for Sa=0 has a limit at 323.2, 322.9, and 184.5 for D′ts,P , D′ts,S , and

D′ts,FB respectively. We observe that 3LP suppresses an equal number of user attribute

values at Sa= 0.25 and Sa= 0.5, on the D′ts,P and D′ts,S data sets. This is because the

same number of sensitive rules are generated in these cases. Again, the equal number

of attribute value suppression for D′ts,FB is observed at Sa= 0, Sa= 0.25 and Sa= 0.5.
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TABLE 5.2: Comparison of Data Utility for Different Techniques

Data
Set

Total number
of Attribute

Values
(before applying
any technique)

Number of suppressed attribute Values

3LP
PrivNB

Sa =0 Sa =0.25 Sa=0.5 Sa=0.75 Sa=1.006
DP 1000 323.2 314.2 314.2 233.9 100.3 393.2
DS 1000 322.9 276 276 261.5 228.8 336.6
DFB 1472 184.5 184.5 184.5 158.2 136.2 523.6

In each data set, the number of attribute value suppression by the PrivNB technique is

much higher than 3LP as shown in Table 5.2.

5.3 Summary

A possible privacy attack on OSN users is described in this chapter which is not con-

sidered in Chapter 4. Our experimental results indicate that 3LP can (almost always)

protect a user defined sensitive information even if an attacker uses the modified training

data set (see Table 5.1). Figure 5.2 - Figure 5.4 indicate that 3LP also protects privacy

better (resulting in low classification accuracy) than an existing technique called PrivNB

even when an attacker uses a different classifier (in this case Naı̈ve Bayes or SVM) and

a modified training data set. Table 5.2 shows that 3LP requires lower number of sup-

pression compared to PrivNB, indicating a better data utility preservation by 3LP.

We present the limitation of PrivAdv in Table 4.4 in Chapter 4.

OSN users may have diverse preferences on what they consider to be sensitive. For

example, one may consider their emotional status as sensitive only while others may

consider their religious view and/or political view as sensitive. Therefore, we argue, a

privacy-preserving technique should be capable of protecting all the sensitive informa-

tion considered by each user. At the same time, the protection technique should be

capable of providing privacy even if an adversary uses a different classifier (rather than

the one used by the privacy preserving technique) to infer the class value of a target user

and we evaluate this further in the next chapter.



Chapter 6

Protection of User-Defined Multiple

Sensitive Attributes against Attribute

Inference Attack

In Chapter 4 and in Chapter 5, we empirically demonstrate that the 3LP algorithm can

protect a sensitive information from being inferred. However, in reality, an Online

Social Network (OSN) user may have multiple attributes on what they consider to be

sensitive. For example, one may consider their political view as sensitive only while

others may consider their home town and/or religious view as sensitive. Therefore, a

privacy-preserving technique should be capable of protecting all the sensitive informa-

tion considered by a user.

The following papers have been published/accepted during the PhD candidature based on this chap-
ter.

• Reza, K. J., Islam, M. Z., & Estivill-Castro, V. (2019, February). Privacy Preservation of Social
Network Users Against Attribute Inference Attacks via Malicious Data Mining. In 5th Interna-
tional Conference on Information Systems Security and Privacy: ICISSP 2019 (pp. 412-420).
Scitepress.

• Reza, K. J., Islam, M. Z., & Estivill-Castro, V. (2020). Protection of User-Defined Sensitive
Attributes on Online Social Networks against Attribute Inference Attack via Adversarial Data
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The 3LP algorithm can protect the privacy of a sensitive attribute. But it would require

re-application of 3LP if there were more than one sensitive attribute. The multiple

application of 3LP would not use information about several attributes being targeted

as sensitive. Therefore, such re-applications could be counter productive by loosing a

lot more information than is required to be lost. More importantly, the re-application

can produce contradictory suggestions that if acted upon could re-introduce the risk of

disclosure. For example, to protect the privacy “Politcal View” 3LP might suggest a user

to hide a friend from his/her friend list while a subsequent run (say to protect “Religious

View”) might suggest the user to disclose the same friendship information resulting in

the loss of protection of “Political View”. This is mainly because multiple runs of 3LP

do not have proper co-ordination among the runs.

In this chapter, we propose a privacy preserving technique, namely 3LP+, that can pro-

tect users’ multiple sensitive information by taking a coordinated approach to protect

the privacy of multiple sensitive attributes. This method uses a matrix to store the his-

tory of any modification of friendship information during a run to avoid a conflicting

suggestion in a subsequent run.

The major contributions of this chapter are as follows:

• We present the 3LP+ algorithm that can provide privacy for multiple sensitive

attributes considered by a user.

• We implement 3LP+ on two OSN data sets (as used in Chapter 4) and the exper-

imental results indicate the superiority of 3LP+ over an existing technique, even

if the attacker uses a set of different classifiers to invade privacy.

• We also evaluate the data utility of the data sets after applying 3LP+ and compare

the results with PrivNB.

The structure of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 presents 3LP+ algo-

rithm. We describe the experimental set up in Section 6.2 and the experimental results

in Section 6.3. Section 6.4 gives a summary of this chapter.
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6.1 The 3LP+ Algorithm

The basic idea of 3LP+ is to protect the privacy of all information that a user considers

to be sensitive. Users can nominate the attributes they consider to be sensitive and then,

3LP+ provides three steps (or layers) of recommendations.

Step 1: Compute the sensitivity of each attribute for each user and suggest to the user

which attribute values the user needs to suppress.

In Step 1, 3LP+ selects a class attribute (from the list of sensitive attributes considered

by the 3LP+ user) randomly, prepares a training data set D, and then applies SysFor

(Islam & Giggins, 2011) onD to get a set of logic rules. 3LP+ then uses the support and

confidence of each rule to compute its sensitivity (or Rule Sensitivity) value in breaching

the privacy of a sensitive attribute. We set this threshold value to 1.006 in order to

keep consistence with the previous two chapters (i.e. Chapter 4 and Chapter 5). The

rules having Rule Sensitivity value 1.006 or above are considered Sensitive Rules in this

study. We utilize the function GetSensitiveRules() in Step 1 of Algorithm 2 to represent

the processes of generating the sensitive rule set Ru for u.

After preparing the sensitive rule setRu, 3LP+ counts the number of appearance of each

regular attribute An in Ru and store An in As. Here, As stores all the regular attributes

and the number of their appearances in Ru. One attribute can appear only once in a

sensitive rule Ru
j but more than once in Ru. The regular attribute An with the highest

number of appearances in Ru is suggested to u for suppression. The decision is then up

to u whether to suppress its value or not. If u suppresses the value of An, then An is no

longer available in As and all sensitive rules in Ru that have An in their antecedent are

no longer applicable for u. Regardless whether u suppresses the attribute or not, 3LP+

then identifies An with the next highest appearances and suggests u to suppress that.

The process continues until Ru or As becomes empty.

Step 2:Hide friendship links as necessary if they are not fabricated previously.

After Layer 1, if any sensitive rule remains in Ru such a rule only uses link attributes

(i.e. the attribute values can only be altered by using Equation 3.2). Therefore, if a link

attribute appears as an antecedent of a sensitive rule Ru
j (i.e. Ru

j ∈ Ru), where the
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value of the link attribute needs to be greater than a constant SplitPoint (as mentioned

in Ru
j ), the 3LP+ explores to reduce its value < SplitPoint by hiding some of u’s

friendship links. By doing this 3LP+ makes the rule unusable to predict the class value

of u with certainty.

Algorithm 2: The Steps of 3LP+

Input : u,D,G,N ,A, set of regular whereAr, Al ⊂ A, andC.
Output : Recommendations for u.
Variables:R = set of sensitive rules,Rj = the jth sensitive rule,An = the nth attribute, and F = 1×N matrix stores Flag information for u /*Initially

all values in F are set to False */.

Step 1: Compute Sensitivity of Each Attribute for a User and Suggest the User to Suppress Attribute Values as Necessary.
Ru← GetSensitiveRulesForUser(D,A,C, u)
foreachRu

j ∈ R
u do

n = 0 /* The value of n is always reset to 0 before the initiation ofWhile loop */
while n < |A| do

if An ∈ Ar ANDAn is in the antecedent ofRu
j then

As ← As ∪ {An} /* AddAn in an arrayAs */
Countern ← Countern + 1 /* Counts the number of appearance ofAn inAs */

end
n = n + 1

end
end
whileRu 6= φ ANDAs 6= φ do

n← maxarg(Counter, A) /* Returns the index of the attribute that appears the most */
SuggestSuppress(An) /* Suggest u to suppress the value ofAn */
ifAn is suppressed then

As ← As \ {An}
Ru ← Ru \ {Ru

j } /* Rules usingAn are removed fromRu */
end

end
end
Step 2: Hide Friendship Links as Necessary if they are not fabricated previously.

G′ = G and F ′ = F
n← FindIndexMostSensitive(Al, Ru) and V ← CalculateValue(An, u) /* using Equation 1 */
whileRu 6= φ ANDAl 6= φ do

for j = 1 to |Ru| do
ifAn is in the antecedent ofRu

j AND V ≥ SplitPoint(Ru
j , An) then

while V ≥ SplitPoint(Ru
j , An) ANDMoreFriends(u,G′, F ′, An) do

i← FriendWithLeastDegree(u,G′, F ′, An) /* i is the index of the Friend with least degree when F ′
i ∈ F

′ is False */
SuggestHide(ti) andG′ ← HideLink(G′, u, ti) /* ti is the ith friend */
F ′ ← Flag(F ′, ti) /* F ′

i is turned to True */
V ← CalculateValue(An, u)

end
Ru ← Ru \ {Ru

j } /* Rules usingAn are removed fromRu */
end
j=j+1

end
Al ← Al \ {An}
n← FindIndexMostSensitive(Al, Ru) and V ← CalculateValue(An, u)

end
end
Step 3: Add Friendship Links as Necessary if they are not fabricated previously.

n← FindIndexMostSensitive(Al, Ru) and V ← CalculateValue(An, u) using Equation 1 */
whileRu 6= φ ANDAl 6= φ do

for j = 1 to |Ru| do
ifAn is in the antecedent ofRu

j AND V ≤ SplitPoint(Ru
j , An) then

while V ≤ SplitPoint(Ru
j , An) ANDMoreUsers(G′, F ′, An) do

ti ← UserWithLeastDegree(G′, F ′, An) /* i is the index of the User with least degree when F ′
i ∈ F

′ is False */
SuggestAdd(ti) andG′ ← AddLink(G′, u, ti) /* ti is the ith user */
F ′ ← Flag(F ′, ti) /* F ′

i is turned to True */
V ← CalculateValue(An, u)

end
Ru ← Ru \ {Ru

j } /* Rules usingAn are removed fromRu */
end
j=j+1

end
Al ← Al \ {An}
n← FindIndexMostSensitive(Al, Ru) and V ← CalculateValue(An, u)

end
end

In Step 2, 3LP+ first identifies the link attribute, An, that appears most in the sensitive

rule set Ru and compute An’s value, denoted as v, using Equation 3.2. If v is higher

than the split point mentioned in Ru
j , then 3LP+ suggests u to hide a friendship link.
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While choosing a friendship link, 3LP+ selects a friend, ti, of u who has the smallest

degree and has not previously appeared in the friendship matrix F (here F is an 1×N

matrix which stores the Flag information for u). The 3LP+ recommends u to hide ti

so that it can reduce v’s value the most by hiding a minimum number of friends. If u

follows the recommendation, 3LP+ puts a Flag up in the ith column of the friendship

matrix F and this ex-friend will not be recommended for further hiding or adding. 3LP+

then updates G′, F ′, and recomputes v’s value.

This process continues until the value v is lower than the SplitPoint mentioned in Ru
j .

Once the v is lower than the split point, then the process of hiding friends stops and 3LP+

removesRu
j and other rules (which have an antecedent with the value v) fromRu as they

are no longer be applicable to determine u’s class value. At the end of Step 2, if Ru is

not empty then only 3LP+ moves to Step 3 i.e. Layer 3.

Step 3: Add friendship links as necessary if they are not fabricated previously.

After Step 1 and Step 2, any sensitive rule remains in Ru, that contains link attribute

only and tests for a value V ≤ some SplitPoint in its antecedent. In this case, 3LP+

suggests u to add new friends so that the v becomes greater than the split point in Ru
j

and thus Ru
j is no longer applicable to u. While adding any friend on u’s friend list, a

user ti is selected in such a way that a Flag has not been up previously in the ith column

of F ′ matrix and having the smallest Γ+(t) value. If u accepts the recommendation,

3LP+ then updates the matrix F ′, friendship graph G′, and v increases.

This adding process continues until the value v exceeds the split point value. It is

noted that, adding a new friend on a profile is complicated and the fact that two users

share the friendship that is not the ownership of either alone (Gürses & Berendt, 2010)

depends on the other users to confirm the friendship on OSN. Hence, 3LP+ keeps these

recommendations as a last resort. Our experimental results also indicate this step is

seldom required.
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6.2 Experiments

6.2.1 Records Distribution in Training and Test Data Sets

We implement the privacy preserving techniques on two OSN data sets. The first data

set (Nettleton, 2015), denoted as D1, contains 1000 records, 11 regular attributes, and

50,397 friendship links among the users. The second data set, denoted as D2, is pre-

pared by gathering the users’ information from Facebook. D2 contains 616 records,

24 regular attributes, and 1280 friendship links among the users. In order to insert the

users’ link attribute values into the data set, we calculate metric values for each regular

attribute (using Equation (3.2)) and therefore, the total number of attributes becomes

22 (i.e. 11 regular attributes and 11 link attributes) for D1 and 48 attributes for D2.

FIGURE 6.1: Distribution of 10% test data set records in a fold. Here the different
colours indicate the different records and same colour indicates the same records.

We assume the users in the two data sets consider three attributes as sensitive. For the

simplicity let’s denote them asC1, C2, andC3. In theD1 data set, the sensitive attributes

are: C1 = “Political view”, C2 = “Religious view”, and C3 = “Sexual orientation”. In

the D2 data set, the sensitive attributes are: C1 = “Emotional status”, C2 = “Religious

view”, and C3 = “Political view”.

We therefore prepare three versions of each data set for each of the sensitive attribute

and in each version we consider a sensitive attribute as a class attribute. We follow
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10-fold cross validation method through out our experiments. Therefore, in each fold,

a training data set, denoted as Dtr, contains 90% of the total records and a testing data

set, denoted as Dts, contains 10% of the total records.

For the experimental purpose, we split the 10% test data records into three groups:

Group 1 (6% records), Group 2 (3% records), and Group 3 (1% records). We assume the

Group 1 users consider any one attribute (i.e. either “C1” or “C2” or “C3”) as sensitive.

On the other hand, we assume Group 2 users consider any two attributes (out of the

three attributes) as sensitive. Finally, Group 3 consists of 1% users who consider all the

three attributes as sensitive. We present the three groups and their records distribution

in Figure 6.1. Here the different cell colours indicate different records and the same

colour represents the same records.

While preparing a test data set e.g. Dts,C1 we select the records who consider C1 as

a sensitive information and return all other records in the training data set Dtr,C1 . For

example, in case of the first data setD1, there are 100 records (out of 1000 total records)

in a test data set (after applying 10-fold cross validation). We only keep 50 records

in Dts,C1 who consider C1 as sensitive and return rest of the 950 records in the training

data set Dtr,C1 . Similarly, for the second data set D2, we keep 31 records in Dts,C1

and 585 records in Dtr,C1 . On the other hand, when we consider a particular attribute

as a class attribute then rest of the attributes are considered to be non-class attributes.

For example, in Dtr,C1 and Dts,C1 data sets, both C2 and C3 are selected as non-class

attributes.

6.2.2 Experimental Set-up

We present the entire experimental set-up in three phases for three different sensitive

attributes. In Phase I, we first protect the privacy for C1, then for C2 in Phase II, and

finally, forC3 in Phase III. We argue that the 3LP+ can protect privacy of all the sensitive

information (which are selected by its users) regardless to the sequence of selection as

a class attribute. Therefore, we also conduct experiments in an opposite sequence order

but for simplicity we only describe the experimental set-up here for first sequence order.
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6.2.2.1 Phase I

Phase I is comprised of 4 steps.

Step 1: Preparation of training and test data sets and Application of existing classifiers

before applying any privacy techniques on the test data sets.

At the beginning of Phase I, shown in Figure 6.2, the privacy preserving techniques

randomly select a sensitive attribute C1 (from the set of sensitive attributes) as a class

attribute and prepares training data set Dtr,C1 and testing data set Dts,C1 from the main

data set D.

FIGURE 6.2: Phase I of the experiments.

After preparing the training and test data sets, we investigate the attack success rate of

an attackerZ to infer private information about the users in the test data setDts,C1 before

applying any privacy preserving technique. Attack success rate refers to the number of

users in test data sets whose class values can be correctly inferred by the classifiers.

Smaller Attack success rate indicates better privacy protection. To do so, we train a

set of existing classifiers (that Z might use to breach privacy) on Dtr,C1 and we denote

the classifiers as “Classifiers 1” as shown in Figure 6.2. We then apply Classifiers 1

on Dts,C1 to identify the attack success rate in absence of any privacy technique. The

results are analysed and compared with the results that will be achieved later in Step
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3. We use the same set of classifiers (in Classifiers 1, Classifiers 2, . . . Classifiers 17)

throughout our experiments to test the attack success rate.

Step 2: Application of privacy techniques to secure users.

In this step, we apply the privacy techniques namely 3LP+ and PrivNB to provide pri-

vacy to the users in the test data set (i.e. Dts,C1). Please note that due to modification

of friendship links in test data sets (for the sake of providing privacy), there may be a

change in link attribute values in the training data set as there are friendship links among

the users in the training and test data set. We use (from this point forward) two different

superscripts “ ′ ” and “ ∗ ” to denote the modified data sets. The data sets modified by

3LP+ are denoted by “ ′ ”. On the other hand, the data sets modified by PrivNB are

denoted by “ ∗ ”. For example, the resultant secure test data sets D′ts,C1
is secured by

3LP+ and D∗ts,C1
is secured by PrivNB. Note that in these experiments we only secure

records in test data sets.

Step 3: Application of existing classifiers after applying privacy techniques on the test

data sets.

In this step, the robustness of secured test data sets against the attack is analysed and

compared with the results achieved in Step 2. We first train the classifiers (denoted

as Classifiers 2) with a modified training data set D′tr,C1
or D∗tr,C1

. Please note that

Classifiers 2 obtained from D′tr,C1
(see the bottom left rectangle of Figure 6.2) are dif-

ferent from the Classifiers 3 obtained from D∗tr,C1
(see the bottom right rectangle of

Figure 6.2), in the sense that they are built from different training data sets. We then

apply Classifiers 2 on secure test data sets D′ts,C1
and Classifiers 3 D∗ts,C1

respectively.

We also apply Classifiers 1 on D′ts,C1
and D∗ts,C1

to evaluate the attack success rate with

and without the privacy protection techniques.

Step 3 is divided in two sub-steps: Step 3a and Step 3b.

In Step 3a, we analyse the accuracy of Classifiers 1 on secure test data sets D′ts,C1
and

D∗ts,C1
. In Step 3b, we analyse the accuracy of Classifiers 2 (trained by modified training

data set) on secure test data sets D′ts,C1
and D∗ts,C1

.
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Step 4: Measurement of data utility and return the records from secure test data set into

the Main data set.

We calculate data utility of the secure test data sets i.e. D′ts,C1
and D∗ts,C1

in this step.

The data utility is measured in terms of the number of suppressed attribute values where

the less number of suppression indicates higher utility. At the end of Step 4, we return

all the records (from training and testing data sets) to D and the original data set D is

now modified to D′ and D∗.

Please note that irrespective of the classification algorithms used by the privacy tech-

niques (i.e. 3LP+ uses Sysfor), we use a number of classification algorithms such as

Random Forest, SVM, and NB in our experiments. Classifiers 1, Classifiers 2, . . .

Classifiers 17 (see Figure 6.2, Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4) use all of these classifica-

tion algorithms, one by one, in our experiments. The goal of these experiments is to

evaluate the attack success rate of each of these classification algorithms, to under-

stand the impact of the use of these algorithms on the privacy of the users. In the

experiment where we use a particular classification algorithm (say Random Forest) as

Classifiers 1 we continue to use the same classification algorithm for all other classifiers

i.e. Classifiers 2, Classifiers 3 etc.

6.2.2.2 Phase II

Phase II is completed in 5 steps: Step 6 to Step 10 as shown in Figure 6.3.

Step 5: Preparation of the training and test data sets and Application of existing classi-

fiers before applying the privacy techniques on the test data sets.

At the beginning of Phase II, 3LP+ randomly selects a sensitive attribute C2 (from the

set of sensitive attributes) as a class attribute and then prepares the training data set

D′tr,C2
and test data sets D′ts,C2

from D′. Similarly, D∗tr,C2
and D∗ts,C2

are prepared from

D∗ by PrivNB (see Figure 6.3).

In this step, before applying any privacy technique, a set of classifiers namely Classifiers 4

are first trained from the training data sets D′tr,C2
and D∗tr,C2

. Similarly, Classifiers 5 is

trained by D∗tr,C2
. Once the classifier models are built, they are applied on the test
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FIGURE 6.3: Phase II of the experiments.

data sets i.e. D′ts,C2
and D∗ts,C2

. The Classifiers 4 and Classifiers 5 results are kept

for analysing and comparing with the Classifiers 6 and Classifiers 7 results that will be

achieved in Step 7.

Step 6: Application of privacy techniques to secure users in test data sets.

In this step we apply 3LP+ and PrivNB on D′ts,C2
and D∗ts,C2

respectively to secure the

privacy of the users. It is important to mention that both of these test data sets were se-

cured previously in Phase I for C1. In this Phase II we implement the privacy techniques

to secure them for C2. Due to the implementation of the privacy techniques, the training

and testing data are changed. Here we denote the modified test and training data sets by

D2′
ts,C2

and D2′
tr,C2

for 3LP+. Similarly we denote D2∗
ts,C2

and D2∗
tr,C2

to represent the test

and training data sets modified by the other privacy preserving techniques.

Step 7: Application of existing classifiers after applying the privacy techniques on the

test data sets.

In this step a classifier model, i.e. Classifiers 6, is trained from the D2′
tr,C2

and D2∗
tr,C2

separately (as shown in the right side in Figure 6.3) and then applied on test data sets

D2′
ts,C2

and D2∗
ts,C2

respectively. We also apply Classifiers 7 on D2′
ts,C2

and D2∗
ts,C2

for
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FIGURE 6.4: Phase III of the experiments.

analysing and comparing the number of insecure users, and prediction accuracy of dif-

ferent conventional classifiers (as mentioned in Step 5). Therefore, Step 7 is divided in

two sub-steps: Step 7a and Step 7b.

In Step 7a, we analyse the accuracy of Classifiers 6 on secure test data sets D2′
ts,C2

and

D2∗
ts,C2

. In Step 7b, we analyse the accuracy of Classifiers 7 (trained by modified training

data set) on secure test data sets D2′
ts,C2

and D2∗
ts,C2

.

Step 8: Measurement of data utility and return the secure test data set records into the

Main data set.

In this step we measure data utility for each test data set D2′
ts,C2

and D2∗
ts,C2

. After that

we return all the records to the main data set. The main data set is now modified to D2′

and D2∗ for 3LP+ and other privacy preserving algorithms respectively.

Step 9: Measurement of Attack success rate.

For the sake of providing privacy to the users (who consider C2 as sensitive attribute)

there can be a privacy breach for the other users who considerC1 as sensitive. Therefore,

we also investigate the safety of users (who considerC1 as sensitive) inD2′
ts,C1

andD2∗
ts,C1

in this step.
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6.2.2.3 Phase III

The privacy techniques provide privacy for the third sensitive attribute C3 in Phase III.

Phase III is completed in 6 steps: Step 10 to Step 15 as shown in Figure 6.4.

Step 10: Preparation of the training and test data sets.

In this step 3LP+ selects the remaining sensitive attribute i.e. C3 (from the set of sensi-

tive attributes) as a class attribute and then prepares training data set D2′
tr,C3

and testing

data sets D2′
ts,C3

from D2′ . PrivNB also prepares training data set D2∗
tr,C3

and test data set

D2∗
ts,C3

from D2∗ in the similar manner.

In this step, a set of classifiers namely Classifiers 10 are first trained from the training

data sets D2′
tr,C3

(before applying any privacy preserving techniques) as shown in the top

left side in Figure 6.4. Similarly, Classifiers 11 are first trained from the training data

sets D2∗
tr,C3

. Classifiers 10 is then applied on the test data sets D2′
ts,C3

and Classifiers 11

is then applied onD2∗
ts,C3

. The results are kept for analysis and comparing purposes with

the results which will be achieved in Step 12.

Step 11: Application of privacy techniques to secure users.

In this step 3LP+ and PrivNB are on D2′
ts,C3

and D2∗
ts,C3

respectively. It is important to

mention that both D2′
ts,C3

and D2∗
ts,C3

were secured previously in Phase I for C1 and in

Phase II for C2. In this phase we apply the privacy techniques to secure the users who

consider C3 as sensitive attribute. After application of 3LP+, the training and testing

data are modified and denoted as D3′
ts,C3

and D3′
tr,C3

for 3LP+. Similarly we use D3∗
tr,C3

and D3∗
ts,C3

to denote the modified training and test data sets by PrivNB.

Step 12: Application of existing classifiers after applying the privacy techniques on the

test data sets.

In this step Classifiers 12 are trained from D3′
tr,C3

and Classifiers 13 are trained from

D3∗
tr,C3

. Then Classifiers 12 are applied on test data sets D3′
ts,C3

and Classifiers 13 are

applied onD3∗
ts,C3

. Classifiers 10 are also applied onD3′
ts,C3

and Classifiers 11 are applied

on D3∗
ts,C3

for analysing and comparing with the attack success rate achieved in Step 10.

Therefore, Step 12 is divided in two sub-steps: Step 12a and Step 12b.
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In Step 12a, we analyse the accuracy of Classifiers 10 on secure test data sets D3′
ts,C3

and Classifiers 11 on D3∗
ts,C3

. In Step 12b, we analyse the accuracy of Classifiers 12

(trained by modified training data set) on secure test data sets D3′
ts,C3

and Classifiers 12

on D3∗
ts,C3

.

Step 13: Measurement of data utility and return the secure test data set records into the

Main data set.

After securing the test data sets, similar to Phase II, we again analyse the attack success

rate in D3′
ts,C1

, D3∗
ts,C1

, and D3′
ts,C2

D3∗
ts,C2

(who consider C1 and C2 as sensitive attribute).

in Step 15a and Step 15b respectively. The secured test data sets (including D3′
ts,C3

and

D3∗
ts,C3

) are also analysed for the utility.

Therefore, Step 15 is divided in two sub-steps: Step 15a and Step 15b. In Step 15a, we

analyse the classifiers’ accuracy of breaching users’ (who consider C1 as sensitive at-

tribute) privacy in D3′
ts,C1

and D3∗
ts,C1

after protecting users’ privacy for C3. In Step 15b,

we analyse the classifiers’ accuracy of breaching users’ (who consider C2 as sensitive

attribute) privacy in D3′
ts,C2

and D3∗
ts,C2

after protecting users’ privacy for C3. After se-

curing the privacy for C3, we return all the records to the main data set which becomes

D3′ and D3∗ for 3LP+ and other privacy techniques respectively.

6.3 Results and Discussion

We present the experimental results of 3LP+ in this section. The results are averaged

before we present here and then compare with an existing technique PrivNB (Heatherly

et al., 2013). The results are shown using bar graphs where x-axis represents the step

numbers mentioned in Section 6.2.2 and y-axis represents the Attack Success Rate. Here

the term Attack Success Rate indicates the number of users whose class value is correctly

predicted by the classifier. High Attack Success Rate indicates a high chance for the

intruder to infer the class value of a user and vice versa.
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(a) Data set 1, D1

(b) Data set 2, D2

FIGURE 6.5: Prediction of class value accuracy of two privacy preserving techniques.

6.3.1 Protection against the Same Classifier

In Figure 6.5 we present the number of insecure users whose class value can still be in-

ferred by applying the same classifier used by the privacy protection technique. As men-

tioned earlier, 3LP+ uses Sysfor (Islam & Giggins, 2011) decision forests and PrivNB

uses Naı̈ve Bayes classifier to extract the patterns from the data set. We first provide

privacy by the two privacy techniques separately as described in the Section 6.2.2. Here

y-axis represents prediction probability to classify a record (regardless to correctly or
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(a) Dataset 1, D1

(b) Dataset 2, D2

FIGURE 6.6: Prediction of users’ class value(correctly) using the same classifier used
by the privacy preserving techniques.

incorrectly classified) by an intruder after the protection techniques are applied. We

observe that the probability percentage of records is much higher for PrivNB compared

to 3LP+ except at Step 1. This is because the privacy preserving techniques are yet

to implement at Step 1 as shown in Figure 6.2. On the other hand, in Figure 6.6(a),

the percentage of correctly classified records by PrivNB is approximately 70% more

than the 3LP+ algorithm. We observe a similar results in Figure 6.6(b) for the second

data set D2. We also explore the performance of the two privacy protection techniques

against different classifiers (not used by the privacy protection technique) and the results
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are shown in next section.

(a) Dataset 1, D1

(b) Dataset 2, D2

FIGURE 6.7: Performance of Naı̈ve Bayes in order to breach users’ privacy in the test
data sets.
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(a) Dataset 1, D1

(b) Dataset 2, D2

FIGURE 6.8: Performance of Support Vector Machine in order to breach users’ privacy
in the test data sets.
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6.3.2 Protection against Different Classifiers

In order to explore the performance of the two privacy protection techniques, we utilise

three conventional classifiers that the attacker may use to invade privacy and they are:

Naı̈ve Bayes (denoted as NB), Support Vector Machine (denoted as SVM), and Random

Forest (L. Breiman, 2001) (denoted as RF). We use WEKA (Hall et al., 2009) to im-

plement the classifiers in our experiments. In Figure 6.7 we present the results of 3LP+

and PrivNB if the attacker uses NB classifier to infer the sensitive attributes. We observe

in Figure 6.7(a) (in D1 data set) that the provided privacy by 3LP+is better than PrivNB

as the classification accuracy drops on average 10 percent compared to Step 1 to Step 3.

However, this accuracy drops is less than 10 percent in case of PrivNB. The similar

trend is observed throughout the experimental steps except Step 1. This is because at

step 1 the privacy technique was yet to apply on the test data set. Therefore, classifica-

tion accuracy is similar for 3LP+ and PrivNB at this step. For rest of the experimental

steps, 3LP+ outperforms PrivNB.

In D2 data set, shown in Figure 6.7(b), PrivNB performs a bit better than 3LP+. Un-

like 3LP+, PrivNB uses Naı̈ve Bayes classifier to extract the pattern from the training

data set. Therefore it gets an advantage to suppress the highly predictor attribute values

as Naı̈ve Bayes consider to correctly predict the class value of a record.

We present the performance of the privacy preserving techniques against SVM and RF

in Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 respectively. 3LP+ clearly outperforms the existing PrivNB

technique in both data sets. We can also see a significant attack success rate drop for RF

classifiers as shown in Figure 6.9(a) and in Figure 6.9(b).

We observe the prediction accuracy of the classifiers are decreasing as the steps are pro-

gressing. The reason is as the number of suppressed attribute values are increasing (to

secure from sensitive rules) as the steps are progressing. It is important to note that the

classifiers do not consider a missing value in a test data set While predicting a class

value and thus reduce the probability for correct classification. We mentioned earlier

that the link attribute values can only be modified. Thus it increases the possibility to

classify a record correctly by both SVM, and RF. However, the 3LP+ algorithm still
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(a) Dataset 1, D1

(b) Dataset 2, D2

FIGURE 6.9: Performance of Random Forest Algorithm in order to breach users’ pri-
vacy in the test data sets.
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FIGURE 6.10: Comparison of attack success rate if an attacker uses Naı̈ve Bayes to
launch the attack.

performs better in all steps compared to PrivNB. It is also noted that we do not consider

the attribute Gender for suppression in any of the test data sets as We believe Gender

can be inferred from the user’s name or photo.

We now compare the performance of 3LP+, if we run 3LP multiple times instead

of 3LP+. We use D1 data set for this experiment. We consider three classifiers (i.e.

Support Vector Machine, Naı̈ve Bayes, and Random Forest) in this experiment that an

attacker may use to launch the attack. Each experiment is run once and the results are

presented in Figure 6.10 - Figure 6.12. In our experiment we first protect privacy for

political view, then religious view, and finally sexual orientation. We protect the pri-

vacy for this sensitive information by using independent approach (i.e. using 3LP) and

then give protection by using a coordinated approach (i.e. using 3LP+).

In Figure 6.10 we see the attack success rate is same for political view attribute as the

first step of 3LP and 3LP+ is the same. However, this attack success rate is reduced

further for religious view and sexual orientation by 3LP+ algorithm. We can see a sim-

ilar pattern for Support Vector Machine as shown in Figure 6.11 and Random Forest

algorithm as shown in Figure 6.12.
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FIGURE 6.11: Comparison of attack success rate if an attacker uses Support Vector
Machine to launch the attack.

FIGURE 6.12: Comparison of attack success rate if an attacker uses Random Forest to
launch the attack.
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6.3.3 Data Utility Analysis

We measure the data utility of the test data sets in terms of number of suppressed at-

tribute values. The number of suppressions in test data sets after applying two different

privacy preserving techniques are then compared with each other. In Figure 6.13 we

present and compare the results for Step 3, Step 7, and Step 12 only as the privacy

techniques are applied in these steps.

(a) Dataset 1, D1

(b) Dataset 2, D2

FIGURE 6.13: Comparison of attribute value suppression.

In first data set D1, each test data set contains maximum 500 regular attribute values

(i.e. 50 records × 10 regular attribute values = 500) before applying any privacy
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privacy preserving techniques. However, some of the records may consider more than

one sensitive attribute (as shown in Figure 6.1) so, the number of attribute values are

varied in different test data sets. As an example, if there are 100 records in a test data

set Dts,X , then 20 users consider a single attribute (i.e. X) as sensitive, 20 more users

consider any 2 attributes as sensitive, and 10 other users consider all the 3 attributes

as sensitive. Therefore, the maximum available number of attribute values in Dts,X is

(20 ∗ 10 + 20 ∗ 9 + 10 ∗ 8 = 460). However, this number is not same for rest of the two

test data sets i.e. Dts,Y , and Dts,Z . Because after applying 3LP+ or PrivNB on Dts,X ,

the available number of attribute values will be different onDts,Y , andDts,Z , but it must

not exceed the 460.

Similar toD1 data set, each test data set inD2, contains maximum 1457 regular attribute

values (i.e. 31 records × 47 regular attribute values = 1457) before applying any

privacy privacy preserving techniques. However, this number is not the same for rest

of the test data sets. In Figure 6.13(a) we observe the number of suppressed attribute

values by the PrivNB technique is almost three times higher than 3LP+. We see a similar

pattern in Figure 6.13(b) where the number of suppressions for PrivNB is much higher

than 3LP+.

We also compare the data utility for 3LP and 3LP+ algorithms (please see Figure 6.14)

where 3LP+ clearly outperforms the 3LP algorithm. For this experiment, we run the

algorithms once. As the first step of 3LP+ and 3LP is the same, therefore, we can

see the same number of suppression for political view attribute. However, the num-

ber of suppression increases for 3LP algorithm while protecting religious view and

sexual orientation attribute.

6.4 Summary

We propose 3LP+ in this chapter to protect users’ multiple sensitive attributes on so-

cial media. Previous chapters discuss the technique to protect users’ single sensitive

attribute (from being inferred) whereas 3LP+ takes a coordinated approach to protect

users’ multiple sensitive attributes in one run. Our experimental results also indicate
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FIGURE 6.14: Comparison of attribute value suppression in between 3LP and 3LP+.

that 3LP+ can provide better privacy compared to an existing privacy preserving tech-

nique by suppressing less number of attribute values.

In this chapter, we have considered that an attacker uses some conventional classifiers

such as Naı̈ve Bayes, Support Vector Machine, and Random Forest classifiers to infer

sensitive information. If the attacker applies a different set of decision forest algorithms

or classifiers to learn the patterns of the data set, then the calculation will be different

and it is kept as a direction for further investigation in the next chapter.



Chapter 7

Privacy Protection of Social Network

Users Using Exhaustive Rule set

Our proposed protection techniques, i.e. 3LP and 3LP+, can protect users’ sensitive

information (as experimentally demonstrated in previous three chapters). However, 3LP

and 3LP+ offer privacy against a specific classifier as discussed in Chapter 4 to Chapter

6. In practice, it is hard to determine the classifier/s in advance involved in a privacy

attack. We therefore propose a new privacy preserving technique, namely 3LPEx, in this

chapter, that takes classifier independent approach to protect users’ multiple sensitive

attributes.

The main contributions of this chapter are as follows:

• We experimentally scrutinize the level of privacy protection of some existing pri-

vacy providing techniques if an attacker Z launches the attack using a different

decision forest classifier rather than the one used by the technique.

The following paper has been submitted during the PhD candidature based on this chapter.

• Reza, K. J., Islam, M. Z., & Estivill-Castro, V. (2020). Privacy Protection of Online Social Net-
work Users, against Attribute Inference Attacks, through the use of a Set of Exhaustive Rules. In
Neural Computing and Applications (currently under review).
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• We propose the 3LPEx algorithm that provides privacy for multiple sensitive at-

tributes.

• A synthetic data generator is presented to generate OSN data sets for the experi-

mental purposes.

• We empirically demonstrate the superiority of 3LPEx over some existing tech-

niques, even when Z uses a set of different classifiers to breach privacy.

• We also evaluate the data utility of 3LPEx and compare with some existing pri-

vacy preserving techniques.

The structure of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 7.1 discusses the basic

concept of the 3LPEx algorithm. Section 7.2 presents the exhaustive approach to gen-

erate a set of logic rules. Section 7.3 presents our proposed technique to protect privacy

against the inference attack. We discuss our experimental set up in Section 7.4 and the

results in Section 7.5. Finally, Section 7.6 gives the concluding remarks of this chapter.

7.1 Basic Concept of 3LPEx

A decision forest built from a training data set by an algorithm (e.g. Random For-

est (L. Breiman, 2001)) can be different from another decision forest produced by an-

other algorithm (e.g. Bagging (L. Breiman, 1996)) as different algorithms take different

approaches to create the forests. So the logic rules discovered by a decision forest

algorithm can be different from the logic rules discovered by another decision forest

algorithm.

If we provide privacy based on the logic rules discovered by a decision forest algorithm

we may not be able to secure a user if the attacker builds the decision forest using a

different algorithm. Therefore, we need to first build a set of logic rules that covers/-

matches the logic rules obtained by any algorithm and then provide protection against

this set of logic rules.
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An earlier study (Mitchell, 1977) experimentally demonstrated the consistency of dif-

ferent rule versions based on positive and negative instances in a training data set. In

this study we experimentally demonstrate the dissimilarity of different logic rules by ex-

ploiting a set of decision forest algorithms such as Random Forest (L. Breiman, 2001),

Random Subspace (T. K. Ho, 1998), SysFor (Islam & Giggins, 2011), Ada- boost (Fre-

und & Schapire, 1996), Bagging (L. Breiman, 1996), J48 (Quinlan, 1996), and ForestPA

(Adnan & Islam, 2017) that the attacker may utilise to compromise privacy. We apply

these algorithms separately on an OSN data set (Nettleton, 2015), denoted as D1, to

extract a set of logic rules TR, and then follow the procedure described in Section 3.2.1

to prepare a set of sensitive rules SR. In the data set we chose “political view” as the

class attribute (the details of the data set are presented in Table 4.3).

For each algorithm Alg, we evaluate how good Alg is to match the sensitive rules gener-

ated by another algorithm Alk. Table 7.1 offers a row for each choice of algorithm Alg

and a column for each choice of algorithm Alk. The number of rules generated by Alg

can be seen in the diagonal values of the table since the set of rules generated by an algo-

rithm always matches with itself. However, the other values in a row are informative as

follows. Consider the row for Alg=Random Forest (RF), where 627 rules are generated

by Random Forest as we can see in the 2nd column of the 2nd row in Table 7.1. We can

also see that Random Subspace (RS) generates 12 rules (see the 4th column of Row 1).

There is only 1 rule (out of 12 rules generated by Random Subspace) that is matched

by 1 or more rules of the set of 627 rules generated by Random Forest. Similarly, there

are only 2 rules (out of 402 rules generated by AdaBoost) that are matched by the set

of 627 rules generated by Random Forest. Obviously the more rules (generated by an

algorithm) that are matched by the rules generated by Random Forest the better privacy

can be provided by using the rules generated by Random Forest.

A ruleR1 is considered to be matched by a ruleR2 if one of the following three condi-

tions is met.

1. The antecedents of the rules completely match each other. By complete matching

we mean all the splitting attributes and their splitting points in the antecedent ofR1 are

exactly the same as the splitting attributes and splitting points in the antecedent of R2.
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TABLE 7.1: Sensitive Rules Matching

Row Algorithms
SR (TR)

RF
SR: 627

RS
SR: 12

AdaBoost
SR: 402

Bagging
SR: 141

Sysfor
SR: 58

J48
SR: 2

FPA
SR:

721

1
RF
627 (23,393) 627 1 2 7 18 0 17

2
RS
12 (2910) 5 12 0 7 0 0 8

3
AdaBoost
402 (20,562) 8 0 402 7 0 0 7

4
Bagging
141 (8914) 12 2 0 141 0 0 3

5
Sysfor
58 (2666) 2 2 0 12 58 2 1

6
J48 - 1 tree
2 (298) 0 0 0 1 11 2 0

7
FPA
721 (38,453) 23 3 5 7 1 1 721

8

RuleBank -
exclude the rules
generated by the
selected algorithm
1963 (97,196)

62 10 7 56 27 2 37

9
Exhaustive
65,218 (563,830) 593 10 344 89 56 2 285

* TR = Total Number of Rules; SR = Number of Sensitive Rules; FPA = Forest PA; RF
= Random Forest; RS = Random Subspace

For example, Rule 3 in Figure 3.3(a) and Rule 8 in Figure 3.3(b) are considered to be

matched.

2. The antecedent of R2 is an extension of the antecedent of R1. By the extension

of logic rules we mean the antecedent of R2 has all the splitting attributes and points

exactly the same as the antecedent of R1 plus some additional splitting attributes and

points. For example, let us assume R1 is: if Relationship Status = Married then−−→ Lib:

2 and rb is: if Relationship Status = Married & m profession > 0.31 then−−→ Lib: 2. In

this example R2 is an extension of R1. R2 represents records that are a subset of the

records represented by R1. Therefore, if we provide privacy to the records represented

byR1 the records represented byR2 are also protected. This is why we considerR2 is

matched byR1 for our purpose.
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3. Either of the above two conditions is met except that the splitting point of a numerical

splitting attribute varies within 10% of the domain range of the attribute. For example, if

the domain of the attribute m profession = [0,1],R1 is: if Relationship Status = Married

& m profession > 0.31 then−−→ Lib: 2 and R2 is: if Relationship Status = Married &

m profession > 0.35 then−−→ Lib: 2 then we considerR2 is matched byR1.

Because of the difference of what is found by one method among the rules produced

by another we can take the following approach. We name RuleBank (Alk) the union of

all the rules generated by all algorithms except Alk, and we check how well all other

algorithms do in terms of covering Alk. The results of this “all others versus one left

out” appear as the row for RuleBank. Column 3 of Row 8 suggests that the RuleBank

combining all algorithms except Random Forest can only match 62 rules (out of 627

rules) generated by Random Forest. We see that even if we use all other algorithms, we

only match a small fraction of the rules generated by a single algorithm as long as that

one is not included in the RuleBank. This lack of power of an assemble of algorithms

emphasises that for maximising privacy protection one algorithm to choose sensitive

rules is clearly insufficient.

We also consider 5% (please see Table 7.2) and 15% (please see Table 7.3) difference

of the domain range of the attribute but an insignificant difference (from the 10% of the

domain range results) has been observed.
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TABLE 7.2: Sensitive Rules Matching (when maximum 5% numerical value mismatch
in between two rules is considered as the same rules).

Row
Algorithms
SR (TR)

RF
SR: 627

RS
SR: 12

AdaBoost
SR: 402

Bagging
SR: 141

Sysfor
SR: 58

J48
SR: 2

FPA
SR:

721

1
RF
627 (23,393) 627 1 2 7 18 0 17

2
RS
12 (2910) 5 12 0 7 0 0 8

3
AdaBoost
397 (20,562) 8 0 402 7 0 0 7

4
Bagging
140 (8914) 12 2 0 141 0 0 3

5
Sysfor
58 (2666) 2 2 0 12 58 2 1

6
J48 - 1 tree
2 (298) 0 0 0 1 8 2 0

7
FPA
718 (38,453) 23 3 5 7 1 1 721

8

RuleBank -
exclude the rules
generated by the
selected algorithm
1963 (97,196)

60 10 7 56 24 2 37

9
Exhaustive
65,218 (5,63,830) 593 10 344 89 56 2 285

* TR = Total Number of Rules; SR = Number of Sensitive Rules; FPA = Forest PA; RF
= Random Forest; RS = Random Subspace
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TABLE 7.3: Sensitive Rules Matching (when maximum 15% numerical value mis-
match in between two rules is considered as the same rules).

Row
Algorithms
SR (TR)

RF
SR: 627

RS
SR: 12

AdaBoost
SR: 402

Bagging
SR: 141

Sysfor
SR: 58

J48
SR: 2

FPA
SR:
721

1
RF
627 (23,393) 627 1 2 7 18 0 17

2
RS
12 (2910) 5 12 0 7 0 0 8

3
AdaBoost
402 (20,562) 8 0 402 7 0 0 7

4
Bagging
141 (8914) 12 2 0 141 0 0 3

5
Sysfor
58 (2666) 2 2 0 12 58 2 1

6
J48 - 1 tree
2 (298) 0 0 0 1 11 2 0

7
FPA
721 (38,453) 23 3 5 7 1 1 721

8

RuleBank -
exclude the rules
generated by the
selected algorithm
1963 (97,196)

62 10 7 56 27 2 37

9
Exhaustive
65,218 (5,63,830) 595 10 347 90 56 2 286

* TR = Total Number of Rules; SR = Number of Sensitive Rules; FPA = Forest PA; RF
= Random Forest; RS = Random Subspace

7.2 An Exhaustive Approach to Generate Rules

In this Exhaustive approach, a set of logic rules is created by considering all possible

combinations of the non-class attribute values (see Algorithm 3). The entire approach

is completed in two steps. In Step 1, the attribute values of each non-class attribute

(obtained from the training data set Dtr) are stored in a matrix H. In Step 2, a set of

sensitive rules is generated by utilising theH. We describe each step as follows.
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Algorithm 3: GetExhaustiveRuleset (D, Dtr, A, Co, u)
Input : D, Dtr , A, Co and u.
Output : a set of sensitive rules Ru for u.

Step 1: Store the attribute values inH.
InitiallyH is set to null.
foreach An ∈ A do

A set T is set to empty.
if An is categorical then

Extract all the domain values of An from D and store them in T .
for j = 1 to |T | do

Hj,n = Tj /* Store the jth value of T inH */
end

end
if An is numerical then

Calculate the gain ratio for each split point using D and store the top 5 gain ratio in a set g and their
corresponding split points in T .

for j=1 to |T | do
Hj,n = Tj /* Store the jth split point inH */

end
end

end
end
Step 2: Generate a set of sensitive rules for the 3LPEX user.

InitiallyR and Ru are set to null.
for i=1 to (|A| − 2) do

for x=1 to |Ai| do
for j=i+1 to (|A| − 1) do

for y=1 to |Aj | do
for k=j+1 to |A| do

for z=1 to |Ak| do
Ra = BuildRule(Hx,i,Hy,j ,Hz,k, Dtr, Co)
R = R∪Ra

end
end

end
end

end
end
foreachRa ∈ R do

Calculate sensitivity, Sa, ofRa using Equation 3.1.
ifRa is applicable on u and Sa ≥ θ then

Ru = Ru ∪Ra
R = R \Ra

end
end
return Ru;

end

Step 1: Store the attribute values inH.

As an input, the Exhaustive approach (see Step 1 of Algorithm 3) first takes the main

data set D, the training data set Dtr, the set of non-class attributes A, the class attribute

Co, and the user u. A non-class attribute An can be categorical or numerical. If An is

categorical then it stores all the domain values of An in a matrixH (shown in Step 1 of

Algorithm 3).

On the other hand, if An is numerical then it calculates the gain ratios for the split

points and selects the top five gain ratios to store their corresponding splitting points in
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the matrix H. At the end of Step 1, matrix H is prepared and made ready for use by

Step 2.

Step 2: Generate a set of sensitive rules for the 3LPEx user.

In Step 2, a set of exhaustive rules is first generated by considering all possible com-

binations of the attribute values stored in H. Once the exhaustive rules are generated,

sensitivity of each rule is calculated by using Equation 3.1 and the rules having sensi-

tivity value over a threshold are considered as sensitive rules. Following earlier studies

(Estivill-Castro et al., 2014), in this chapter we also consider the sensitivity threshold

to be 1.006. At the end of Step 2, a set of sensitive rules is generated for the use by

Algorithm 4.

While generating the set of exhaustive rules, we consider the number of attributes tested

in the antecedent of an exhaustive rule to be 3 (see Algorithm 3). However, 3LPEx does

not require this number to be 3 (i.e. 3LPEx is not restricted to this number, 3) and one

can use a different number of attributes in the antecedent of a rule. If a record/user falls

in (i.e. satisfies the conditions of) a sensitive leaf represented by a sensitive rule with 3

attributes in the antecedent and we provide the privacy of the record by suppressing the

value of one of the three attributes tested in the sensitive rule then this will also provide

privacy of the record even if we created sensitive rules with more than 3 attributes in

the antecedents because, the rules with more attributes in the antecedents would be the

extensions of the sensitive rule with 3 attributes in the antecedent.

We now give an example of exhaustive rules with 2 attributes in the antecedents and a

class value. If two non-class attributes being tested in the antecedents are A1 and A2

with domain values A1= {v11, v12} and A2= {v21, v22}, and the class attribute is Co with

domain values Co= {Co1, Co2} then the set of exhaustive rules is as follows.

Rule 1: If A1=v11 and A2=v21
then−−→ Co=either Co1 or Co2.

Note that the actual value of Co will be determined by the majority class value of the

records satisfying the antecedent of the rule.

Rule 2: If A1=v11 and A2=v22
then−−→ Co=either Co1 or Co2.
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Rule 3: If A1=v12 and A2=v21
then−−→ Co=either Co1 or Co2.

Rule 4: If A1=a12 and A2=v22
then−−→ Co=either Co1 or Co2.

The attributes tested in the antecedent of an exhaustive rule can be either categorical

or numerical or a combination of both categorical and numerical. If an attribute is nu-

merical then the split points stored in H are used one by one in an exhaustive fashion.

The effectiveness of the sensitive rules obtained through the Exhaustive approach in

preserving privacy is also demonstrated in Row 9 of Table 7.1. We can see that sen-

sitive rules obtained this way match with a high number of rules obtained by all other

algorithms. Therefore, if we provide privacy of a user based on these sensitive rules

then we can ensure better privacy than the privacy provided based on the sensitive rules

obtained by any other approaches (including RuleBank) shown in Row 1 to 8 of Table

7.1.

7.3 The Main Steps of 3LPEx

We now discuss the main steps of 3LPEx, three Layers of Protection using an Exhaus-

tive set of rules, by assuming a target user u who uses the 3LPEx to protect his/her

sensitive attributes.

3LPEx takes, as an input, the main data set D, friendship network G, and a set of

non-class attributes A. Here A contains both regular attributes Ar and link attributes

Al. 3LPEx also takes a set, of sensitive attributes, denoted by C, that u considers to

be sensitive. For instance, if u considers “Political view” and “Religious view” to be

sensitive attributes, then C= {Political view, Religious view}.

3LPEx randomly chooses a sensitive attribute one by one and aims to provide the pri-

vacy of the sensitive attribute by using 3 layers/steps of privacy protection where in

Layer 1 (i.e. Step 1) it suggests u to suppress some attribute values, in Layer 2 it sug-

gests to hide some friendship links and in Layer 3 it suggests to add some new friends.

Note that the layers are applied sequentially where a later layer (e.g. Layer 2) is not

used if the privacy of the sensitive attribute is already protected by using an earlier
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layer, e.g. Layer 1. Once the privacy of a sensitive attribute is protected (at the end of

an iteration of 3LPEx) the sensitive attribute is removed from C. Once the privacy of all

sensitive attributes protected C becomes empty and 3LPEx prompts a user to provide

more sensitive attributes, if any (see Algorithm 4).

In each iteration, 3LPEx protects privacy for a sensitive attribute. Hence, in this example

where C ={ Political view, Religious view}, 3LPEx iterates twice to protect the privacy

for “Political view” and “Religious view” from being inferred.

An iteration begins when a user u agrees to protect his/her sensitive attribute by giving

a flag information (i.e. Continue = True) and the entire process will not stop until u

wishes to do so (i.e. Continue = False).

Step 1: Compute Sensitivity of Each Attribute for a User and Suggest the User to

Suppress Regular Attribute Values as Necessary.(Layer 1)

In Step 1 (see Algorithm 4), the 3LPEx first selects a sensitive attribute Co (where Co ∈

C) as a class attribute and prepares a training data set Dtr. In this example, Co can be

either “Political view” or “Religious view”.

3LPEx then takes the Exhaustive approach (by applying Algorithm 3) to generate a set

of sensitive logic rules, denoted byRu, for u. We represent the sensitive rules generating

process by using a function GetExhaustiveRuleset (D,Dtr, A, Co, u).

In Ru, a non-class attribute An can appear multiple times. Therefore, 3LPEx counts

the total number of appearances of An in Ru. After counting the number of appear-

ances of An, it stores the number in the nth index of a set Appear. Similarly, 3LPEx

counts the number of appearances of all other non-class attributes (in Dtr) and stores

the information in Appear.

Once the counting is completed, 3LPEx selects the regular attribute An (i.e. An ∈ Ar)

with the highest number of appearances in Appear and recommends u to suppress the

value of An.

If u accepts the recommendation of suppressing the value ofAn, the set of sensitive rules

in Ru containing An in their antecedents are first added into a set T and then removed
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from Ru. T is removed from Ru because T will no longer be useful in breaching the

privacy (i.e. predicting the value) of the sensitive attribute due to the suppression of An.

At this stage, 3LPEx sets Appearn (i.e. the nth of the set, Appear) to zero.

After the removal of T if Ru is still not empty, then 3LPEx identifies another regular at-

tribute An (with a different value for n) with the next highest number of appearances.

This suppression process continues as long as Ru is not empty and Ru contains at least

a rule containing a regular attribute in its antecedent.

Step 2: Suggest the User to Hide Friendship Links as Necessary if they are not fabri-

cated previously. (Layer 2)

After Step 1 if any sensitive rule still remains in Ru, those rules contain only link at-

tributes Al in their antecedents. Unlike the regular attributes, the link attributes’ values

cannot be suppressed (as they can be computed based on Equation 3.2) and can only be

modified by hiding or adding some OSN users in the friend list of u.

If a user u satisfies the conditions of a ruleRu
j the antecedent of which requires the value

of a link attribute Al to be ≥ a splitting point SplitPoint then 3LPEx aims to change

the value of Al for u to be < SplitPoint by hiding some suitable friends in order to get

u not satisfying the Ru
j so that an intruder cannot use Ru

j to breach the privacy of the

sensitive attribute for u. In this step (i.e. Layer 2) 3LPEx only hides suitable friends to

remove u from as many rules in Ru as possible.

Similar to Step 1, 3LPEx first identifies the link attribute An (where An ∈ Al) which

appears most in Ru and computes An’s value, denoted as v, using Equation 3.2. If v is

higher than the split point mentioned in Ru
j , then 3LPEx suggests u to hide a friendship

link to reduce the value below the split point. 3LPEx uses a functionHideLinks(Ru,−

n,A′n, u,D,G
′, F ′) to select a friendship link for hide (as presented in Algorithm 5).

While choosing a friendship link, the function HideLinks (Ru, n, A′n, u,D,G
′, F ′) se-

lects a friend ti (where i is a user index) of u who has the smallest degree. If ti has not

appeared in a friendship matrix F ′ (i.e. the friendship link between u and ti was not

previously modified by 3LPEx), 3LPEx recommends u to hide ti so that it can reduce

v the most. Here F ′ is a 1 × N matrix which stores the friendship Flag information

for u. If u follows the recommendation, 3LPEx puts a Flag up in the ith column of the
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Algorithm 4: The Main Steps of 3LPEx
Input : user u, main data set D, friendship network G, non-class attributes A where Ar, Al ⊂ A, and a set of

sensitive attributes C.
Output : Recommend u to suppress some regular attribute values and/or modify some friendship links.
Variables: F = 1× N matrix stores Flag information for u /*Initially F is set to False */; Appear = A

set Appear stores the number of appearances of each attribute in Ru.

Initialise Continue = True, G′ = G, and F ′ = F .
while Continue = True do

if |C| = φ then
Prompt and wait until u provides the list of sensitive attributes.

end
else

Step 1: Compute Sensitivity of Each Attribute for a User and Suggest the User to Suppress Regular
Attribute Values as Necessary. (Layer 1)

Select a sensitive attribute Co (where Co ∈ C) randomly as class attribute and prepare Dtr ;
Ru = GetExhaustiveRuleset (D,Dtr, A, Co, u); /* Please see Algorithm 3.*/
Appear = φ /* Appear is set to empty */
for j = 1 to |Ru| do

for n = 1 to |A| do
if An is in the antecedent of Ruj then

Appearn = Appearn + 1
end

end
end
while Ru 6= φ AND Ru contains at least a rule that has regular attribute/s in its antecedent do

T = φ /* A set T is set to empty */
n← maxarg(Appear) /* Returns the index of the attribute that appears the most */
for j = 1 to |Ru| do

if An ∈ Ar AND An is an antecedent of Ruj then
if The value of An is not suppressed before then

Recommend u to suppress the value of An
end
T = T ∪Ruj

end
end
Appearn = 0 and Ru ← Ru \ T /* T is removed from Ru */

end
end
Step 2: Hide Friendship Links as Necessary if they are not fabricated previously. (Layer 2)

while Ru 6= φ AND Ru contains at least a rule that has link attribute/s (containing ≥) in its antecedent
do

T = φ
n← maxarg(Appear) and v ← CalculateValue(A′n, u,D,G

′) /* using Equation 3.2 and A′n
=corresponding regular attribute of An.*/

T = HideLinks(Ru, n, A′n, u,D,G
′, F ′) /* Please see Algorithm 5.*/

Appearn = 0 and Ru ← Ru \ T
end

end
Step 3: Add Friendship Links as Necessary if they are not fabricated previously. (Layer 3)

while Ru 6= φ AND Ru contains at least a rule that has link attribute/s (containing <) in its antecedent
do

T = φ
n← maxarg(Appear) and v ← CalculateValue(A′n, u,D,G

′)
T = AddLinks(Ru, n, A′n, u,D,G

′, F ′) /* Please see Algorithm 6.*/
Appearn = 0 and Ru ← Ru \ T

end
end
C ← C \ Co

end
Continue = “Ask u to input False to discontinue protecting privacy for rest of the sensitive attributes”
if Continue = False then

break;
end

end
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Friendship matrix F ′ and this user will no longer be recommended for further hiding or

adding. The 3LPEx then updates G′, F ′, and recomputes v (see Step 2).

This process continues until v is lower than the SplitPoint mentioned in Ru
j . Once v

is lower than the split point, the process of hiding friends stops. 3LPEx then re-

moves Ru
j and other rules (that requires the value of An to be ≥ than the SplitPoint)

from Ru. At the end of Step 2, if Ru is not empty then 3LPEx moves to Step 3

i.e. Layer 3.

Algorithm 5: HideLinks (Ru, n, A′n, u,D,G
′, F ′)

Input : Ru, n, A′n, u,D,G′, F ′.
Output: A set of sensitive rules T .
for j = 1 to |Ru| do

if An is an antecedent of Ruj AND Ruj contains ≥ SplitPoint(Ruj , An) then
while v ≥ SplitPoint(Ruj , An) do

ti ← FriendWithLeastDegree(u,G′, F ′, An) /* A user ti is in u’s friend list where i indicates the user
index */

if ti is not appeared in F ′ then
Recommend u to Hide ti
G′ ← HideLink(G′, u, ti); F ′ ← Flag(F ′, ti); v ← CalculateValue(A′n, u,D,G

′)
end
Ignore ti for calculating next FriendWithLeastDegree(u,G′, F ′, An).

end
T = T ∪Ruj

end
end
return T;

Algorithm 6: AddLinks (Ru, n, A′n, u,D,G
′, F ′)

Input : Ru, n, A′n, u,D,G′, F ′.
Output: A set of sensitive rules T .
for j = 1 to |Ru| do

if An is an antecedent of Ruj AND Ruj contains < SplitPoint(Ruj , An) then
while v < SplitPoint(Ruj , An) do

ti ← UserWithLeastDegree(u,G′, F ′, An)
if ti is not appeared in F ′ then

Recommend u to Add ti in the friend list
G′ ← AddLink(G′, u, ti); F ′ ← Flag(F ′, ti); and v ← CalculateValue(A′n, u,D,G

′)
end
Ignore ti for calculating next UserWithLeastDegree(u,G′, F ′, An).

end
T = T ∪Ruj

end
end
return T;

Step 3: Suggest the User to Add Friendship Links as Necessary if they are not fabri-

cated previously. (Layer 3)

After Step 1 and Step 2 if Ru is still not empty, the remaining rules contain only link

attributes in their antecedents. If u satisfies the condition of a ruleRu
j which requires the

value of a link attribute v less than a splitting point SplitPoint then 3LPEx recommends
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u to add new friends wisely so that the value of v increases, with the aim to make the

value of v eventually greater than SplitPoint mentioned in Ru
j .

3LPEx uses a functionAddLinks (Ru, n, A′n, u,D,G
′, F ′) to select a friendship link for

addition (as presented in Algorithm 6). While choosing a friendship link, the function

AddLinks (Ru, n, A′n, u,D,G
′, F ′) recommends u to add a user ti in u’s friend list if

two conditions are fulfilled: 1. the flag in the ith column of F ′ matrix has previously

been set to False and 2. ti having the smallest degree (i.e. the smallest Γ+(t) value). If

u follows the recommendation, 3LPEx then sets True in the ith column of the matrix

F ′ so that user ti will not be recommended for further hiding or adding. 3LPEx also

updates the friendship graph G′, and increases the value of the link attribute value.

This process of adding friends continues as long as v is smaller than SplitPoint. Once

v is greater than SplitPoint, Ru
j becomes ineffective for u to predict u’s sensitive at-

tribute value correctly and 3LPEx then removes Ru
j and other rules (that require the

value of An to be < than the SplitPoint) from Ru. Adding an OSN user in the friend

list would be inconvenient as it depends on the other users accepting the friendship in-

vitation (Gürses & Berendt, 2010). Therefore, 3LPEx keeps Layer 3 as a last option for

providing privacy.

At the end of Layer 3 Ru becomes empty, 3LPEx removes the class attribute Co from C

and asks u whether to continue protecting privacy for the next sensitive attribute or not.

If u agrees to continue (i.e. Continue = True) and the list of sensitive attribute |C| is

not empty, then the entire process (i.e. Step 1 to Step 3) iterates for the next sensitive

attribute.
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TABLE 7.4: Data sets at a glance.

Data set
Number
of
links

Number
of
records

Number
of
non-class
attributes

Class
attributes

Class
values

D1 50,397 1000 21

Political
view

far left, left,
centre left, centre,
centre right,
right, far right

Religion

Christian, Muslim,
Jewish, Hindu,
Buddhist, Sikh,
No-religion,
Other-religion

Sexual
orientation

absent sexual
information,
bisexual,
heterosexual,
homosexual

D2 12,567,829 10,000 19

Political
view

liberal, labour,
green party

Religion
Christian, Muslim,
Hindu, No-religion,
Other-religion

Profession

Govt.-employee,
salesman, student,
entrepreneur,
retired-person

7.4 Experiments

7.4.1 Distribution of Records in Data sets

We use two OSN data sets denoted as D2 and D3 in this chapter for in this study for the

experimental purposes. Both data sets contain users’ personal and friendship informa-

tion. The details of the data sets are given in Table 7.4. The first data set D2 (Nettleton,

2015) is previously used in Chapters 4 to Chapter 6 We synthetically generate D3 data

set in this study. The synthetic data set D2, and the data generator will be available on

request. In this section, we first describe the data set D3 generation process and then

the records distribution in the training and test data sets for both D2 and D3.
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In order to generate records in D3, we first select 10 regular attributes namely Age

range, Relationship status, City of residence, Number of friends on OSN, Number of

pages followed on OSN, Number of uploaded photos per week, Number of comments

made on contents per week, Political view, Religion, and Profession.

Similar to previous studies (Islam, 2007), (Islam, 2010), we generate the records based

on some predefined logic rules. For example: If Age range = 18-27 and Number of

friends on OSN = High then−−→ Profession = Student. We take advantage of the Australian

Bureau of Statistics website (Australia, 2008) to prepare the logic rule set and based on

the rules we then generate records in D2. The logic rules are provided in the Appendix.

In order to generate the friendship links among the users we set probability of a link

between two users by calculating record-to-record distance (or R2RD ∈ [0, 1]) as the

Hamming distance divided by the number of total attributes (i.e. 10). Users having

similar attribute values (i.e. low Hamming distance) are likely to have common interests

and thus are likely to have friendship links between them. In D2, if the value of the

R2RD distance of any two records is 0.3 or less we consider them as friends and place a

link between the two records. Thus we generate 12,567,829 friendship links among the

10,000 records and then calculate the link attribute values to insert into the data set.

We assume the users in the data sets consider three attributes as sensitive, shown in

Table 7.4. For simplicity we denote them as C1, C2, and C3. We therefore prepare three

versions of each data set; in each version we select an attribute as a class attribute and

denote them accordingly. For example, if we select C1 as the class attribute then we

denote the training data sets as Dtr,C1 and the testing data set as Dts,C1 .

On the other hand, when we consider a particular attribute as a class attribute then the

rest of the sensitive attributes are selected to be non-class attributes. For instance, in

Dtr,C1 , C2 and C3 are considered as non-class attributes.

We follow 10-fold cross validation methods throughout our experiments. Therefore,

each training data set contains 90% of the total records, and each test data set contains

10% of the total records. We assume that different records (i.e. OSN users) in a test data

set consider the set of sensitive attributes differently. While some records may consider
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C1 as a sensitive attribute, some others may consider C1 as a non-sensitive attribute.

Moreover, while some records may consider only one attribute to be sensitive, some

other records may consider 2 or 3 attributes to be sensitive. Hence, we labelled the

records of the test data set into three groups (named as Group1, Group2, and Group3)

based on the number of sensitive attributes considered by the test data set users. Group1:

6% of users who consider any one (either “C1” or “C2” or “C3”) attribute as sensitive,

Group2: 3% of users who consider any two attributes as sensitive, and finally Group3:

1% of users who consider all the three attributes as sensitive.

Group1 is again divided into three subgroups, they are sub-group11: 2% of users who

consider “C1” as sensitive only, sub-group12: 2% of users who consider “C2” as sen-

sitive only, sub-group13: 2% of users who consider “C3” as sensitive only. Similarly,

Group 2 is again divided into three subgroups, they are sub-group21: 1% of users who

consider “C1” and “C2” as sensitive only, sub-group22: 1% of users who consider “C1”

and “C3” as sensitive only, sub-group23: 1% of users who consider “C2” and “C3” as

sensitive only.

While preparing a test data set (say Dts,C1) we select the records who consider “C1”

as sensitive and return all other records in training data set Dtr,C1 . For example, Dts,C1

contains 5% of the total records i.e. sub-group11 (2%), sub-group21 (1%), sub-group22

(1%), and Group3 (1%) records and Dtr,C1 contains 95% of the total records.

7.4.2 Experimental Set-up

Given that we, in this experimental set up, consider that there are altogether three at-

tributes that can be considered to be sensitive. We present the entire experimental set-up

here in three phases. In each phase the privacy techniques secure a sensitive attribute.

For example, privacy of sensitive attribute C1 is protected in Phase I, C2 in Phase II, and

C3 in Phase III.

7.4.2.1 Phase I

Phase I is comprised of 5 steps.
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FIGURE 7.1: Phase I of the experiments.

Step 1: Preparation of training and test data sets.

At the beginning of Phase 1, shown in Figure 7.1, the privacy preserving techniques

randomly select a sensitive attribute C1 (from the set of sensitive attributes) as a class

attribute and prepares training data set Dtr,C1 and testing data set Dts,C1 from the main

data set D.

Step 2: Application of existing classifiers before applying any privacy techniques on the

test data sets.

After preparing the training and test data sets, we investigate the attack success rate

of an attacker Z to infer private information about the users in the test data set before

applying any privacy preserving technique. To do so, we train a set of existing clas-

sifiers (that Z might use to breach privacy) on Dtr,C1 and we denote the classifiers as

“Classifiers 1” as shown in Figure 7.1. We then apply Classifiers 1 on Dts,C1 to identify

the attack success rate in absence of any privacy technique. The results are analysed and

compared with the results that will be achieved later in Step 4. We use the same set of

classifiers (in Classifiers 1, Classifiers 2, . . . Classifiers 6) throughout our experiments

to test the attack success rate.
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FIGURE 7.2: Phase II of the experiments.

Step 3: Application of privacy techniques to secure users.

In this step, we apply the privacy techniques namely 3LP+, PrivNB, and 3LPEx, to

provide privacy to the users in the test data set (i.e. Dts,C1). Please note that due to

modification of friendship links in test data sets (for the sake of providing privacy), there

may be a change in link attribute values in the training data set as there are friendship

links among the users in the training and test data set. We use (from this point forward)

two different superscripts “ ′ ” and “ ∗ ” to denote the modified data sets. The data sets

modified by 3LPEx are denoted by “ ′ ”. On the other hand, the data sets modified by

any other privacy preserving technique (e.g. 3LP+ and PrivNB) are denoted by “ ∗ ”.

For example, the resultant secure test data sets D′ts,C1
is secured by 3LPEx and D∗ts,C1

is secured by another privacy technique. Note that in these experiments we only secure

records in test data sets.

Step 4: Application of existing classifiers after applying privacy techniques on the test

data sets.

In this step, the robustness of secured test data sets against an attack is analysed and

compared with the results achieved in Step 2. We first train the classifiers (denoted
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as Classifiers 2) with a modified training data set D′tr,C1
or D∗tr,C1

. Please note that

Classifiers 2 obtained from D′tr,C1
(see the top right rectangle of Figure 7.1) are dif-

ferent from the Classifiers 2 obtained from D∗tr,C1
(see the bottom right rectangle of

Figure 7.1), in the sense that they are built from different training data sets. We then

apply Classifiers 2 on secure test data sets D′ts,C1
and D∗ts,C1

respectively. We also apply

Classifiers 1 on D′ts,C1
and D∗ts,C1

to evaluate the attack success rate with and without

the privacy protection techniques. Attack success rate refers to the number of users in

test data sets whose class values can be correctly inferred by the classifiers. Smaller

accuracy indicates better privacy protection. Step 4 is divided in two sub-steps: Step 4a

and Step 4b.

In Step 4a, we analyse the accuracy of Classifiers 1 on secure test data sets D′ts,C1
and

D∗ts,C1
. In Step 4b, we analyse the accuracy of Classifiers 2 (trained by modified training

data set) on secure test data sets D′ts,C1
and D∗ts,C1

.

Step 5: Measurement of data utility and return the records from secure test data set into

the Main data set.

We calculate data utility of the secure test data sets i.e. D′ts,C1
and D∗ts,C1

in this step.

The data utility is measured in terms of the number of suppressed attribute values where

the less number of suppression indicates higher utility. At the end of Step 5, we return

all the records (from training and testing data sets) to D and the original data set D is

now modified to D′ and D∗.

Please note that irrespective of the classification algorithms used by the privacy tech-

niques (i.e. 3LPEx uses exhaustive rules set and 3LP+ uses Sysfor), we use a number of

classification algorithms such as Random Forest, SVM, and Logistic Regression in our

experiments. For the full list of classification algorithms used in the experiments, please

see Figure 7.11. Classifiers 1, Classifiers 2, . . . Classifiers 6 (see Figure 7.1, Figure 7.2,

and Figure 7.3) use all of these classification algorithms, one by one, in our experi-

ments. The goal of these experiments is to evaluate the attack success rate of each of

these classification algorithms, to understand the impact of the use of these algorithms
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on the privacy of the users. In the experiment where we use a particular classifica-

tion algorithm (say Logistic Regression) as Classifiers 1 we continue to use the same

classification algorithm for all other classifiers i.e. Classifiers 2, Classifiers 3 etc.

It is also important to clarify that Classifiers 2 in the top rectangle and bottom rectangle

on the right side of Figure 7.1 are not the same classifiers. While Classifiers 2 on the

top rectangle are built from D′tr,C1
and the Classifiers 2 on the bottom rectangle are

built from D∗tr,C1
. However, Classifiers 1 are built from Dtr,C1 as shown in the left side

rectangle in Figure 7.1.

Classifiers 3 in the top left side and top right side rectangles of Figure 7.2 are built

from D′tr,C2
. Classifiers 3 in the bottom left side and bottom right side rectangles of

Figure 7.2 are built from D∗tr,C2
. However, Classifiers 4 in the top right side rectangle

are once built from D2′
tr,C2

and another time from D2′
tr,C1

, and then tested on D2′
ts,C2

and

D2′
ts,C1

, respectively. Similarly, Classifiers 4 in the bottom right side rectangle are once

built from D2∗
tr,C2

and another time from D2∗
tr,C1

and then applied on D2∗
ts,C2

and D2∗
ts,C1

,

respectively.

7.4.2.2 Phase II

Similar to Phase I, Phase II is also completed in 5 steps: Step 6 to Step 10 as shown in

Figure 7.2.

Step 6: Preparation of the training and test data sets.

At the beginning of Phase II, 3LPEx randomly selects a sensitive attribute C2 (from

the set of sensitive attributes) as a class attribute and then prepares the training data set

D′tr,C2
and test data sets D′ts,C2

from D′. Similarly, D∗tr,C2
and D∗ts,C2

are prepared from

D∗ by the other privacy techniques (see Figure 7.2).

Step 7: Application of existing classifiers before applying the privacy techniques on the

test data sets.

In Step 7, before applying any privacy technique, a set of classifiers namely Classifiers 3

are first trained from the training data sets D′tr,C2
and D∗tr,C2

. It is important to note that

Classifiers 3 trained by D′tr,C2
are different from Classifiers 3 trained by D∗tr,C2

. For
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FIGURE 7.3: Phase III of the experiments.

simplicity we denote the both classifier models here as Classifiers 3 and shown in the

left side rectangle in Figure 7.2. Once the classifier models are built, they are applied on

the test data sets i.e. D′ts,C2
and D∗ts,C2

. The Classifiers 3 results are kept for analysing

and comparing with the Classifiers 4 results that will be achieved in Step 9.

Step 8: Application of privacy techniques to secure users in test data sets.

In this step we apply 3LPEx and other two privacy preserving techniques (i.e. 3LP+

and PrivNB) on D′ts,C2
and D∗ts,C2

respectively to secure the privacy of the users. It is

important to mention that both of these test data sets were secured previously in Phase

I for C1. In this Phase II we implement the privacy techniques to secure them for C2.

Due to the implementation of the privacy techniques, the training and testing data are

changed. Here we denote the modified test and training data sets by D2′
ts,C2

and D2′
tr,C2

for 3LPEx. Similarly we denote D2∗
ts,C2

and D2∗
tr,C2

to represent the test and training data

sets modified by the other privacy preserving techniques.

Step 9: Application of existing classifiers after applying the privacy techniques on the

test data sets.

In this step a classifier model, i.e. Classifiers 4, is trained from the D2′
tr,C2

and D2∗
tr,C2
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separately (as shown in the right side in Figure 7.2) and then applied on test data sets

D2′
ts,C2

and D2∗
ts,C2

respectively. We also apply Classifiers 3 on D2′
ts,C2

and D2∗
ts,C2

for

analysing and comparing the number of insecure users, and prediction accuracy of dif-

ferent conventional classifiers (as mentioned in Step 7). Therefore, Step 9 is divided in

two sub-steps: Step 9a and Step 9b.

In Step 9a, we analyse the accuracy of Classifiers 3 on secure test data sets D2′
ts,C2

and

D2∗
ts,C2

. In Step 9b, we analyse the accuracy of Classifiers 4 (trained by modified training

data set) on secure test data sets D2′
ts,C2

and D2∗
ts,C2

.

Step 10: Measurement of data utility and return the secure test data set records into the

Main data set.

In this step we measure data utility for each test data set D2′
ts,C2

and D2∗
ts,C2

. After that

we return all the records to the main data set. The main data set is now modified to D2′

and D2∗ for 3LPEx and other privacy preserving algorithms respectively.

For the sake of providing privacy to the users (who consider C2 as sensitive attribute)

there can be a privacy breach for the other users who considerC1 as sensitive. Therefore,

we also investigate the safety of users (who considerC1 as sensitive) inD2′
ts,C1

andD2∗
ts,C1

in this step.

7.4.2.3 Phase III

The privacy techniques provide privacy for the third sensitive attribute C3 in Phase III.

Similar to Phase I and Phase II, Phase III is also completed in 5 steps: Step 11 to Step

15 as shown in Figure 7.3.

Step 11: Preparation of the training and test data sets.

In this step 3LPEx selects the remaining sensitive attribute i.e. C3 (from the set of

sensitive attributes) as a class attribute and then prepares training data set D2′
tr,C3

and

testing data sets D2′
ts,C3

from D2′ . Other privacy preserving techniques also prepare

training data set D2∗
tr,C3

and test data set D2∗
ts,C3

from D2∗ in the similar manner.
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Step 12: Application of Classifiers’ performance to invade privacy.

In this step, a set of classifiers namely Classifiers 5 are first trained from the training data

sets D2′
tr,C3

and D2∗
tr,C3

(before applying any privacy preserving techniques) as shown in

the left side in Figure 7.3. Classifiers 5 is then applied on the test data sets D2′
ts,C3

and

D2∗
ts,C3

respectively. The results are kept for analysis and comparing purposes with the

results which will be achieved in Step 14.

Step 13: Application of privacy techniques to secure users.

In this step 3LPEx and other privacy preserving techniques are on D2′
ts,C3

and D2∗
ts,C3

. It

is important to mention that both D2′
ts,C3

and D2∗
ts,C3

were secured previously in Phase I

forC1 and in Phase II forC2. In this phase we apply the privacy techniques to secure the

users who consider C3 as sensitive attribute. After application of 3LPEx, the training

and testing data are modified and denoted as D3′
ts,C3

and D3′
tr,C3

for 3LPEx. Similarly

we use D3∗
tr,C3

and D3∗
ts,C3

to denote the modified training and test data sets by the other

privacy preserving techniques.

Step 14: Application of existing classifiers after applying the privacy techniques on the

test data sets.

In this step classifier model, i.e. Classifiers 6, is trained from the D3′
tr,C3

and D3∗
tr,C3

separately and then applied on test data sets D3′
ts,C3

and D3∗
ts,C3

respectively. Classifiers 5

is also applied onD3′
ts,C3

andD3∗
ts,C3

for analysing and comparing with the attack success

rate achieved in Step 12. Therefore, Step 14 is divided in two sub-steps: Step 14a and

Step 14b.

In Step 14a, we analyse the accuracy of Classifiers 5 on secure test data sets D3′
ts,C3

and D3∗
ts,C3

. In Step 14b, we analyse the accuracy of Classifiers 6 (trained by modified

training data set) on secure test data sets D3′
ts,C3

and D3∗
ts,C3

.

Step 15: Measurement of data utility and return the secure test data set records into the

Main data set.

After securing the test data sets, similar to Phase II, we again analyse the attack success

rate in D3′
ts,C1

, D3∗
ts,C1

, and D3′
ts,C2

D3∗
ts,C2

(who consider C1 and C2 as sensitive attribute).

in Step 15a and Step 15b respectively. The secured test data sets (including D3′
ts,C3

and

D3∗
ts,C3

) are also analysed for the utility.
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Therefore, Step 15 is divided in two sub-steps: Step 15a and Step 15b. In Step 15a, we

analyse the classifiers’ accuracy of breaching users’ (who consider C1 as sensitive at-

tribute) privacy in D3′
ts,C1

and D3∗
ts,C1

after protecting users’ privacy for C3. In Step 15b,

we analyse the classifiers’ accuracy of breaching users’ (who consider C2 as sensitive

attribute) privacy in D3′
ts,C2

and D3∗
ts,C2

after protecting users’ privacy for C3. After se-

curing the privacy for C3, we return all the records to the main data set which becomes

D3′ and D3∗ for 3LPEx and other privacy techniques respectively.

The descriptions of the main experimental steps (described in Phase I to Phase III and

shown in Figure 7.1 - Figure 7.3) are summarised in Table 7.5.

7.5 Experimental Results and Discussion

We present the experimental results here in three sections. In Section 7.5.1, we present

the experimental results (i.e. the degree of privacy) achieved by 3LPEx against the

attack if an attacker takes the exhaustive approach (i.e. uses the exhaustive approach to

build the classifiers) to launch the attack. In Section 7.5.2, we present the experimental

results of 3LPEx if an attacker uses the existing classifiers to launch the attack. Finally,

in Section 7.5.3, we analyse and compare the data utility of the proposed technique in

terms of the number of suppressed regular attribute values.

The experimental results, presented in Section 7.5.1 and Section 7.5.2, are shown in

terms of attack success rate percentage (y-axis) observed at each step (x-axis).

7.5.1 Protection against the exhaustive approach

In Figure 7.4 we present the number of insecure users whose class values can still be

inferred if an attacker applies the same classifier (i.e. exhaustive approach) to breach

the privacy. We first provide privacy by 3LPEx and the two other privacy preserving

techniques (i.e. 3LP+ and PrivNB) separately as described in Section 7.4.2. Then we

apply an exhaustive approach to build a classifier for classifying the records in the test

data set.
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TABLE 7.5: The summary of the main experimental steps.

Steps Description of the steps

2
The initial stage before applying any privacy preserving techniques on the
test data sets.

4a
The classifiers’ (trained by unmodified training data set) accuracy on
protected test data set (for the first sensitive attribute) after applying
privacy preserving techniques.

4b
The classifiers’ (trained by modified training data set) accuracy on protected
test data set (for the first sensitive attribute) after applying privacy
preserving techniques.

6
The initial stage (for the second sensitive attribute) before applying any
privacy preserving techniques on the test data sets.

9a
The classifiers’ (trained by unmodified training data set) accuracy on
protected test data set (for the second sensitive attribute) after applying
privacy preserving techniques.

9b

The classifiers’ (trained by modified training data set) accuracy on
protected test data set (for the second sensitive attribute) after applying
privacy preserving
techniques.

10
The classifiers’ (trained by modified training data set) accuracy on
protected test data set (for the first sensitive attribute) after applying
privacy preserving techniques.

11
The initial stage (for the third sensitive attribute) before applying
any privacy preserving techniques on the test data sets.

14a
We analyse the accuracy of Classifiers 5 (trained by
unmodified training data set) on secure test data sets
D3′
ts,C3

and D3∗
ts,C3

.

14b
We analyse the accuracy of Classifiers 6 (trained by modified training
data set) on secure test data sets D3′

ts,C3
and D3∗

ts,C3
.

15a
We analyse the classifiers’ accuracy of breaching users’ privacy (who
consider C1 as sensitive attribute) in D3′

ts,C1
and D3∗

ts,C1
after protecting

users’ privacy for C3.

15b
We analyse the classifiers’ accuracy of breaching users’ privacy (who
consider C2 as sensitive attribute) in D3′

ts,C2
and D3∗

ts,C2
after protecting

users’ privacy for C3.
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(a) D1 data set

(b) D2 data set

FIGURE 7.4: Attack success rate accuracy of exhaustive approach to invade privacy on
two data sets.
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We observe in Figure 7.4(a) that the attack success rate for 3LP+ and PrivNB is much

higher than 3LPEx except in Step 2. This is because the privacy preserving techniques

are yet to be implemented in Step 2. In Figure 7.4(b), we can see a similar pattern of

attack success rate for D1. In both data sets, 3LPEx outperforms 3LP+ and PrivNB.

7.5.2 Protection against the existing classifiers

An attacker can utilise any classifier rather than the one used by the privacy preserving

technique to infer the target users’ hidden information. Therefore, we test the perfor-

mance of 3LPEx against different classifiers and present the results in terms of attack

success rate observed in each step.

We utilise classifier packages from WEKA (Hall et al., 2009) to conduct the experi-

ments. We select a set of existing classifiers namely Naı̈ve Bayes (John & Langley,

1995), Support Vector Machine (Keerthi et al., 2001; Platt, 1998), J48 (Quinlan, 1996),

and Logistic Regression (le Cessie & van Houwelingen, 1992). We also select some de-

cision forest algorithms namely Random Forest (L. Breiman, 2001), Random Subspace

(T. K. Ho, 1998), Adaboost (Freund & Schapire, 1996), Bagging (L. Breiman, 1996),

ForestPA (Adnan & Islam, 2017), and SysFor (Islam & Giggins, 2011), that an attacker

may utilise for inferring private information from D1 and D2.

We present the results of D1 in Figure 7.7 and D2 in Figure 7.10. Figure 7.5 shows

the attack success rate when an attacker uses Naı̈ve Bayes (denoted as NB) to breach

privacy of records protected by the privacy preserving techniques. We can see from

Figure 7.5 that 3LPEx provides better privacy than the other privacy techniques in each

step.

In Step 2, the attack success rate is the same for all the privacy techniques but it drops

significantly (more than 40 percent) when we apply 3LPEx. Similar trend is observed

throughout the experimental steps and it is obvious that 3LPEx clearly outperforms the

existing privacy techniques. We can see a similar results for the Support Vector Machine

classifier shown in Figure 7.6. Similar to the Naı̈ve Bayes results, 3LPEx outperforms

the previous privacy preserving techniques Support Vector Machine results.
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FIGURE 7.5: Naı̈ve Bayes being used to breach privacy on D1 data set.

FIGURE 7.6: Support Vector Machine being used to breach privacy on D1 data set.
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FIGURE 7.7: Average of all the classifiers being used to breach privacy on D1 data set.

We present the results of D1 in Figure 7.10 where we can observe a similar trend.

The two classifiers against which 3LPEx can reduce the attack success rate value max-

imum, in D2 data set, are also NB and SVM as shown in Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9

respectively. The average of all the classifiers’ attack success rate percentage, shown in

Figure 7.10, indicates the superiority of 3LPEx over the existing privacy techniques. Al-

though 3LPEx provides higher privacy than the existing privacy preserving techniques,

we can see from Figure 7.4, Figure 7.7, and Figure 7.10 that the attack success rate

is still not zero. That is, often an attacker can be successful in inferring the sensitive

information of a user. However, 3LPEx significantly reduces the attack success rate

reducing the confidence level of an attacker. according to the privacy definition pro-

vided in Section 3.2 the reduced confidence will support privacy protection by making

Pr(co = L) < γ.

Moreover 3LPEx can provide higher privacy by lowering the threshold for sensitive

rules. Hence we conduct an experiment, on data set D1, by reducing the sensitive

threshold values to observe the change in attack success rate. The result is presented in

7.11. In Figure 7.11 the x-axis represents different sensitivity threshold levels and the
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FIGURE 7.8: Naı̈ve Bayes being used to breach privacy on D2 data set.

FIGURE 7.9: Support Vector Machine being used to breach privacy on D2 data set.
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FIGURE 7.10: Average of all the classifiers being used to breach privacy on D2 data
set.

FIGURE 7.11: Privacy levels achieved by 3LPEx when different classifiers used to
breach the privacy. We use different sensitivity thresholds to see their impact on privacy

protection.
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(a) D2 data set

(b) D3 data set

FIGURE 7.12: Comparison of the number of suppressed values.
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y-axis represents the attack success rate. We can see from Figure 7.11 that by reducing

the sensitivity threshold values we can reduce the attack success rate.

At lower sensitivity threshold 3LPEx considers more logic rules as sensitive than at

higher sensitivity threshold values. More sensitive rules suggest the user suppresses

more regular attribute values.

7.5.3 Data Utility Analysis

We explore the data utility of 3LPEx and compare the results with 3LP+ and PrivNB.

As mentioned earlier, the data utility is high when the number of suppressed attribute

values is low. The results are presented in Figure 7.12 where the x-axis represents the

three phases of the experiments and the y-axis represents the number of suppressed

values.

As mentioned in Section 7.4.1 each test data set contains 5% of the total records and

each record contains at most 10 non-class regular attributes in D1 and 9 non-class reg-

ular attributes in D2. Therefore, in D1, each test data set contains 500 regular attribute

values (50 records multiplied with 10 regular attribute values) before applying any pri-

vacy techniques.

As shown in Section 7.4.1, some of the records may consider more than one attribute as

sensitive and hide that attribute value. Therefore, the number of attribute values varied

in different test data sets. As an example, in D1, in the test data set Dts,C1 20 users con-

sider a single attribute as sensitive, 20 more users consider 2 attributes as sensitive, and

10 other users consider 3 attributes as sensitive. Therefore, the maximum number of at-

tribute values inDts,C1 is 460 (i.e. 20 users× 10 regular attributes +20 users×9 regular

attributes+10 users × 8 regular attributes=460). For D1 data set, the available regular

attribute values in Dts,C1 is 4100.

However, this number is not same for the rest of the two phases’ test data sets i.e.Dts,C2 ,

and Dts,C3 . After applying the privacy preserving techniques on Dts,C1 , the available

number of regular attribute values will be different on Dts,C2 , and Dts,C3 , but less

than Dts,C1 .
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It is obvious from both Figure 7.12(a) and 7.12(b) that both 3LPEx and 3LP+ outper-

form PrivNB in maintaining the data utility. For D1, the average number of attribute

value suppressions in each phase by PrivNB was 170 whereas for 3LPEx and 3LP+

the number of suppressed values is less than 50. On the other hand, the number of

suppressed attribute values by 3LPEx is less than 3LP+ in first two phases. How-

ever, in Phase III, 3LP+ outperforms 3LPEx. In the case of data set D2, shown in

Figure 7.12(b), 3LP+ can provide slightly better utility than 3LPEx.

Although the suppression number is higher in Phase III for 3LPEx, we find that 3LPEx

offers better privacy than 3LP+ in all the three phases (see Figure 7.4, Figure 7.7 and

Figure 7.10).

7.6 Summary

We address the attribute inference attack on online social networks (OSNs) in this chap-

ter. We show that an attacker can successfully infer users’ private information with a

high probability by applying various data mining algorithms on the non-sensitive in-

formation disclosed by the users. We use a parameter, namely attack success rate, to

measure the effectiveness of the privacy preserving techniques. We propose a new pri-

vacy preserving technique, namely 3LPEx, that can protect users’ multiple sensitive

information (that the users consider to be sensitive). Our experimental results indicate

that 3LPEx outperforms the existing privacy preserving techniques by reducing the at-

tack success rate even if the attacker applies different existing classifiers (rather than

the one used by the privacy technique). Our experimental results also show that 3LPEx

can maintain a high data utility compared to the existing techniques by suppressing less

attribute values while preserving privacy.
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Discussion

8.1 Introduction

The goals of this study are to propose privacy protection techniques that can protect

users’ privacy against attribute inference attack. Existing protection techniques such as

NOYB (Guha et al., 2008), PrivAdv (Estivill-Castro et al., 2014) and PrivNB (Heatherly

et al., 2013) can protect users’ privacy against the attack by suppressing a few non-

sensitive attribute values. However, PrivAdv does not consider friendship links that can

be used as information to launch the attack. While providing protection for users it is

very important to maintain a high utility of users’ data. The existing techniques such as

NOYB and PrivNB often suffers from poor data utility.

In this chapter we provide an overall discussion and summary of our proposed tech-

niques and offer analyses of their performances. We then discuss the main contributions

and limitations of the thesis. The complexity analyses of the proposed techniques are

also presented.

The structure of the chapter is as follows: the summary and discussion on the proposed

techniques are presented in Section 8.2; the contributions of the proposed techniques

are presented in Section 8.3; the limitations of the techniques are presented in Section

8.4; the complexity analysis of the proposed techniques is presented in Section 8.5; and

privacy analysis of the 3LPEx algorithm is presented in Section 8.6.

148
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8.2 Comparisons and Discussion of the Proposed Tech-

niques

8.2.1 3LP

We have presented 3LP algorithm in Chapter 4, namely three layers of protection, that

can provide users’ privacy against the attribute inference attack. A previous study,

PrivAdv, could protect users’ sensitive information from being inferred by suppressing

some non-sensitive user attribute values. However, PrivAdv did not consider friendship

links that an attacker can use to launch the attribute inference attack.

3LP utilises both attribute values and friendship information while protecting users’

sensitive information. 3LP first checks the publicly available information that its users

share with other users. Then 3LP prepares a training data set (similar to a training data

set that an attacker can prepare) by collecting other users’ publicly available similar

information. 3LP also inserts friendship information into the training data set. To do so,

it calculates the impact of each attribute value on a user by using Equation 3.2 and then

inserts the metric values in the training data set. 3LP also prepares a testing data set in

a similar manner. Once the training data set is prepared, it then applies SysFor (Islam

& Giggins, 2011) to extract a set of rules from the training data set.

It is important to mention that 3LP does not consider all rules generated from a decision

forest to minimise the utility loss. Rather than taking all the generated rules, 3LP calcu-

lates the support and confidence of each rule by using Equation 3.1. Here, support and

confidence together are called sensitivity and 3LP sets the sensitivity threshold value to

1.006. Any rule with a sensitivity value more than or equal to 1.006 is considered as a

sensitive rule.

Based on the sensitive rules, 3LP suggests its users (in a test data set) to take three types

of actions: hide some non-sensitive attribute values that appears most in the sensitive

rules (Layer 1); hide some friendship links so that the link attribute value is decreased
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than a splitting point mentioned in a sensitive rule (Layer 2); and add some new friend-

ship links in the friend’s friend list so that the link attribute value is increased than a

splitting point mentioned in a sensitive rule (Layer 3).

Our experimental results show that by hiding or adding a few friends in a user’s pro-

file can protect the user’s sensitive information from being inferred. Our experimental

results also indicate that 3LP can (almost always) protect a user-defined sensitive infor-

mation even if an attacker uses the modified training data set (see Table 5.1). Figure 5.2

- Figure 5.4 indicates that 3LP also protects privacy better (as evident through the low

classification accuracy) than PrivNB even when an attacker uses a different classifier (in

this case Naı̈ve Bayes or SVM) and a modified training data set. Table 5.2 shows that

3LP requires lower number of suppression compared to PrivNB, indicating better data

utility preservation by 3LP.

8.2.2 3LP+

Although 3LP can protect users’ sensitive information, it considers a single sensitive

information at a time to give protection. But it would require re-application of 3LP if

there was more than one sensitive attribute. It is common for users to consider multiple

attributes as sensitive. The multiple application of 3LP would not use information about

several attributes being targeted as sensitive. Therefore, such re-applications could be

counter productive by loosing a lot more information than is required to be lost. More

importantly, re-application can produce contradictory suggestions that if acted upon

could re-introduce the risk of disclosure. For example, to protect the privacy “Political

View” 3LP might suggest a user to hide a friend from his/her friend list while a subse-

quent run (say to protect “Religious view”) might suggest the user to disclose the same

friendship information, resulting in the loss of protection for “Political view”. This is

mainly because multiple runs of 3LP do not have proper co-ordination among the runs.

We have presented 3LP+ in Chapter 6. The basic idea of 3LP+ is to protect the privacy

of all the information that a user considers to be sensitive. Users can nominate the

list of attributes that they consider to be sensitive and then, 3LP+ adopts a coordinated
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approach to protect the privacy of multiple sensitive attributes. This method uses a

matrix to store the history of any modification of friendship information during a run to

avoid a conflicting suggestion in a subsequent run.

Similar to 3LP, 3LP+ prepares a training data set and then apply SysFor decision forest

algorithm on the prepared training data set to extract a set of rules. By using Equation

3.1, 3LP+ selects the set of sensitive rules. Based on this sensitive rule set, 3LP+ offers

privacy to a user by suggesting three types of action to be taken by the user. The actions

are the same as those suggested by 3LP (as described in Section 8.2.1), however, while

hiding and/or adding a friend 3LP+ takes a coordinated approach to protect users’ mul-

tiple sensitive attributes in one run. Our experimental results also indicate that 3LP+

can provide better privacy compared to an existing privacy preserving technique by

suppressing less number of attribute values.

8.2.3 3LPEx

3LP+ can protect users’ multiple sensitive information by taking a co-ordinated ap-

proach as we discussed in Section 8.2.2. However, it can suffer from a high attack

success rate if the attacker uses a different classifier (than the one used for providing

the privacy) to launch the attack. The term attack success rate refers to the probability

of inferring users’ sensitive attribute values correctly; the lower the attack success rate

value the higher the privacy.

In Chapter 7 we have presented 3LPEx that takes an approach independent of the clas-

sifier. Similar to 3LP+, 3LPEx first prepares a training and test data set as mentioned in

Section 8.2.2. Unlike 3LP and 3LP+, it then takes an Exhaustive approach to generate

logic rules. In this Exhaustive approach, a set of logic rules is created by considering

all possible combinations of the non-class attribute values (see Algorithm 3).

In an Exhaustive approach, if two non-class attributes being tested in the antecedents

are A1 and A2 with domain values A1= {v11, v12} and A2= {v21, v22}, and the class

attribute is Co with domain values Co= {Co1, Co2} then the set of exhaustive rules is as

follows.
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Rule 1: If A1=v11 and A2=v21
then−−→ Co=either Co1 or Co2.

Note that the actual value of Co will be determined by the majority class value of the

records satisfying the antecedent of the rule.

Rule 2: If A1=v11 and A2=v22
then−−→ Co=either Co1 or Co2.

Rule 3: If A1=v12 and A2=v21
then−−→ Co=either Co1 or Co2.

Rule 4: If A1=a12 and A2=v22
then−−→ Co=either Co1 or Co2.

From all the generated rules, 3LPEx then selects the sensitive rules following the same

manner taken by 3LP and 3LP+. Based on this sensitive rule set, 3LPEx suggests three

types of action to be taken by the user. The actions are the same as those suggested by

3LP and 3LP+. However, while hiding and/or adding a friend 3LPEx takes a coordi-

nated approach to protect users’ multiple sensitive attributes in one run.

Our experimental results indicate that 3LPEx outperforms the existing privacy preserv-

ing techniques by reducing the attack success rate even if the attacker applies different

existing classifiers (rather than the one used by the privacy technique). Our experimen-

tal results also show that 3LPEx can maintain high data utility compared to the existing

techniques by suppressing less attribute values while preserving privacy.

8.3 The Main Contributions of this Thesis

The main contributions of this thesis are as follows:

• We present 3LP algorithm that considers both attribute values and users’ friend-

ship network to provide privacy for a sensitive attribute considered by a user.

• We present 3LP+ algorithm that provides privacy for multiple sensitive attributes

considered by a user.

• We experimentally scrutinize the level of privacy protection of some existing pri-

vacy providing techniques if an attacker launches the attack using a different de-

cision forest classifier rather than the one used by the technique.
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• We present 3LPEx algorithm that provides privacy for multiple sensitive attributes

against the attack even if an attacker uses different classifiers (not the one used by

the protection techniques).

• We present a synthetic data generator to generate OSN data sets for the experi-

mental purposes.

• We analyse data utility (in terms of number of suppressed attribute values) for the

proposed privacy protection techniques and compare the results with an existing

privacy protection technique.

8.4 The Main Limitations of this Thesis

The main limitation of this thesis is that the proposed protection techniques do not

promise its users that an attacker will not learn anything about their sensitive attribute

values. Although the proposed protection techniques provide higher privacy than the

existing privacy preserving techniques, we can see from the experimental results pre-

sented in Chapter 4 to Chapter 7 that the attack success rate is still not zero. That is,

often an attacker can be successful in inferring the sensitive information of a user. For

example, if an attacker wants to infer “political orientation” of a target user, the pro-

posed protection techniques do not guarantee that the attacker will not learn anything

about their “political orientation”.

However, the proposed protection techniques significantly reduces the attack success

rate reducing the confidence level of an attacker. According to our Privacy definition

(presented in Chapter 1), the reduced confidence will support privacy protection by

making Pr(co = L) < γ. Therefore, an attacker may get a clue about a target user’s

sensitive information but due to low certainty the attacker can’t rely on what he/she

inferred.
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8.5 Complexity Analysis of the Techniques

8.5.1 Complexity Analysis of 3LP

We first analyse the complexity of Algorithm 1. Step 1 of Algorithm 1 takes Sysfor

algorithm (Islam & Giggins, 2011) as an input (Task 1). Therefore, the complexity of

Sysfor algorithm is considered as the complexity of Task 1 i.e. O(bN2+b2d3+bNr|R|)

where N is the number of records and r is the number of sensitive rules. In Task 2,

the number of appearance of each attribute in the sensitive rule set is counted. The

complexity of counting an attribute in the sensitive rule set is O(r). Therefore, the

complexity of counting b number of attributes in the sensitive rule set is O(br). In Task

3, we suppress the regular attribute values that appear most in the sensitive rule set. If

the total number of attributes is b and the total number of sensitive rules is r, then the

complexity of Task 3 isO(br). Therefore, the overall complexity of Step 1 of Algorithm

1 is O(bN2 + b2d3 + bN |R|+ 2br).

In Step 3 of Algorithm 1, the appearance of each link attribute in the sensitive rule set is

first counted (Task 1). Therefore, the complexity of counting b number of attributes in

the sensitive rule set is O(br). In Task 2, to get rid of a sensitive rule, we calculate the

metric value of the most appeared link attribute for u by using Equation 1. If u has f

number of friends and each friend having a degree of q then complexity is O(f 2q). The

complexity to get rid of all the sensitive rules r is O(f 2qr). So, the overall complexity

of Step 2 of Algorithm 2 is O(bs+ f 2qr).

The complexity of Step 4 of Algorithm 1 is almost similar to the complexity of Step 2

of Algorithm 1 and that is O(br+N2qs) as u needs to search the N number of users in

the data set for adding friends.

The overall complexity of Algorithm 1 isO(bN2+b2d3+Nr+3br+f 2qr+N2qr) for a

user to protect a sensitive attribute from attribute inference attack. The total complexity

of Algorithm 4 to protect the privacy for c number of sensitive attributes is O(cbN2 +

cb2d3 + cNr+ cb2r+ cf 2qr+ cN2qr). Typically, N >> d, N >> b, N >> c, N >>

f , N >> q, N >> |R| and N >> r for low dimensional data sets (such as those used
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in this study). Hence, the complexity of Algorithm 1 for a low dimensional data set is

O(N2).

8.5.2 Complexity Analysis of 3LP+

We analyse the complexity of Algorithm 2. Step 1 of Algorithm 1 takes Sysfor algo-

rithm (Islam & Giggins, 2011) as an input (Task 1). Therefore, the complexity of Sysfor

algorithm is considered as the complexity of Task 1 i.e. O(bN2 + b2d3 + bNr|R|). In

Task 2, the number of appearance of each attribute in the sensitive rule set is counted.

The complexity of counting an attribute in the sensitive rule set is O(r). Therefore, the

complexity of counting b number of attributes in the sensitive rule set is O(br). In Task

3, we suppress the regular attribute values that appear most in the sensitive rule set. If

the total number of attributes is b and the total number of sensitive rules is r, then the

complexity of Task 3 isO(br). Therefore, the overall complexity of Step 1 of Algorithm

2 is O(bN2 + b2d3 + bN |R|+ 2br).

In Step 2 of Algorithm 2, the appearance of each link attribute in the sensitive rule set is

first counted (Task 1). Therefore, the complexity of counting b number of attributes in

the sensitive rule set is O(br). In Task 2, to get rid of a sensitive rule, we calculate the

metric value of the most appeared link attribute for u by using Equation 1. If u has f

number of friends and each friend having a degree of q then complexity is O(f 2q). The

complexity to get rid of all the sensitive rules r is O(f 2qr). So, the overall complexity

of Step 2 of Algorithm 2 is O(bs+ f 2qr).

The complexity of Step 3 of Algorithm 2 is almost similar to the complexity of Step 2

of Algorithm 2 and that is O(br+N2qs) as u needs to search the N number of users in

the data set for adding friends.

The overall complexity of Algorithm 2 isO(bN2+b2d3+Nr+3br+f 2qr+N2qr) for a

user to protect a sensitive attribute from attribute inference attack. The total complexity

of Algorithm 2 to protect the privacy for c number of sensitive attributes is O(cbN2 +

cb2d3 + cNr+ cb2r+ cf 2qr+ cN2qr). Typically, N >> d, N >> b, N >> c, N >>

f , N >> q, N >> |R| and N >> r for low dimensional data sets (such as those used
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in this study). Hence, the complexity of Algorithm 2 for a low dimensional data set

is O(N2).

8.5.3 Complexity Analysis of 3LPEx

We now analyse the complexity of 3LPEx. Clearly, if we were to generate all rules with

antecedents having k attributes (out of a data set with d attribute values), the complexity

of the algorithm would be dominated by a term of the form

 d

k

. Since typically k

is much less than d, the complexity would be dominated by

(d/k − 0.5)kek√
2πk

.

(by Stirling’s approximation). However, as we have indicated, full privacy is only

achievable with the unpalatable option of no data release. In what follows, we present

a detailed analysis when the practical choice of exhaustive exploration of all rules with

at most k = 3 attributes is adopted.

The overall complexity of 3LPEx is the sum of the complexity of Algorithm 3 and

Algorithm 4. First, we analyse the complexity of Algorithm 3 and then the complexity

of Algorithm 4.

Step 1 of Algorithm 3 stores the domain values of each non-class attribute. Hence, the

complexity of storing the domain values of an attribute isO(N2+N+d). Therefore, the

complexity of storing the domain values of b number of attributes is O(bN2 + bN + bd).

Step 2 of Algorithm 3 generates a set of exhaustive rules and in each rule the number

of antecedents of each rule is considered to be 3. Therefore, in our case, the number of

attributes, b, in a data set should not be less than 3 i.e. b ≥ 3.

We assume a data set containing 3 attributes (e.g. A1, A2 and A3) and each of the

attribute’s domain value is d. If the rules are generated using one attribute in their an-

tecedent then the complexity of generating such rules is O(d). Therefore, the complex-

ity of generating the rules with first 2 attributes is O(d + d2), and the complexity with
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the first 3 attributes is O(d+ d2 + d3). As mentioned earlier, the number of antecedents

of each rule is considered to be 3 in our study, so the total complexity of generating

rules is dominated by the third attribute i.e. O(d3). It is important to mention here that

the number of appearance of A3 attribute in the third antecedent position of the gener-

ated rules is 1 as the matrix H propagates from left to right while building a rule and

attributes A1 and A2 can’t be in the third antecedent position of the generated rules (see

Step 2 of Algorithm 3).

We now assume a data set containing 4 attributes and the attributes are A1, A2, A3 and

A4. Here the number of appearance of A3 attribute in the third antecedent position of

the generated rules is 1 (the combination is A1-A2-A3). On the other hand, the number

of appearance ofA4 attribute in the third antecedent position is 3 (A1-A2-A4,A1-A3-A4,

and A2-A3-A4 . Therefore, the complexity of generating the exhaustive rules for four

attributes is dominated by the fourth attribute. We can calculate as O((4− 2)d3 + (4−

3)d3) or O(3d3). Similarly, a data set with 5 attributes (e.g. A1, A2, A3, A4, A5), the

complexity of generating exhaustive rules is O((5− 2)d3 + (5− 3)d3 + (5− 4)d3)) or

O(6d3).

Therefore, for the b number of attributes, We can write the series, s, as:

s = [{(b− 2) + (b− 3) + (b− 4) + (b− 5) + . . .+ 1} × d3] (8.1)

By writing Equation 8.1 backward we get:

s = [{1 + 2 + 3 + . . .+ (b− 4) + (b− 3) + (b− 2)} × d3] (8.2)

By adding Equation 8.1 and Equation 8.2, we get

2s = ((b− 1) + (b− 1) + . . .+ (b− 1))× d3 (8.3)

The sum of this series is
(b− 2)(b− 1)

2
× d3.

Therefore, the complexity of Task 1 of Step 2 is O(
(b− 2)(b− 1)

2
× d3) which can be

simplified as O(b2d3). To calculate the sensitivity of a rule, we compare the antecedents
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of a rule with b number of attributes of each record in D and hence the complexity is

O(bN |R|). The overall complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(bN2 + b2d3 + bN |R|).

We analyse the complexity of Algorithm 4. Step 1 of Algorithm 4 takes Algorithm

3 as an input (Task 1). Therefore, the complexity of Algorithm 1 is considered as

the complexity of Task 1 i.e. O(bN2 + b2d3 + bNr|R|). In Task 2, the number of

appearance of each attribute in the sensitive rule set is counted. The complexity of

counting an attribute in the sensitive rule set is O(r). Therefore, the complexity of

counting b number of attributes in the sensitive rule set is O(br). In Task 3, we suppress

the regular attribute values that appear most in the sensitive rule set. If the total number

of attributes is b and the total number of sensitive rules is r, then the complexity of Task

3 is O(br). Therefore, the overall complexity of Step 1 of Algorithm 2 is O(bN2 +

b2d3 + bN |R|+ 2br).

In Step 2 of Algorithm 2, the appearance of each link attribute in the sensitive rule set is

first counted (Task 1). Therefore, the complexity of counting b number of attributes in

the sensitive rule set is O(br). In Task 2, to get rid of a sensitive rule, we calculate the

metric value of the most appeared link attribute for u by using Equation 1. If u has f

number of friends and each friend having a degree of q then complexity is O(f 2q). The

complexity to get rid of all the sensitive rules r is O(f 2qr). So, the overall complexity

of Step 2 of Algorithm 2 is O(bs+ f 2qr).

The complexity of Step 3 of Algorithm 2 is almost similar to the complexity of Step 2

of Algorithm 2 and that is O(br+N2qs) as u needs to search the N number of users in

the data set for adding friends.

The overall complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(bN2 + b2d3 + bN |R| + 3br + f 2qr +

N2qr) for a user to protect a sensitive attribute from attribute inference attack. The total

complexity of Algorithm 4 to protect the privacy for c number of sensitive attributes is

O(cbN2+cb2d3+cbN |R|+cb2r+cf 2qr+cN2qr). For low dimensional data sets (such

as those used in this study), the complexity of 3LPEx can be simplified to O(N2 + d3).
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8.6 Privacy Analysis of the 3LPEx Algorithm

We, throughout this thesis, consider that an OSN service provider can implement the

proposed techniques to protect individuals’ privacy. An OSN service provider keeps

the right to access the entire friendship network and thus can calculate metric values

using Equation 3.2. We assume in this thesis that an attacker may launch the attack by

utilising the full network information. For example, we consider that the same number

of records used both in the protection techniques and the inference attack. Therefore,

the calculated link attribute values used in the data sets are the same for the protection

techniques and the inference attack.

In a real world scenario, the attacker may have a limited access to the network and thus

launch the attack by utilising a subset of the network information. As a result, it can be

very difficult for an OSN service provider to predict the user nodes and attribute value

nodes which are going to be used in the training data set to launch the attack.

On the other hand, the privacy protected by the proposed protection techniques using

full friendship network can be vulnerable against the attack that launched by using sub-

set information of the network. It is unlikely that an attacker have full access to a

network whereas OSN service provider has a limited access to the network. Therefore,

in this section we experimentally demonstrate the efficiency of 3LPEx. To do so, 3LPEx

utilises the full friendship network to provide privacy for test data set users against the

attack that launched by utilising the subset of the network.

We first present the experimental set-up followed by the results observed in each con-

sideration.

8.6.1 Reducing the Number of User Nodes in the Network

At the beginning, we prepare training and test data sets by following the approach de-

scribed in Chapter 7. We use the synthetic data set (Nettleton, 2015) shown in Table

4.3. While preparing the data sets we consider the full friendship networks and thus

calculate the link attribute values before inserting them into the training and the test
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data sets. We present the block diagram of the experimental set-up in Figure 8.1. The

privacy protection techniques are then applied on the training data set to generate the

exhaustive rule set considering a sensitive attribute. Using the rule sensitivity equation

(i.e. Equation 3.1), we then prepare sensitive rule set. Based on the sensitive rule set,

the protection techniques then protect privacy in the test data sets. We follow the same

experimental set-up as described in Section 7.4.2.

Once the protection has been given to the test data set users, we then launch the attribute

inference attack by reducing the number of records in the training data sets. We follow

a distribution of 25%, 50% and 75% while selecting the records randomly from the

full OSN network. That is, we first consider an sub-OSN containing 25% randomly

chosen records (out of the total records) and a friendship network containing those 25%

user nodes. From this sub-OSN network of 25% user nodes, we calculate the link

attribute values and insert them in the training data set. We name this training data

set as “Training Data Set containing 25% of Total records” (please see in Figure 8.1).

We build a classifier model, namely “Classifier Model 1”, by using the conventional

classifiers on “Training Data Set containing 25% of Total records”. We then apply

“Classifier Model 1” on the secure test data set (presented on the right hand of Figure

8.1) to infer the sensitive attributes. We follow this similar procedure for 50% and 75%

distribution of the total records.

We utilise classifier packages from WEKA (Hall et al., 2009) to utilise a set of exist-

ing classifiers namely Naı̈ve Bayes (John & Langley, 1995), Support Vector Machine

(Platt, 1998), (Keerthi et al., 2001). We also select some decision forest algorithms

namely Random Forest (L. Breiman, 2001), and SysFor (Islam & Giggins, 2011), that

an attacker may utilise for inferring private information from data set. We use this

same set of conventional classifiers in “Classifier Model 1”, “Classifier Model 2” and

“Classifier Model 3” (as shown in Figure 8.1).

The experimental results are presented in Figure 8.2 - Figure 8.4 where x axis represents

the steps and y axis represents attack success rate. We follow the same steps in our

experiments as mentioned in Table 7.5.
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FIGURE 8.1: Block of diagram of the experimental set-up.

We present the results in Figure 8.2 shows the attack success rate when an attacker

uses Naı̈ve Bayes (denoted as NB) to breach privacy of records protected by the privacy

preserving techniques. We can see from Figure 8.2 that when an attacker uses the entire

networks (indicated as 100% records) then the attack success rate is higher in all steps.

As we reduce the number of training data set records from 100% to 75%, this attack

success rate drops from 76% to 42% in Step 2. This reduction of attack success rate

goes further to for the 50% and 25% of test data set records.

In Step 2, the attack success rate is the same for all the privacy techniques but it drops

significantly (more than 40 percent) when we apply 3LPEx. Similar trend is observed

throughout the experimental steps and it is obvious that our technique clearly outper-

forms the existing privacy techniques. We can see a similar results for the SVM ( in

Figure 8.3, SysFor (shown in Figure 8.4) and Random Forest (shown in Figure 8.5.
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FIGURE 8.2: Naı̈ve Bayes being used to breach privacy in the test data set.

FIGURE 8.3: Support Vector Machine being used to breach privacy in the test data set.

Although 3LPEx provides higher privacy than the existing privacy preserving tech-

niques, we can see from Figure 8.2 - Figure 8.5 that the attack success rate is still

not zero. That is, often an attacker can be successful in inferring the sensitive informa-

tion of a user. However, 3LPEx significantly reduces the attack success rate reducing

the confidence level of an attacker.
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FIGURE 8.4: SysFor algorithm being used to breach privacy in the test data set.

FIGURE 8.5: Random Forest algorithm being used to breach privacy in the test data
set.
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8.6.2 Varying the Number of Attribute Nodes in the Network

We first prepare training and test data sets (as described in Chapter 7). While preparing

the data sets we consider the full friendship networks and attribute nodes to calculate

the link attribute values. Once the link attribute values are calculated, we insert them

into the training and the test data sets. 3LPEx is then applied on the training data

set to generate the exhaustive rule set considering a sensitive attribute. Using the rule

sensitivity equation (i.e. Equation 3.1), we then prepare sensitive rule set. Based on the

sensitive rule set, 3LPEx then protects privacy in the test data sets. We follow the same

experimental set-up as described in Section 7.4.2.

Once the protection has been given to the test data set users, we then launch the attribute

inference attack by reducing the number of attributes in the training data sets. To do so,

we consider first 3 non-class attributes, then 6 non-class attributes and all the 10 non-

class attributes while preparing the training data sets. That is, we first build a classifier

model by using a training data set containing 3 non-class attributes. records and using

the classifier model we launch the attack to infer the sensitive attributes. Similarly, we

repeat this procedure for 6 attributes. We present the block diagram of the experimental

set-up in Figure 8.6.

In Figure 8.6 we use a same set of conventional algorithms (i.e. NB, SVM, SysFor,

and RF) as classifiers for producing “Classifier Model 1” and “Classifier Model 2”. The

experimental results are presented in Figure 8.7 - Figure 8.10.

Figure 8.7 shows the attack success rate when an attacker uses Naı̈ve Bayes to breach

the privacy of records protected by the privacy preserving techniques. We can see from

Figure 8.7 that the attack success rate reduces significantly in each step as the number

of attributes reduces.

In Step 2, the attack success rate is the same for all the privacy techniques but it drops

significantly (more than 40 percent) when we apply 3LPEx. Similar trend is observed

throughout the experimental steps. We found a similar results for SVM (shown in Fig-

ure 8.8), for SysFor (shown in Figure 8.9) and RF (shown in Figure 8.10).
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FIGURE 8.6: Block of diagram of the experimental set-up of Phase 2.

FIGURE 8.7: Naı̈ve Bayes being used to breach privacy in the test data set.
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FIGURE 8.8: Support Vector Machine being used to breach privacy in the test data set.

FIGURE 8.9: Sysfor algorithm being used to breach privacy in the test data set.

Similar to previous section results, 3LPEx provides high privacy than the existing pri-

vacy preserving techniques, we can see from Figure 8.7 - Figure 8.10 that the attack

success rate is still not zero. That is, often an attacker can be successful in inferring the

sensitive information of a user. However, 3LPEx significantly reduces the attack success

rate reducing the confidence level of an attacker. According to the privacy definition the

reduced confidence will support privacy protection by making Pr(Co = L) < γ.
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FIGURE 8.10: Random Forest algorithm being used to breach privacy in the test data
set.

8.7 Summary

In this chapter we present a summary of the proposed privacy protection techniques. We

also present the main contributions and limitations of this study in this chapter. We then

provide a detailed complexity analysis of the protection techniques that are presented in

this study.

In this chapter we also evaluate the privacy analysis of the 3LPEx algorithm against the

attribute inference attack that launched by using partial information of the network. We

present a concluding remark and comment on the future research directions in the next

chapter.
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Conclusion

We have addressed the attribute inference attacks on online social networks (OSNs) in

this study. We have demonstrated that an attacker can successfully infer users’ private

information with a high probability by applying various data mining algorithms to the

non-sensitive information disclosed by users. We have used a metric, namely attack

success rate, to measure the effectiveness of the privacy preserving techniques. We

have also presented privacy preserving techniques, in this study, that can protect users’

sensitive attribute/s by hiding some attribute values and modifying some friendship links

in an OSN.

Friendship link is an important piece of information in OSNs. A proper use of this

information can breach users’ privacy. Previous protection techniques (Estivill-Castro et

al., 2014; Guha et al., 2008; Jia & Gong, 2018) did not consider this information in their

study that may incur a possible privacy breach. We have empirically demonstrated in

Chapter 4 that approximately 43.38% of previously secured users can become insecure

if an attacker introduces friendship information along with users’ attribute values.

In order to protect users’ privacy from this privacy breach, we have presented 3LP in

Chapter 4. 3LP suggests a user to suppress necessary attribute values and fabricate

friendship links, in order to protect sensitive attribute values of the user. The technique

can also enable a social network provider to query a user about whether to fabricate such

links to preserve his/her privacy. 3LP utilises SysFor (Islam & Giggins, 2011) decision

168
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forest algorithm on the training data sets to get a set of logic rules and based on the

rules 3LP then suggests three layers of actions to its users to avoid a privacy breach. In

Layer 1 3LP suggests to suppress some non-sensitive attribute values that appear most

in the logic rules. In Layer 2 3LP suggests its users to hide some friendship links and in

Layer 3 3LP suggests its users to add some friendship links. Our experimental results

show that by hiding or adding a few friends in a user’s profile can protect the user’s

sensitive information from being inferred. Though hiding a particular friend from the

user’s profile is currently unavailable on OSNs, the approach here suggests that such a

feature could be added in order to protect users’ privacy.

Due to the application of Layer 2 and/or Layer 3 of 3LP, the training data sets would be

changed. If an attacker Z somehow gets access to this modified training data set then

Z may launch the same attack using the modified training data set. However, the logic

rules generated from the original training data set should be different from the modified

training data set. In our privacy attack scenario we have considered that Z will use

the modified training data set and at the same time, Z , can also use any classifier (not

just a decision forest). Our experimental results indicate that our privacy technique 3LP

can (almost always) protect users’ sensitive information even if an attacker uses the

modified training data set (please see Table 5.1).

An OSN user may have diverse preferences for attributes that they consider to be sensi-

tive. To protect all the sensitive information, 3LP may need multiple runs and each run

would be independent. Therefore, a subsequent run may disclose the previously secure

sensitive information. We have presented 3LP+ in Chapter 6 that took a co-ordinated

approach. 3LP+ introduces a friendship matrix that stores the modified friendship links

and those modified friendship links could not be used for further modification. Our

experimental results also indicate that 3LP+ can provide better privacy compared to an

existing privacy preserving technique, PrivNB (Heatherly et al., 2013), by suppressing

less number of attribute values

We have presented the 3LPEx algorithm in Chapter 7 that outperforms the existing

privacy preserving techniques by reducing the attack success rate even if an attacker

applies different existing classifiers (rather than the one used by the privacy technique).
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Our experimental results also demonstrate that the 3LPEx algorithm can maintain a

high data utility compared to the existing techniques by suppressing less attribute values

while preserving privacy.

9.1 Future Work

We believe that future research efforts in this thesis should focus on generalisation of

attribute values (rather than the suppression) suggested by our protection techniques i.e.

3LP, 3LP+, and 3LPEx in order to increase the data utility.

In this study, we have considered that only the user or a few others in the user’s net-

work are consumers of the protection techniques. If all friends in a user’s friend list

continually used and adopted the recommendations of the protection techniques, then

the calculation would be dynamic and different. We believe this is an exciting avenue

for further research.

In an OSN platform, all the friendship links are not public. Some of the links are

sensitive and usually a user wants to hide them from public view. Therefore, protecting

a sensitive friendship link as requested by the user can be considered for future research

direction.

In order to infer target users’ sensitive information, an attacker may open a list of fake

profiles on OSN which is also known as sybil profiles. If these sybil profiles are detected

accurately, then the attribute inference attack can be stopped in advance. Therefore,

detection of sybil profiles can be another potential research direction.
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Appendix {The properties of the synthetic data set D2}

In Table 1 we present the list of attributes and their corresponding attribute values used

to generate the synthetic data set D3. Each record of the data set D3 has been created

using a logic rule and they are as follows:

TABLE 1: The list of attributes and their corresponding values utilised in synthetic data
set D3.

Types of Attribute Attribute
information name values

Activities on OSN

Number of friends
on OSN

low (1-100),
medium (101-500),
high (501 and above)

Number of pages
followed on OSN

low (0-9), medium (10-19),
high (20 and above)

Number of uploaded
photos per week

low (0-5), medium (6-10),
high (11 and above)

Number of comments
made on other users’
contents per week

low (0-9), medium (10-19),
high (20 and above)

Personal information
Age range

18-27, 28-37,
38-47,48-57,58 and above

Current city of
Residence

Sydney, Melbourne,Brisbane,
Bathurst

Relationship status
single, in-a-relationship,
married,notmentioned

Sensitive information
Political view Labour, Liberal, Green

Religion
Christianity, Islam, Others,
Buddhism, no religion

Profession
Government employee,
entrepreneur, salesman,
retired person, student,

Residence = A value is generated using the following

probability distribution:

30% probability for each of Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne

and 10% for Bathurst;

if(Residence = Bathurst) {

Age range = A value is generated using the following

probability distribution:
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40% probability for the age 50+, 20% probability for each

of the age range 48-57 and 38-47, 10% probability for each

of the age range 28-37 and 18-27;

Friends on OSN = A value is generated using the

following probability distribution:

60% probability for low, 25% probability for medium

and 15% probability for high;

if(Age range = 18-27) {

Relationship status = 45% probability for single, 30%

probability for in-a-relationship, 23% probability for

not-mentioned and 2% probability for married; }

else if(Age range = 28-37 or 38-47) {

Relationship status = A value is generated using the

following probability distribution: 45% probability for

married, 30% probability for in-a-relationship, 15%

probability for single and 10% probability for

not-mentioned;}

else {

Relationship status = 55% probability for married, 35%

probability for in-a-relationship, 5% probability for

single and 5% probability for not-mentioned;}

if(Number of Friends on OSN = low) {

Number of uploaded photos or comments or pages

followed = A value is generated using the following

probability distribution: 65% probability for low, 25%

probability for medium and 10% probability for high.}

if(Number of Friends on OSN = medium) {

Number of uploaded photos or comments or pages

followed = A value is generated using the following
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probability distribution: 30% probability for low, 45%

probability for medium and 25% probability for high.}

else {

Number of uploaded photos or comments or pages

followed = A value is generated using the following

probability distribution: 55% probability for high, 40%

probability for medium and 5% probability for low.}

} // End of if(Residence = Bathurst)

else(Residence = Sydney or Melbourne or Brisbane) {

Age range = A value is generated using the following

probability distribution:

42% probability for the age range 18-27, 25% probability

for the age range 28-37, 15% probability for each of the

age range 38-47, 48-57 and 5% probability for the age

58 and above;

Friends on OSN = A value is generated using the

following probability distribution:

50% probability for high, 35% probability for medium and

15% probability for low;

if(Age range = 18-27) {

Relationship status = A value is generated using the

following probability distribution:

55% probability for single, 25% probability for

in-a-relationship, 18% probability for not-mentioned

and 2% probability for married;

Number of uploaded photos or comments

or pages followed = A value is generated using the
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following probability distribution:

85% probability for high,

10% probability for medium and

5% probability for low.}

else if(Age range = 28-37 or 38-47 or 48-57) {

Relationship status = A value is generated using the

following probability distribution:

35% probability for in-a-relationship, 30%

probability for married, 15% probability for single

and 10% probability for not-mentioned;

Number of uploaded photos or comments or pages

followed = A value is generated using the following

probability distribution: 40% probability for medium, 30%

probability for

each low and high.}

else {

Relationship status = A value is generated using the

following probability distribution:

55% probability for married, 30% probability for

in-a-relationship, 10% probability for single and

5% probability for not-mentioned;

Number of uploaded photos or comments or pages

followed = A value is generated using the following

probability distribution:

70% probability for low, 28% probability

for medium and 2% probability for high.}

} // End of if(Residence = Sydney or

Melbourne or Brisbane)
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if(Age range = 48-57 or 58 and over; and Relationship

Status = Married)

Religion = Christian;

else if (Age range = 48-57 or 58 and over; and

Relationship Status = Single or in-a-relationship or

Not Mentioned)

Religion = No religion;

else if (Age range = 18-27 and Relationship Status =

married)

Religion = 25% Probability for each of Christian, Islam,

Buddhism and others;

else

Religion = 44% Probability of being No-religion, 50%

probability of being Christian, 2% probability for

each of Islam, Buddhism, Others;

if(Age range = 18-27 and Relationship Status =

single and Number of friends and uploaded photos

or comments or pages followed = medium or high)

Profession = student;

if(Age range = 28-37 or 38-47 and Relationship

Status = in-a-relationship and Number of friends and

uploaded photos or comments or pages followed = medium

or low) Profession = salesman;

else if (Age range = 58 and over; and

Relationship Status = Married or in a relationship)

Profession = Retired person;
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else if (Age range = 28-37 or 38-47 or 48-57 and

Relationship

Status = Married or in-a-relationship)

Profession = Government employee;

else Profession = entrepreneur;

if(Number of uploaded photos or comments or pages

followed = medium

or High and Relationship Status = single or

in-a-relationship or not mentioned)

Political view = Green;

if(Number of uploaded photos or comments or pages

followed = low

and Relationship Status = married or in-a-relationship

and Number of friends = medium or low

Political view = Labour;

else Political view = Liberal;
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